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IMPRODUCTION
Soma twenty yemre ago the American National Bureau of
Standards introduced an improved version of Pfund*e ”#ky
compass”

designed to aid navigation especially in the

Polar regions where the ordinary magnetic compass will not
function reliably# or in any location where the sky is directly
visible but the sun is not#

The compass made use of the fact

that light from most regions of the sky is partially linearly
polarised in a plane which relates to the sun* s position# which
could therefore be found even with the sun obscured#

Knowing

the time of day# true North could be determined to an accuracy
of about 1^.

This reminds us that Nan himself cannot perceive

(2 )
the plane of polarisation of light unaided#' ' and that an

animal which could# would possess a fairly accurate directionfinding device.

On the other hand# since the discovery by

von Prisch (1949# 1950) of the bee*s and ant*s abilities#
ninety or so arthropods have now been shown to be responsive
to changes in the plane of polarisation (Waterman 19^5)#

This

suggests that these arthropods have an analytical capacity not
(1) Rev. Sci. Instr.# ^ #

460# (1949)*

see also Campbell (1954)

(2) This is not strictly true.
The Haldinger-brush effect is
caused by polarised light# but it is at best weak and some
people cannot see it at all.
It appears to be caused
mainly by the dichroism of the retinal screening pigments#
and not by properties of the receptors themselves.

2
•hared by the vertebrate#, and the primary objective of the
present work, set forth in Section II, has been
further the nature

.

to investigate

of this ability at the level of the

photoreceptors themselves, along with a preliminary attempt
to discover how polarised-light information is processed at
the first synaptic relay (Section III).
Whilst the

vertebrate eye is apparently insensitive to

changes in the plane of polarisation, it is nevertheless from
the vertebrate retina that most information has come to date
regarding the action of polarised light (hereafter the
abbreviation PL is sometimes used)#

Schmidt (1938) and

Denton (1939) showed that when a fish or frog retina is
illuminated from the side, at right angles to the normal light
path, it is bleached more effectively by light polarised with
the e-vector lying across the receptors.

The photopigment i#

isolated in the outer segments of the rods and cones (Marks
1 9 6 3 ) which the electron microscope shows to comprise stacks of

membranous discs or lamellations (e.g. Robertson 1966).

Wald,

Brown and Gibbons (I9 6 3 ) have suggested that the dichroism of
the individual rhodopsin molecules is responsible for the
polarised-light effect, since this has the same action spectrum
as rhodopsin, and they envisage the molecules all lying with
their dichroic axes in the same plane, sandwiched between the
periodic membrane structures.

The lack of selective absorptio:

3
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when the retina i# viewed along the normal optical path i# then
eaeily explained by the lack of constraint in this plane, with
the molecule# either radially, concentrically or randomly
arranged within the membrane eandwich.

With any of these

arrangement# it should be possible to bleach out some molecules
with a polarised light and spare the unfavourably orientated
ones, so leaving the retina dichroic.

But this experiment has

failed (Magins and Jennings 1939)# suggesting that the molecules
have a rotational freedom and therefore a random arrangement
within the plane of each disc.

Since all the molecular dichroi

axes are held at right angles to the normal light path,
absorption efficiency is potentially increased by 5 0 $ over a
random arrangement (Wald ejb sj^., 1963).
Exactly the same efficiency increase could result from
a dichroic photopigment being constrained by the same forces in
a set of tubes across the light path instead of discs, and most
of the known invertebrate photoreceptors possess microvillous
outgrowths (”rhabdemeres” ) orientated in this way (Moody 1964).
The membrane might in these eases be expected to constrain the
photopigment not in one but in three dimensions, and since the
tubules are arranged approximately parallel to one another^ the
receptors would present a polarised light absorber even when
viewed along the optical path (Fig. 3).

Since de Vries mt a l..

(1933)# several workers have suggested that this is the

k.
anatomical basis for the polarimsd light ssnsitivity which is
known to exist in many arthropods from behavioural and electro#
rotinogram (e r q ) evidence (jander and Waterman i9 6 0 ).
arthropod eyes several receptors (between 3 and 17#

In
usually 8)

are bunched together into a structure rather like an elongate
orange, termed the onmatidium.

It can be seen from Fig. 3

that the dichroic-rhabdemere theory requires the cells of one
omuatidium to have different polarised-light sensitivities,
since the tubules in adjacent cells are differently orientated.
There is a second explanation of polarised-light
sensitivity which derives from the fact that a light beam
when reflected obliquely from some surfaces becomes partially
polarised, and any refracted component is therefore polarised
in the opposite sense by subtraction.

Conversely, different

intensities of light can be relected or refracted when the
plane of an incident polarised beam is rotated (Jenkins and
White 1 9 5 0 , p. 3 6 0 ).

If the floor of an experimental chamber

or even the eye surface provided the necessary reflecting
interface, the photoreceptors would detect the intensity
changes produced by changing the plane of polarisation and
this in turn might lead to behavioural responses of the animal.
Such a mechanism has been suggested by Waterman (1934), Kennedy
and Baylor (1 9 6 1 ) and most forcefully by de Vries and Kuiper
(1 9 3 8 ), who regarded it as proven.

One approach has been to

control the experimental situation so as to minimise these

3.

streets, end even to eyetometlcmlly introduce background
reflection# to confuse the animal# (von Friech
Jander and Waterman I960).

, i9 6 0 ,

Again, several groups have shown

that individual units in the receptor layer of Diptera are
polarisation-sensitive (Kuwabara and Naka 1939# B w k h a r d t aad
Vendler i9 6 0 , Autrum and von Zwehl 1962) but work hitherto has
been criticised as not excluding the above refleotion-artefact
hypothesis (Oeldsmith 1964#

05ts, and MacNichol I 9 6 5 ).

The

closest approach to such an exclusion is the result of Autrum
and von Zwehl (1962) who found that receptors in nearby parts
of the eye could have quite different planes of peak PL
sensitivity, in which case the artefactual reflections would
probably be very similar in each.

Similar intracellular

recordings in the present work have been used in experiments
designed to rigorously exclude this possibility in the eyes of
the drone honeybee and locust (section I I ).

Cells with

Identical fields-of-view looking at the same light source could
not show differences in polarisation peaks if the cause were
some optical artefact, since all artefacts would necessarily be
the same for each cell.

Any difference between a pair of cell#

therefore does not involve reflection effects.
A third hypothesis on the origin of polarised light
effects might be that the optical parts of the eye preceding
the light-absorbing rhabdomere have polarising properties.

No

6
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anatonioaX baala for such an idea haa been fotmd in the cornea
or cry#tallin# cone (stockhammer 1956# de Vriee 1956) and the
experiment# described above can also be used to rule out this
idea.
A fourth suggestion by Menser and Stockhammer (195%)# i«
that the rhabdomere# of Diptera have douole-refresting
properties.

This of itself does not produce a polarisation

analyser# but such would result if either the extraordinary (B)
or ordinary (o) ray were refracted out of the rhabdom leaving
behind the oppositely-polarised component.

The photopigment

need not be orientated in Just one direction or even be dichroic
with this theory, but absorption efficiency might be increased
if it were#

the mechanism is of course inefficient in that one

ray is not used.

Menser and btockhasuaer proposed that a

com#)artment concentric with the rhabdom concentrated one
component, but no anatomical basis for this has emerged from
more than six EM studies on Diptera (e.g. TruJillo-Cen6s 1965).
failing this it might be su#:(;ested that the clear central core
of the rhabdom concentrates one of the rays, but then it should
show up as a bright region in microphotographs, but does not
(Wiedemann I9 6 5 # Kirschfeld 196?)•

Lastly, a ray rejected by

one rhabdom might be accepted by another, but Kirschfeld (196?)
has shown thst a small light source can brighten just one cell
per ommatidium in Musoa.

This fact, which results from the

divergence between the axes of cells and narrow acceptance

7
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fields of the individual rhabdomeres (redetermined electro:
physiologically as about 2^ by Scholes), means crossover is of
a quite low order.

A way in which the birefringence theory can

be tested experimentally was suggested by de Vries (1 9 5 6 ).

He

points out that the very low suggested difference in rhabdom
refractive index between the 0 and E ray, which he incidentally
could not confirm, means that these rays could only be separated
completely over a very narrow angular range (2®).

Section IIB

will show that the polarised light response remains unchanged
over much larger deviations than this.

Stockhammer (1 9 5 6 )

himself abandoned the idea that any of the birefringence was
functional in favour of the dichroism theory, but neither he nor
do Vries (1 9 3 6 ) .could demonstrate dichroism in fly rhabdomeres.
In the final part of the second section, experiments on
the crab eye provide strong positive evidence in favour of the
dioliroic rhabdomere theory, and recent evidence from other
sources is discussed.
One of the ma^or unanswered questions in the field of
arthropod vision is whether the ommatidium or the individual
retinula cell is the basic functional unit, as Goldsmith (1964)
amongst others has remarked.

Of course the two ideas are not

necessarily mutually exclusive, tho output of the individual cell
perhaps being important for perception of one stimulus attribute,

8
and that of the whole group for another, for in#tanoe.

.

Critical optomotor experiment# on beetle# and locust# have so
far suggested that differences between the receptors in one
ommatidium are at least not necessary to explain the acuity that
these insects can achieve (Heichardt 1962, Palka 1965# McCann
and MacOinitie 1965# Thorson 1966) contrary to earlier suggestic
(Durtt and Catton 1962).

It therefore seems possible that the

whole output of an ommatidium is summed before the movement
perception system is reached, so that if we can show the
individual receptors have independent responses unsmeared by
interaction with neighbours, any summation must be relegated to
a later stage in the visual pathway.

A byproduct of the presen

experiments on pairs of retinula cells is the provision of some
knowledge of the interaction between neighbours, and digression#
on this interesting theme make up much of section II.

The

results favour the view that in most of the species investigated
each retinula is largely independent of its neighbours.
From this, it becomes logical to ask how or Indeed whett
this receptoral uniqueness (in terms of the receptive field,
polarisation plane etc.) is still preserved at the first synape#
in the lamina ganglionaris.

The fundamental difficulty here i#

that in the fly, where the anatomy is best known, six receptor
axons converge in one synaptic complex (or ”optic cartridge” ),
which has only two or possibly three axon outputs (Cajal and

siinehes, 1915# Braltenberg 1967, Trujillo-Cen^s I 9 6 5 ).

9.

This

same input eonvargenee is also found in the lobster lamina
(Hamori and Korridge I9 6 6 ), and seems to occur also in the
locust and the bee (Phillips 1905) and is probably of wide
occurrence in insects and crustaceans (Bullock and Horridge
1 9 6 5 )#

It is difficult to see how the separate receptor

properties of spatial resolution, light intensity, polarisation
plane and colour sensitivity all manage to pass through a
synapse with such a limited number of outputs and still avoid
confusion between each attribute.

Section III describes

preliminary recordings from locust lamina which attempt to
resolve some of these difficulties but probably raise more
questions than are answered.

The results on drone bee eyes in

section II probably point a solution at least to colour-confusic
at the lamina*

namely that the problem is circumvented by

having the receptors in one ommatidium and indeed in whole
patches of tho eye, of the same sensitivity.

This agrees with

work on the dragonfly eye and with several ERG studies.
In several connections the work to be described raises
questions of the functioning of individual cells at a more basic
or more fashionably, biophysical level, for instance in connecti
with the nature of the receptor afterpotential which perhaps
should but does not produce a lamina response.

An initial

section therefore describes experiments designed to throw light
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on tho nature of tho photoreceptor rccponec, and thla in turn
invoivo# com# coneideratlon of the eauacc of the light- and
dark-adaptation proccccee which have to be controlled in any
experiment on vision.
In this retrospective attempt to outline some of the

main influences at hand during the early stages of the present
work, some recent pertinent work has been omitted, that of
Langer and of the fuortes group for instance.

This is

rectified and the situation brought up to date in the appropria
place in each of the three main sections which follow.
The average retinula cell remains in a healthy
condition for only a short time once penetrated by a microt
electrode and this fact has largely governed the choice of
experimental species.

Locusts are good in this respect, were

readily available and used for most experiments.

However,

crabs have a more regular retina and although no receptor lived
for more than about two minutes they had to be used in one
important experiment.

Locusts are poorly known for their

behavioural responses to polarised and coloured lights, and son
of the experiments have been duplicated on bees where
documentation is better.

Drone honeybees were available only

for two months of the year, so that they could not be used most
of the time.

The characteristics of the receptor response

itself were found similar in all the species studied, which

11
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gives confidence that sows of the findings on one species will
with little modification to other arthropods.
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METHODS
A.

.

ANIMALS
The following epeoie# have been ueed and are listed in

order of the ease with which recording# may be obtained from
their retinula cells|

some were used only for peripheral

investigations:Drone (and worker) honeybee

Anis mellifica

Migratory locust

Locusta migratoria

Desert locust
Dragonfly
Horseshoe crab
Crayfish
Shore slater
Hoverfly
Blowfly
Mantid shrimp
Shore crab
Swimming crab
Lobster
Spiny lobster
Squat lobster
Hermit crab

S c h f t o C T O . grewrla

\nm» jwniu#. Lib.lXul*
Liwlu. polrph.wtt.

fluri.tilla

LA.i« oc.anlc.
»p.

C.Hiphor. «P.
Souilla mantis

C«rctou* W . . M #
P o r t w o w pMt>T

Homwl# ypluATt»

Pmllmuru# vulMrl#

BupMwrw. b*rmh*rdu.

The last four were extremely difficult to record from, and were
used in exploratory work only.

Female locusts were normally u

13.
The Isolated insect head or crustacean eye was mounted
In a small perspex moist-chamber and sometimes secured by a low
melting-point wax (one part rosin, two parts beeswax)
manipulated with a warm needle.
upside down.

Bees were mounted whole,

Dessication was minimized by keeping the dish

covered and by occasionally moistening the head with saline
(insects) or by filling the chamber with previously aerated
saline (crustaceans).

A crustacean eye could be used for abou

an hour, and a locust head perhaps ten hours.

As an example of

the durability of the latter preparation, individual cells have
been held for three hours, and the polarization sensitivity of
some 6 0 receptors in one eye determined on occasion.

Locust saline (Hoyle 1953) was used sparingly for all t
insects with no detrimental effect ;
(g«. ion/ml) K*, 13;
HCOg , 4;

Nm*, l40;

HgPO^ , 5»

it has the composition

C.**, 2;

Mg**, 2;

Cl' , 148;

N.tur.l ■•.water was ueed for the

crustaceans except for Astacus. where a special saline was
employed (pantin 1 9 6 2 ).
B. Optical Stimuli
For light stimulation and microelectrode recording, the
perspex preparation dish was fixed Inside a small sheet steal
box, blackened to reduce scattered light and earthed to reduce
interference (F in Fig. 1).

The whole assembly was bolted

directly on to a micromanipulator bed (n m ) which also carried

15a

to

0 #c

i

PA

W/
ADJ
MM

Fla. 1
S o h O M t i o dlmgrmm of the reoordin^ eye tern.
The
ieoleted heed (h) eite in e dleh in e shielded box (F)# Mounte
directly on the micromenipuletor etege (MM).
Two electrode#
(£ 1 ) oen be adjusted relative to one another ( i W )# and are
eonneoted to preamplifiers PA#
An individual retinula cell h
a narrow receptive field Cjf) within which the li^ht source can
be positioned by a movable perimeter (P), centred on the eye#
S» shutter; V, interchangable wheel of neutral* or interferen
filters# or oontainin#; a polaroid sheet#

Ik,
the one or two electrodes (£!)• #o reducing relative electrode*
preparation movement#

Light stimuli were provided from a

perimeter device (p) which allowed a light source (LS) te be mo^
in a circle horisontally or vertically with the eye (H) at the
centre of the sphere.

About a quarter of a hemisphere of

external space can thereby be covered#

This allows the rather

narrow visual fields of a large number of cells to be examined
successively#
The light source itself is a pinhole 10cm from the eye,
eubtonding either 0#3^ or 1^ at the eye surface#

Illumination

is from a 6 V, 18W tungsten bulb via a condenser lens system whi<
focuses on the pinhole#

The beam that diverges from the pinho

gives uniform illumination over a wide area, so that a slight

error in centring the perimeter on the eye will not give rise t<
differing illuminations when the stimulator is moved through th
field of a particular receptor cell#

This is an important

point, since it emerges later on that most locust cells have
irregular visual fields.
approaches*

It was checked directly from two

(l) Angular sensitivity of a few locust retinulas

was checked with the perimeter properly located, and also with
it decentred up to about 1 cm#

There was very little differen

between the two sets of measurements#

(2) It happens that

honeybee and fly photoreceptors often have quite regular,
approximately Gaussian, receptive fields measured on the same

apparatus.
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Xrrsguiarlties could have ssvsrai Intsrprstations,

but this observed syn&metry points to the angular uniformity of
light flux.
Mains voltage in the building dropped from 2)0 to abou
2 0 UV due to loading of the wiring during cold weather conditio

Because of this the light source was- run from a 24)V constant
voltage transformer which varied less than 1% during the cours
of the experiments.

The 6 *voIt supply was obtained via a

microscope*lamp transformer, with all the wires in the
secondary circuit soldered.

This with the eenstant*volts

proviso is necessary to maintain a relatively constant lamp*
current, which in turn keeps the lamp operating at a constant
colour temperature, excluding changes due to lamp ageing.

If

the colour temperature changes, the spectral and absolute
energy calibration to be described will change;

besides this,

fluctuations in light level during an experiment are obviously
undesirable.
The illuminated pinhole is normally occluded by a
shutter vane (Fig. 1, S) attached to an eleetromagnetie relay
which can be energised from one of a series of Tektronix l6 l
and 1 6 2 stimulators.

The rise time of the light flash measure

directly with a fast rise*time photovoltaic cell (Texas
Instruments type LS 222), was about 2 msec, and the decay time
about 7 msec.

The shortest usable pulse was therefore around

16
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10 msec, although this was not important for mont experiments.
The actual waveform of the flash was monitored in later
experiments by the same photocell, positioned Just above the
experimental chamber so as to intercept a part of the flash.

The emerging light could be polarised with a 24*positi
*Polaroid" filter wheel (UV*transmitting. Type HKPB), allowing
the plane of polarisation to be rotated in 15^ steps through
3 6 0 ^ from a fixed starting position.

The polarising whool cs

be quickly interchanged for another wheel bearing 12 Kodak
"Neutral Density" filters, or a third wheel having l4 inters
ferenoe and six neutral filters.

With a minimum of

manipulation, response*intenaity curves, polarisation, colour*
or angular-sensitivity of a unit could be quickly found.
C. OPTICAL C4LIBHAT1ÜNS
1. Neutral density filters
The individual gelatin sheets were checked for percentage
transmission on a Beckmann SP 800 recording spectrophotometer.
Attenuation was fairly flat through the visible spectrum, riai
in the ultraviolet (UV) and falling towards the infrared (IR)
end of the spectrum.

Transmission values at 500 am were used

as a compromise between the blue sensitivity of the locust eye
and the long wavol«^ngth predominance of the tungsten source,
fellowing section C4.

Light intensities are subsequently

referred to on a *log I scale from the neutral filter optical
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densities (O.D#)# relative to the unattenuated intensity of th#
source (arbitrarily called aero)# since
* 1 0 g I e(0 * log l ) e ( l O g 1.0 * leg x)m log ^ m O.D.
I
Optical density units have the advantage that they can be
combined by simple addition.

Individual filters were protect#

with glass cover slips which were alee checked against selectii
absorption.
2. Polarisation
Plane of polarisation is conventionally used throughout to ref#

to the plane defined by the electric vector and the direction #
propagation of the light beam.
Upon rotation of the polaroid wheel, a flat*faced
photocell placed in the emergent beam registered a variable
output, indicating the stimulator output to be partially
polarised.

This was traced to the bulb and corrected with a

pile of glass cover slips fixed at an angle in the beam, rotati
until the residual polarisation was less than 2^.

This level

inaccuracy is small relative to the fluctuations in responsiver
of even the best preparations.

To check that an error in sour#

polarisation was not eliminated by the presence of a
complementary error in the photocell (a very real problem for
most such devices), axial rotation of the photocell itself
produced no modulation.
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Th# r###t%lng error of eeoh poleroid poeltion wae

.

eotimated at » 1 ^.
Polarisation reeponee curve# were obtained by changing
the plane in equal etepe and observing the resulting slow
potential modulation (e.g. Fig# l6 o).

For reasons given in tl

next section this does not produce a sensitivity curve, but sui
can be easily obtained by reading the response plot on to the
response • intensity curve of the particular cell, to get the
"equivalent intensities" ef the maximum (
and Intermediate response values.
to 1 0 0 % and

^mx

)

# minimum
srbitrarily scaled

then varies considerably from cell to cell.

The ratio of the two would be ) : 1 if the minimum were 20
and is here called the "sensitivity ratio" of a cell to
polarised light.

The term "dichrolo ratio" for this ratio

expressed in optical density units has been used in similar
studies (Liebmami 1962, Olson

aj^., 1964 ), but is best avoid €

here because of its as yet unwarranted functional implications,
3. Spectral sensitivity
The interference filter wheel provided "monochromatic"
lights of wavelengths between 348 and 6 2 2 nm, of half band widtl
10*13nm.

The output of the eource-plus-filter was determined

from the response of an RCA 933 phototube, calibrated for us b)
Dr. P. Ruck from thermopile of known absorption characteristic#
having a linear output over the range used.
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UV side - bands were found in three filters and suppresses
with auxiliary gelatin filters (Kodak Vrattsn 14) |

IH transaiissic

bands occur with some filters but neither affected the Insect eye

nor the phototube (S5 spectral response) in control experiments, i
were ignored*
Since some of the colour data acquired has unexpected

peaks (e.g. Bennett, Tunetall and Horridge 196?)# it is as well t<
Biontion that the phototube calibration was cross-checked in four
waysI(1)

4 monochromator calibrated with the phototube had an outpi

curve similar to that Issued by the makers.
(il)

4 similar curve resulted when the same monochromator was

calibrated with a wavelength — indopendent thermopile.
(ill)

Spectral sensitivity curves from the fly and honeybee eye

derived from the phototube calibration agree with the curves
determined independently by Burkhardt (1962) and kxitrwa (I9b3).
Soc Fig. 39#
(iv)

The shape of the phototube s|*ectral-»en8itivity curve is

similar to that to be expected for an S3 photocathode and has no
sharp dips or peaks.
The output of the light source at each wavelength is
specified in relative number of photons, since photoreception Is
d 1^continuous quantum-absorption process (e.g. Fuortes and Yeandl
1964) and not a continuous thermal process as implied when spectr
sensitivity curves are compiled in energy units (e.g. Kennedy and
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Bruno 1 9 6 1 , âuga and Katsukl I 9 6 2 )#

#

Sine# th# tungsten eml##lc

spectrum rises steeply with increased wavelength and sash
interference filter had different transmission oharaeteristice
anyway,

the final outputs at each wavelength were by no means eq

This is allowed for in subsequent calculations, rather than by
attempting to equalise mil the outputs to the level of the
weakest UV filter, which elicited rmmponmmm of only a few
millivolts in most cells and therefore involved severe quantum
variability and consequent measurement uncertainty#
Spectral sensitivity studies are in the first place
directed to uncovering the absorptive properties ef the photos
sensitive pigment#

If the output of the photoreceptor system

is linear- through-the-origin with light intensity, this can be
done simply by plotting the signal amplitude to an equal
-quantum stimulus through the spectrum, in which case the functi
is a sensitivity curve#

But it is well known that visual output

is generally non-linear over most of the range, so that in fact
the function generated would be the spectral sensitivity
weighted by the non-linear system characteristics#

This can be

overcome by working to constant response, when the only thing th

is not controlled is the photopigment^ s absorptive properties, a
this method has been indirectly used here#

The approach has

been to measure one log-intensity/response curve for each cell,

and to read on to this curve the measured response amplitudes to
each test wavelength#

The test points can then be slid in the
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log 1 direction by amounts necessary to compensate for the

.

unequal numbers of quanta, and then again to reach some
arbitrary fixed response level.

Sensitivity is then convent

tionally expressed as the reciprocal of the relative numbers of
quanta that would be required to produce this constant response
This method is preferable in the present work, because of its
speed and because insufficient light was available at some
wavelengths to produce a large enough criterion response.

It

is valid insofar as the intensity-response curves for one cell
at different wavelengths are superposable, and this has been
shown by Bennett e^

, (196?) for locust and Autrum (1965) fo

bse receptors.
4. Absolute Intensity Calibration
It became desirable during later ex|>eriments on the
locust to estimate the total quantum flux entering each eye
facet.

The calculation is made simpler because the small light

source was swung on to the axis of each visual cell in all the
experiments.

The total flux is therefore assumed to all fall

at the peak of angular sensitivity, an assumption justified by
the small angular sise of the source (l^ at the eye in most
experiments) relative to the wide angle-of-acceptance of the
average locust retinula cell (approximately 7 ^ at half height,
dark adapted#

Tunetall and Horridge 196?)#
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In the ebeenee of a directly-calibrated thermopile, the
total quantum flux vae obtained indirectly by the following etej
and applies to the locust eye only#
(1)

The colour temperature of the source was steasured#

An

RCA 935 (85 spectral response) phototube, recently spectrallycalibrated, was used to obtain a response from the source at
each of fourteen wavelengths, isolated with narrow-band imtert
ference filters.

The transmission spectrum of each filter was

spectrophotometrically determined, so that the output of lightplus-filter could be weighted for equal transmittance at each
wavelength.

The resulting function ef relative light output of

the source between 3 ^ 8 and 6 2 2 n», plotted in energy units,
closely resembled that of a black body at 2200^ K (Noon 1948).
This colour temperature was maintained constant by running the
source from the constant-veltags supply mentiened earlier.
(ii)

The colour temperature curve was supplied with an

arbitrary (incorrect) absolute scale, and this graph transform#
with the relative luminosity factors for human photopic vision
at lOnm intervals (Kingslake 1965, p. 6 ).

This gives the total

energy output of the source in the visible range as if
presented at the peak of human photopic sensitivity (5 5 6 mm),
still in arbitrary units, however.
(iii)

A photometric estimate of the light flux at the eye

surface in lumens/unit area was made, using a recently calibrai
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Kolophane "Lumeter" comparison photometer.

A aeoondary

.

photoelectric instrument gave similar readings.
(iv)

The mechanical equivalent of light is that 1 Itusen is
L
equivalent to 0.0014? Watt or 1.4?xlO erg/sec of radiation at
5 3 6 mm.

The photometric estimate of (iii) can therefore now

be expressed in terms of the equivalent energy flux at 556mm
and this compared to the integral energy output also at 556mm
obtained from (ii).

The arbitrary scale of the colour

temperature curve can then be appropriately corrected to read i
erg/sec/unit area/lOnm interval.

The area of a single locust
2

eye facet, diameter 30;o«, is approximately 709}Jum , and the
energy figure can be converted to numbers of quanta using
Planck*s equation.

The scale then finally reads in quanta/se<

faoet-area/lOnm interval.
(v)

The final scale in (iv) is integrated with the spectral

sensitivity curve for each locust visual cell type (Dennett
e j l ^ . , 1 9 6 7 ) at the appropriate lOnm intervals.

This gives

figures for the total flux which represent the equivalent
number of quanta at the peak ef spectral sensitivity ("peakphotons") which would cause receptor stimulation equal to that
produced by the white light.

The figures are divided by sevei

since there are usually seven light-catching cells per oewsatidj
facet (Horridge and Barnard I 9 6 5 ).

The final figures are#

2k.
Approximate

Cell type
(Bennett et al., I9 6 7 )

A max

Maximum number ef quanta
available from light sou:
(expressed as A «.quanta)
max

1

425nm

a

3.1 X 10^ peak-photons/s#
1/7 facet

430

5 .8

X

10^

"

520

8.0

X

10^

»

3
(Vi)

•
•

•

The final flux was attenuated with a eet of Kodak

"Neutral density" filters, which as pointed out have relatival)
flat transmissions for most wavelengths of interest, but which
start to cut off in the near UV.

This has a negligible effect

since the tungsten source emits little energy in this region.
Spectral transmission curves for these filters were measured
spectrophotonetrlcally.
(vii)

It would be desirable to know the likely errors involve

in the various stages above, but these are difficult to d e term!
since the siajor errors will lie in the photometric and colour
temperature data for which reliable independent estismtes are
not available.

However, the calibration produces plausible

results (sen Section III, U) which agree well with the results
of Kirsehfeld (196)) se it is not likely to be wildly inaocurat
D. Electrical recording?
Glass salt-filled micropipettes have been used througho
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for intracollular rooording in conjunction with a wheatston# bz
for passing currents down th# pipette(s) and high impedance
amplifiers, coupled to a DC oscilloscope.
1. Microelectrodes
These were pulled from Corning 7740 Pyrem tubing on a

spring-actuated puller, strapped to glass slides with rubber be
and filled with methanol under reduced pressure.

The slides %

then transferred to distilled water and then singly to electro#
lyte as required.

This was usually 2.8M KOI, although other

salts were sometimes employed.

After 4b hours at 28^0 the

electrodes could be used, and had useful lives several more da)
if refrigerated.
Klectrode tip resistance could be tested as explained
below and varied from about 20 MOhm upwards for useful eleotrod
for currents of either polarity.

Whether the higher

resistances resulted from finer tips or blockage is not known.
High resistances could often be lowered by applying - 150 V

across the electrode via a separate circuit net shown in Fig. 2
but perhaps this merely fractures the tip.

Because electrode

resistance was sometimes a siseable fraction of the preamplifis

input resistance, any absolute voltage measurements were made h
reference to a 10 or ImV calibration pulse (CAL, Fig. 2) which
was also divided in the same fraction between electrode- and
imput-resistance.

This was useful also in obviating the
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B

o

9

10/1 mV

rig, 2
A. Ulmgram of th# input eireuit used in work with
barrel micro#iectrodee, described in the teat.
For recording %
double-barrel electrodes (second barrel Ei shown dashed), switcl
was thrown from the position shown.
B. Switching arrangement i
two separate electrodes and one bridge circuit# used in later
experiments.
BAK# preamplifier#
Br.CAL# bridge calibration
resistor# normally shorted#
CAL# 10 or 1 «V calibration pulse#
OH 1# 2# 3# channels 1# 2# and 3# BACK OFF# potentiometer for
neutralising unwanted voltages#
M* R## Cm# simplified
representation of penetrated cell.
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necessity of frequently checking amplifier gain.

Electrode

noise is not divided in the process# so that signal detectabil
is somewhat reduced with higher reeistance electrodes# the mor
so since noise power is related to resistance.
The serious objection to the use of high resistance
electrodes is the concomitant high tip— potential which may
affect measurement of the cell resting potential.

Electrodes

were often negative to the bathing saline by more than lOOmV.
This voltage could be neutralised (BiCK OFF# Fig. 2) but this
made no difference to the lifetime of an impaled cell.

For a

appropriate preamplifier input resistance of 10^ Ohm,a tip
potential of lOOmV would drive only 1 0 * through a cell.
For a typical locust cell of input resistance lONOhm# this
current would change membrane potential by only ImV so it is
not surprising this effect can be neglected.
The origin of tip potential has not been investigated#
but it is greatly reduced when the end of the electrode is
broken off.

The diffusion potential between solutions of 3M

KCl and Ringer would be only a few millivolts# which would
change negligibly on cell penetration (Adrian 1936).

A

possible explanation of much higher values is that fixed chargi
on the extremely narrow lumen of the tip impede movement of
anions (say) but not cations.
true

The electrode then behaves as i

electrode and so registers the difference between

Internal and external
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concentrâtlone of celle (Koetyuk I 9 6 3

Tip (diffusion) potential changes therefore subtract frost the
desired measurement of membrane potential when the electrode
goes into the K- rich interior of a cell.

Martin and Pilar

(1964) find that this could lead to an underestimation of true
membrane potential by perhaps more than 20mV but they too
found that electrodes with small tip potentials were too
coarse to go into small cells.
•oggests a 1 3 ^ underestimation.

Kostyuk (1963) similarly
Tip potential often changes

during probing# so that the erratic potential changes
encountered whilst exploring the retinula layer may be partly
spurious.

If electrode resistance is monitored during

exploration#

this may vary by several megohms for only short

excursions of the tip# so tip potential probably changes
accordingly# since it was related above to ion flux restriction
at the tip.
For these reasons of uncertainty and because of difficu
of measurement with a background of erratic voltage fluctuation
the results here are confined to measurement of changes in
membrane potential with applied lights and currents# which are
likely to bo relatively unaffected by the vagaries of tip
potential.

However# the above considerations are probably

responsible for the phenomenon noticed by many users of fine
mioroeleetrodes# that rectification occurs with even small
currents forced through the electrode.

This was found worse fo
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outward (depolarising) currents# and usually became noticeable

.

at more than 2nA.
2. ?*reami>lifiers
These were modified only slightly from the published
circuit (Bak 1936) to incorporate different valves (e80F) as
suggested by Mullard.

With suitable heater current (4v across

the heaters) grid current could be made less than 10*^^A.
Input impedance is tested by putting a standard pulse straight
on to the input grid and then playing it in through a lOOO
MOhm resistor# and by simple proportion working out the input
resistance from the voltage difference on the oscilloscope
screen.

With the bridge circuit attached (Fig. 2a )# input

resistance measured about 900 MOhm# and without# 3300 MOhm.
It is probably limited by current leaks across the valve base#
so the lOKMOhm grid leak (Bak 1936) is unnecessary and was
removed.
Grid current is tested by noting the oscilloscope
deflection produced when a resistor earthing the input is
shorted out# whence Ohm*s law gives the current.

If the

resistor is too large it is significantly paralleled by the
1000 MOhm bridge resistor and if too small the voltage
deflection is not easily measureable#
compromise.

The switches

100 MOhm is a useful

in Fig. 2B were constructed from

camera cable releases to present low capacitance to the input#
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and provided a convenient way of earthing the input (via S^) f(
the above teeta.
Preamplifier fr<^quency-reepoa#e wae tested with an
oscillator connected via a simulated electrode# and showed a

flat response up to several Kos# dropping thereafter because o:
input capacitance.

This was minimised with cathodally-screen

short input leads but in practice did not distort the slowlyrising potentials recorded h«?re.

Likewise# the capacitance-

compensation available (Bak 1956) did not affect recording
except by increasing noise level# so was seldom used.
Electrode resistance was measured as shown in Pig. 2B.
To test electrode E^g#
Closing mieroswitch
MOhm resistor and

is depressed with

as sho%m.

briefly divides llOmV between the 100
If the electrode also measured lOO

MOhm for instance# 55mV would appear at the input of BAK2.

The resistance value is read from a calibration curve# which ii
roughly logarithmic ever the desired range.

The resistance

depends on the polarity and strength of the testing current#
the currents used (about 10*^ A) are in the range used for
stimulation# and the polarity of the battery (V^^^) can be
reversed.

In practice the resistance testing facility was

found to be of little guide other than for occasionally checkii
broken electrodes.
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3# P ric lffe c i r c u i t

This 1# mlmllmr to the Wheatstone bridge used by
several previous workers» except that the earth is placed as
shown and not at Q (Fig. 2 a ).

Stimulus isolation units need

therefore not to be used to couple the stimulator to the bridg
and the preparation is not kept unnecessarily far from earth.
The alternative configuration was tried and found inferior#
except that with high bridge voltages it would not lead to
preamplifier blocking# S being at virtual ground potential.
When a rectangular pulse is applied across bridge
terminals P and R# the differential oscilloscope swmplifier
(Ch 1) registers an imbalance because the voltage at Q# W^# is
different from that at S#

.

This is corrected with helipot

PQ until no deflection appears during the pulse# when
V_ # V_.
U
5»

and mine#

Then# if V is the voltage across the bridge#

V _ «r/
V—
J
(V
SR

- £ g X (V OR
- V„, £8
£S .
•
QR
SR
\

Q

(1)

With the values shown in Fig. 2# it is therefore possible to
balance out any resistance between 0 and 230 MOhm in the arm
PS.

Current flowing in this arm was monitored directly as

the voltage drop across a lOO KOhm resistor (Ch 2).

If it

is monitored indirectly across PR# electrode blockage and
capacitance losses go undetected in the current record.

The
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lOOO MOhm resistor is necessary to swamp electrode resistance
changes which would
intensities# but

.

otherwise cause current fluctuations at hig

it imposed

a severe limitation in that

capacitance losses associated with it slowed the square pulse
rise-time to about 1-2 msec# causing the fast transients seen
on some reeords.

This was minimised by mounting the resistor

just behind the electrode#
Changes in preparation resistance (arm PS) can be
accurately measured since these cause the bridge to go out of
balance again# and the extent of imbalance is linear with
resistance change for small changes:-

Initially

m iR#

where i is the current and H the resistance in arm PS
If

B-»R
v'g

♦ A r
• i(R ♦ A r )

Av

• V* - Vg ■ IB ♦ i .Ah - IB

A y

■ i .A r

(2)

If the bridge is balanced outside a cell and the electrode is
then driven inside# the only added resistance is in arm PS and
is the effective (input) resistance of the cell# R^# so that th
imbalance created is the true membrane potential jump# V^t
A v - IB^ • V q

............

(3)

Conversely if the bridge is balanced inside a cell which then
becomes negligibly low resistance on excitation# the maximum

imbalance during short-circuit will also be given by equation (
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This Imbalance la therefore of the earn# amplitude but opposite

.

polarity to the potential shift produced by the current pulse
before excitation.

This relation is used to provide a minimum

estisMLte of this shift in Section XIC.
Equations (2) and (3) are correct if i does not change
significantly, and this can easily be estis&ated:

i #

V

RS ♦ R

I

i* m

HS e R e

6AR

The change in current. Ai a i - i* , can be found by numerical
insertion for an e x t r e m e A r of 20 MOhm, and amounts to a change
of only 1.6^.
this error.

For small imbalances therefore, A v œ A h within
When the bridge was used for determining input

resistance changes later, these could therefore be calibrated
simply by switching a known resistor into arm PS (Fig. 2, 3H.
CAL, 3.6 MOhm), and then relating the two imbalances by simple
proportion.

Although current measurement was direct it was not ver)
sensitive because of the small sise (100 KOhm) of the currentmeasuring resistor.

This was later Improved by supplying

voltage V through a 12 - step attenuator box, so that each
current step could be calculated as a fraction of the maximum
current, which itself could be more accurately measured.

In a few experiments double-barrel electrodes were used
constructed by Soholes* method of twisting two pieces of
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capillary tubing together before drawing the electrode#.
currant - paaaing barrel

is shown dotted in Fig. 2A.

The
The

only circuit modification is that switch S is thrown from the
position shown, and the helipot wiper is wound se as to earth
Q.

the voltage measuring barrel, then in theory shows

true membrane potential during a current pulse down the other
barrel.

In practice this was not often so, since the two

barrels had a significant coupling resistance which changed
with probing and with current strength, and gave spurious
voltage readings even in Ringer solution.

(Since this

paragraph was written, Vardell and Tomita (1 9 6 7 ) have amply
confirmed these suspicions).
In some later experiments a pair of single- or doublebarrel electrodes were used to record voltages from pairs of
cells simultaneously.

It was required to polarise one cell

and observe the other, so that the circuit was modified with
switch

(Fig. 2B) to allow the bridge to be switched on to

either electrode.
4. Oscilloscopes
A Hagard Type 311 (with 3 H D plug-in unit) two channel
DC differential high gain oscilloscope was used with a display
monitor in the earlier work, and was thankfully replaced by a
Tektronix 3 6 3 four channel model with type 3A3 preamplifiers.
Photographs were taken with a Cossor model 1431 camera, either

.

.
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single frame or with vertically-running film.
5. Stimulators
Voltages were delivered to the bridge circuit via a
selector and attenuator box from a sine-wave generator, dry
battery or a series of Tektronix l6l and 162 square pulse
generators.

The latter were triggered from the oscilloscope

time-base and provided single or repetitive pulses of variable
interval, delay and duration, and of either polarity.

The

pulses could be looked to the time base sweep and were also
used to drive the shutter for the light stimuli.

SLCriOH %.
A.
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CHAHACTLKISTICS OF INDIVIDUAL PHOTORECLITTORS

.

Aaatopiy of th* arthropod eyo reo«p»»r layer#
The anatomical relationahipe of the visual receptors to

one another is well known for a few species, including the locus
(Horridge and Barnard I 9 6 5 ).

The corneal surface of the locust

eye is divided into regular hexagonal facets about 3Qhm across,
underneath which lies the cone apparatus#

Beneath each cone

eight retinula cells are arranged in a tight group (Fig# 3a, b ) •
Moc^t of these are up to A50|duh long and have villous inner border
collectively forming the rhabdom, but the remaining one or two
have little rhabdomere material and extend only part way up the
retinula group, which is collectively termed the ommatidium.

A

the cells have axons about 2;um diameter, and these can be found
in tight bundles of eight traversing the basement membrane
(Horridge, I 9 6 5 ).

Other compound eyes are basically similar

to this but differ in &ome details.

Most crustacean eyes have

the rhabdom material arranged in plates which have their
constituent tubules arranged at 90^ to one another#

(Fig#

Rutherford and Horridge 1963, Eguchi and Waterman 1 9 6 3 )#

The

tubules also occur in two sets at 90^ in the eye of the honeybee
(Goldsmith 1 9 6 2 ), and some spiders (Melamed and Trujillo-Cenâa
1 9 6 6 ) and cephalopoda

Yamamoto et

(Volken 1936$

• 1963).

for other refs# see

All these eye* can be termed "fused-

rhabdom" in contrast to the situation in the Diptera (Fig# 3c)

■

KM;.

bm

Fig. 3 (m#b)#
O i a g r g M a t i o longitudinal and tranavarao aaotloni
through a dark«»adaptod locu»t omnatldlua to ahow tha main
faaturaa ef Intaraat.
Fer eompariaon# aeheaw&tie view# are ahowi
ef an epen—rhabdem omœatldlum ((e)# Diptera)# and an enmatldlum
of the lobeter (d) In which the tubule# make up overlapping and
Interlocking plate#«
The eeale# on each are approximate#
ax#
retinula cell axon##
bm# baeement membrane# e# corneat
eo#
cryetalline cone#
epo# corneal pigment cell## d# de#mo#eme#|
or# endoplaemie reticulum#
m# mitochondrion#
n# nueleu##
p#
perirhabdomal veeicle# ("palieade*)# r# retinula cell# rr#
baaal or rudimentary retinula cell#
rh# rhabdomere#
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where the rhabdomere# of the different retinula# of one oematidi
are about 2j^m eeparated ( "open"»rhabdom" ) for moot of their lengt
(Trujlllo-Ceno# 1^65)#

The eye of the ieopod Llgia i# eimilar

to the fly in thi# reepect although the rhabdom# are fueed at th
top (A .1# Edward## unpubliehed)•
Another major difference between epeoie# i# in the degre
of elongation of the cone apparatue#

In many Cruetaeea (e#g#

lob#ter# Rutherford and Horridge 19^5) and Lepidoptera it i#
extremely long# terminating in a ahort rhabdom which occupie# mo
of the retinula ceil##

Such eye# are usually termed **euperpo#it

in dietinction to those with short cone# (^apposition*)#
B.

of

tb # OMPOHOd #Y#

In dividing eye# into superposition and apposition type#
Exner (1891) intended a functional distinction#

In the former

type# light entering one facet could supposedly cross into an
adjacent ommatidium in some clreum#tances# but in the latter was
retained in one ommatidium by internal reflection and a pigment
sheath#

The superposition eye was supposed to form an image

summed from many facets# but which remained erect because of a
postulated refractive index gradient across the cone#

Several

people have since looked for this gradient# and although
discontiauities can be seen# the cone and cornea have been
measured to be refractively homogeneous (Xuiper 1962# Goldsmith
1964# Carricaburu and Chardenot 196?)•
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Parker*» (1897) optical experiment# revealed some evidence
of euperpoeitlon effect# in dark« but not in light* adapted
crayfish eyes.

He had to interfere with the optics by cutting ofi

the rhabdom before this could clearly be seen# which makes the
demonstration less convincing.

Nunnemaeher (19>9f I960) was

unable to repeat Parker*# result using either crayfish or lobsten
In general# the superposition principle is unrealistic becauee th4
crystalline tracts of **superposition* eyes are highly refractile
and would contain light by internal reflection (de Bruin and
Crisp 1 9 3 7 ).

The firefly eye is the only one for which there is

reasonable evidence of superposition function# but each optical
study has been done with eyes from which the p o s t * c o m e a l element#
were removed first#

even then# the erect superposition image felJ

behind the original level of the photoreceptors (Exner 1891#
Nunnemaeher 1939# 1960# Winthrop and Worthington 1966).
$ 0 far# no one has

receptors.

recorded from single superposition

Personal attempts have shown it is difficult to

record satisfactorily from most of the crustacean eyes tried# but
a few angular sensitivity measurements from damaged single
retinula# of Homarus gave Oaussiati-shapod receptive fields of
half*hei#it*width only a few degrees# very similar to those
recorded from the typical apposition eye of the locust (see below]
When many compound eyes are illuminated with a small
source# only a small group of receptors usually

appear darkened#

due to absorption by the rhabdom and by screening pigments.

Although there ere anomeliee to the rule (e#g# dreganfllee#

.
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Exner 1891# Wiedemann 196))# the dark peeudepupil is similar
in extent for both superposition and apposition eyes#

Since

there appears to be little optical mixing between emmatidia in
some apposition eyes (Calliohera. Washiau

# 1964#

Loeueta. Tunetall and Horridge 196?) this also suggests that
there is no optical mixing in superposition eyes either#
Ommatidim in most if not all species are optically
isolated to some extent by large pigment granules# concentrator
in the retinula and supporting pigment cells# especially at thr
bases of the cones#

These granules move in a diturnal rhythm

and migrate during light adaptation in many Crustacea# but
these movements have not been detected in the locust eye
(Horridge and Barnard# 196))#

Transmission by the screening

pigments in the eye of Musca is low except for the longer
wavelengths (Strother 1966) which lias led to the spurious
identification of a red-receptor because the eleetroretinogram
(r.KG) method used detected currents from receptors stismlated
laterally via the pigment screen (see Hoffmann and langer 196l(
Burkhardt 1962# Goldsmith 196))#

This illustrates the

necessity of using single receptors and dim axial illumination
for such studies# and the general difficulty of interpreting
much of the hi(G data that has been coilected#

Absorption by

the screening pigment in Limulus lateral eye is level through
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the visible spectrum (Vessermenn 196?)# end absorption by the
optical elements preceding the rhabdom is also in general

wavelength independent in several species (Bernhard, Miller an<j
Mffller 1 9 6 5 , Carricaburu and Chardenot 196?) and of a low ordex
for axial light (Musca. Kirsehfeld, 196))#

Having established

provisionally that ommatidia are optically distinct, it is
pertinent to ask where light is absorbed and whether the
individual retinulas are likewise isolated#
The point of light absorption has been commonly assumed
to be the rhabdom since it is composed of precisely arranged
tubules having the same separation (0 #0 ^um) as the discs of
vertebrate photoreceptor outer segments, where the photopigment
is known to be located from direct spectrophotometrio measureme
(Volken 1 9 6 3 # Marks 196))#

Mierospectrophotometrie measuremen

on fly rhabdomeres have recently confirmed this view (Langer an
Thorell I 9 6 6 )#
Light sensitivity of isolated receptors falls off rapid

in a roughly Gaussian fashion on all sides of the visual axis ii
Limmlus (Waterman 1954), Calliphora (Washimu et al## 1964),
Musea (Cirschfeld 196)a, Vowles 1966) and Loeueta (Tunetall and
Horridge 196?)#

Later figures will show that this is true als<

for the species studied here#

The width of the Gaussian at ha!

height is usually termed the angle of acceptance, and the
ineffectual light arriving from an off*axial position is eapturi
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by th# «urrounding screening pigment#

This last notion is

#

supported by the crude observation that when a light bright
enough to produce a saturation response from an axially*
illuminated receptor is shone from the side into a out locust
eye, only the receptors a few microns below the out surface
register any response at all.
The site of off*axial absorption has been investigated
indirectly in the locust and the fly, and in both the angle of
acceptance broadens after removal of a bright light#

In the

locust the time cour e of the effect correlates closely with
the development around the rhabdom of a clear area of lower
refractive index called the palisade, which would better
internally reflect off*axial rays (Fig# 3i
Barnard 196);

Tunstall and Horridge 196?)#

Horridge and
Similar

structural changes with dark adaptation have since been found
in the dragonfly (Horridge, unpublished), worker bee
(Gribalkln 1 9 6 7 )# drone bee (Perrelet, unpublished) and the
crab Libinia (Eguchi and Waterman 196?), so are probably of
wide occurrence#

Vowles (196)) associated the acceptance angl

change in Musca with the iris*like movement of screening pigmen
beneath each cone#

although this was not olearout, such a

change certainly does occur in the eye of the beetle Tenebrio
(Wada and Schneider 196?) and the dragonfly (Horridge,
unpublished)#

However, one result does not exclude the other.

kl.
and It

plauaibie that both the oona optics and the

rhabdoBs Internal reflection characteristics contribute to
determine the angle of acceptance in some cases#

In the case

of the fly this effect of the cone can be excluded, since the
cells in one omtaatidium all have different angles of acceptance
(Kirschfeld 196?)•

The increase in acceptance angle in dark

adaptation is reflected by the increasingly poor visual acuity
shown by flies similarly adapted in striped drums (McCann and
MacOinitie 19^5) as would be expected from the lower calculated
flux contrast available in the receptors (GOta 19^5)•

However

Thorsou (1 9 6 6 ) finds no detectable change in the acuity of
locusts when dark adapted, and Scholes (personal communication)
is unable to repeat Vowles* result on the fly.

The effect of

light adaptation on angular sensitivity in Limulus is complex
and depends on the position of the adapting light (Makous 1964)
In the case of the optical separateness of the
retinulas in one oiuu^atidiuMi which has been demonstrated in the
open-rhabdomere eye of the fly, the light paths are not only
distinct but the directional axis of each rhabdomere is
different (Wiedemann 196), Kirschfeld 196?)*

If an individual

rhabdomere here is acting as a light guide as de Vries and
Kuiper (1 9 5 6 ) suggest, it seems likely that the cells in one
ommatidium of a fueed-rhabdomere eye will have identical
receptive fields, because the rhabdomeres are combined to form
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just one conducting tube.

.

In eye slice preparations of fused-

rhabdomere eyes there appears one bright central spot per
ommatidium, surrounded by dimmer spots (Wiedemann 1965}•
Exactly how much of the pattern is due to diffraction at the cut
end of the retinulas is not certain, and this uncertainty applie
also to the diffraction effects seen by Burtt and Catton (1962).
In order to explain the unusually high visual acuity of the
locust eye measured in their experiments (0.3^), these authors
assumed that some of the observed diffraction images were
functional in stimulating the retinulas of one ommatidium
differentially, in contrast to the above suggestions.
Tunstall and Horridge (196?) have provided evidence against thif
and the idea will be conclusively dispelled later with the
recordings obtained with twin electrodes#

in any ease, it has

been shown that the acuity of the locust eye is not anos&alously
high when measurements are made without edge effects (palka
1 9 6 5 ) or low frequency harmonics in the test patterns

(McCann

and MacGinitie I 9 6 5 , Thorson 1966), so there is little left to
explain.

The latest attempts to reinstate the evidence for hi|

acuity with rotating patterns (Burtt and Catton I 9 6 5 ) seem
fruitless since these patterns can be seen to contain
irregular!ties (personal observations, Soc. exp. Biol, meeting,
London, January 196?)#

.
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C . The retinuXa slow potential response

A light flash delivered within the receptive field of
single receptor produces a voltage response recordable with an
intercellular microelectrode, which is graded with flash
intensity up to a maximum (saturation) amplitude.

The form of

the response also changes as flash energy is increased, from a
small irregular plateau to a larger response with an initial
transient peak (**dynamic-phase*, Kikuchi et al.. 1962) followed
by a flat plateau or "static phase" (fig* 4).

At intensities

higher than that needed to produce a maximum-amplitude response
the dynamic phase becomes prolonged, and this also happens at
lower intensities with prolonged dark-adaptation (Fig. 5)«
very low intensities the response breaks
"bumps"

(e.g. Pig. 1?)#

At

up into individual

Scholes (1964, 1 9 6 5 ) has shown

statistically that one "event" and not the temporal coincidence
of two or more events is sufficient to produce one of these bump
and has inferred that the event in question is most likely the
absorption of a single photon.

The last conclusion at first

seemed loss likely since Scholes found that only one in 10
photons

striking the cornea is captured, but this figure will be

revised

here (section III) to 1 in 12 or possibly better for the

beet cell, and is therefore the most acceptable interpretation
for Loousta. as well as Nusca (Kirschfeld I9 6 5 ) and Limulus
(Yeandle 19)8# Fuortee and Teandle 1964).

Bump frequency is

linear 1

JQO%

mV

log 1

Fife, k Left;
reeponm## from m Liglm rotinula coll to ohort#
#uoc###lv#ly brighter fImoho# of ll#ght# th* duration of which ai
shown below each column.
The flash Intensity producing the
response at the top left is about 20,000 times weaker than that
appropriate to the record at the bettom right. Right:
the
respons#«>intensity relationship of the early transient potential
for the same cell is extremely non*linear (filled circles, top
abacissa), but is seen to be sigmoidal on a semileg plot (open
circles, lower abscissa).
The dashed line is derived from the
model in the A.ppendix and fits the transient peak curve quite
well, but not the curve for the voltage from the late plateau
phase (triangles).
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1*6nA t
1 sec

5 Upper reoordt
velt&e* reepens# from & loouet rotinuXi
oeli (uppor trmoe) to a bright flaah (bottom traoe)#
Aftor
dark adaptation for 3 min# th# fXaoh prodaeod the waveform
XaboXXod X# oharaoterised by a proXonged oarXjr tranoiont phao
The idontloaX flash doXiverod X2 ooo Xator produeod the oupor
impoood waveform (2)#
The difforonco between X and 2 Is
oharacteristlo of the differing states of dark adaptation.
Lower reoordi
As above# but in addition# membrane resistano
during the potentiaX oyoXes is measured using a
ope sine
wave eurrent passed through the eXeotrode.
The proXonged
transient phase is associatod with a proXonged resistance dro
or in terms of an explanation favoured Xater# the inaetivatio
process responsible for repeXarising the ceXX in (2) is Xess
evidence in (l). Middle traces
current strength#
resistan
changes may be referred to the calibrated change (right).

kk.
linear with light intensity until frequency can no longer be
reliably counted (Scholes 19^5)•
Saturation amplitude for locust receptors is usually
about 4$mV or less# and is somewhat higher in crustacean eyes
(Fig. 4).

The technical difficulties mentioned earlier have

prevented the accurate measurement of resting potential.
Potential shifts of from a few to about 60mV are commonly
encountered during electrode-progression through the retinula

layer# and these Jumps may or may not signal that a visual celJ
has been penetrated.

Tip potential variations and pigment cel]

penetrations may contribute to some of the anomalous occurrenoi
but the overall result is that it is not possible to predict
that a retinula cell has been successfully penetrated merely
from observation of a large negative potential shift presumed
to represent a resting potential.

"Resting potential"

amplitude is itself net always intimately linked to the
maximum amplitude of the slow potential# as can be seen from
Fig. 6 where the decline in generator petential amplitude does
not follow the changes in resting potential.
If the usual neiirophysiological indicator of a large
resting potential has to be abandoned as a criterion of

intracellular recording# some other standard has te replace it.
Narrow angular setisltivity of response would do# but the
negative-going EHG responses when recorded locally sometimes

■llil,

I

Em d eclin es-------------------- ►

mV

-4

log I

Fig» 6.
The records show a polarized*#light test followed by
eight V-log I curves, taken as membrane potential of this locus
retinula cell declined»
The curves are plotted out in detail :
the graph with response amplitude as ordinate#
As the cell
deteriorates, the V-log I curves are not slid horizontally, but
are simply scaled down.
Peak response amplitude and membrane
potential do not appear to be intimately related»
V%, Vg, two
voltage reference levels.

).
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have narrow receptive fields, and some bona-fide retinula cells
have broad receptive fields.

A large cell resistanee-deerease

might do (see below) but changes of 2 MOhrn. can be measured
together with negative-going (extracellular ?) responses, and
some locations which give 30mV positive potentials have
resistance changes of less than 1 MOhm on illumination.
"Bumpiness", or variability of the potential produced by a weak
light, is a good criterion for locust receptors, but crustacean
eyes usually give flat potentials to dim lights from recording
sites that would on other grounds be considered to be intrai
cellular.

A potential saturation-amplitude criterion of more

than about 20mV allows us to discriminate against what are
conventionally regarded as extracellular potentials (Burkhardt
1 9 6 2 ), but also discriminates against the low-amplitude positive

potentials that are characteristic of bumpy spiking cells in
the locust eye (section 11).

The criterion generally used here

has therefore been a combination of the above single items.
Typically, recordings shown here have been from loci shewing a
"resting potential" of about 40mV, a saturation response to
light of more than 30mV, a maximum resistance decrease on
illumination in the range of 3 -I 3 MOhm

for the locust cells,

often a narrow angular sensitivity, and usually showing a bumpy
response at low flux levels.

This does not exclude the

possibility that other responses, esiecially low-amplitude
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positive potentialst can be recorded from other, perhaps damage
receptors.

A striking example of ambiguity in cell penetratio

will be shown later in Fig. 27*
I). Possible origins of the retinula slow potential.
Although the critical experiments have been performed
on relatively few excitable tissues, it is a general working
hypothesis that the behaviour of other nervous elements will
broadly reflect the working of squid axon.

That is, that

permeability changes to one or a few ion species control the
membrane currents that give rise to the measured potential
changes recorded from many excited nerves and muscles.

This

view has been broadly justified to date (Hodgkin 1964, Kats
1 9 6 6 ).

It is as well to be cautious, however, before treating

visual receptors as smaller editions of better understood
nerves since they are in some ways exceptionalt1 ), In all r e c e t o r s

investigated,

the voltage response to a

flash is graded and not an all-or-nothing event with a thresho]
This property is of course shared with other types of receptor
and with various muscles.
2). The receptor response is not self-terminating but lasts as
long as the stimulus.
3 ). Depolarisation via an intracellular electrode does not

produce all-or-nothing regenerative conductance- and the volta#
changes for the primary receptors studiedf

spikes are absent

except in celle of the drone bee eye (X&ka and Eguohi 1962).
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4). k large proportion of the volume of the rhabdom muet be
occupied by photopigment to the exclusion of the aqueous phase,
if the analogy with vertebrate rods can be pressed (Wald# Browr
and Gibbons# 1963)#

So it is possible that this region of th«

cell is "crystalline" with semiconductor properties# and that
charge transportation is mediated by electrons and not ions in
solution#

Dried rhodopsin films have semiconductor properties

and even differential photoconductivity to lights of different
colours#

(Rosenberg# Orlando and Orlando# 1961t

Rosenberg#

Hock and Asia# 1964)#
3)# The "extracellular" space around the rhabdom is not only
rather limited in olosed-rhabdom eyes# but is possibly sealed
off from the outside by "desmosomes" which smy act as tight
Junctions (fig# 3b)#

In the leech eye no connection has been

found between the space around the presumed light-sensitive
membranes and the general external space# yet the cells behave
to light stimuli as do other invertebrate photoreceptors
(Valther I9 6 3 # Clark I9 6 7 )#

In the eye of the crayfish#

photovoltages can still be recorded from some part of the cell
when the rhabdom has separated from the cell body after prolong
exclusion of light (Bguehi 1963)#
Concerning point (4)# if the slow potential were a
purely photooonductive phenomenon# one photon would have to
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make available about 10^ electronic chargee (Hagine, Adame
and Vagner 1960# Hagine 196$).

Xntermolecular energy tranefe

hae been looked for in vertebrate rode (Hagine and Jenninge
1939) and equid rode (Hagine# Zenana and Adame 1962) and shown
to be most likely unimportant#

Changes in the receptor*s

environment which leave the photopigment in its normal
structural state should leave a photooonductive slow potential
likewise unchanged#

A measure of structural integrity in the

vertebrate eye is the presence of the early receptor potential
(BRPf

Cone 196?# Cone and Brown I 9 6 7 )# whioh is thought to

represent electronic rearrangements within the photopigment
layers and which is not affected by drastic changes in the ion
composition of the extracellular fluid#
It is well known# however#

(Arden ejt j^# # 1966) #

that ionic changes

retinula slow potential (see next paragraph)#

affect the
Smith and

Brown (1966) have now isolated a similar ERP from Limulus eye#
which is unaltered by the temperature and ionic changos that
remove the slow potential#

This evidence strongly suggests

that the slow potential is not itself a photooonductive event#
On the other hand# a weight of data suggests that
during receptor excitation# membrane permeability to some ion
species is increased in a manner similar to that known for
axon systems#

Hagins and Adams (1962) measured changes in

Na^ and K* fluxes during illumination of squid photoreceptors#

.
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Although thore mrm variations in details# the available results
from the use of intra- and emtra-oellular eleetredes suggest^
that potassium is the speeies largely determining resting
potential# and that sodium influx is involved at least during
the early transient phase#

Ca^^ and Mg^^ also Influence

excitability (stieve 19&3# Kikuohi et «^# # 1962# Benelken and
Russell 1 9 6 3 # Eguehi 1963# Kikuehi and Takeda 1966# Smith and
Brown 1 9 6 6 # Yeandle I9 6 7 ).

However# it is not clear whether thi

membrane becomes permeable to more than one speeies during
excitation# although the effect of altering the ionic composition
of the Ringer solution sometimes differentially affected the
transient and steady-state phases in the above experiments#
Benolken and Russell (1967) have shown that the transient phase
is proportionately more affected by tetrodetoxin (TTX) than the
steady-state potential# and infer that different ionie meehanismi
must underlie the two#

But if the slow potential represented

only time-dependent permeability changes for sodium and if TTX
simply blocked a proportion of Na'*^-channels# the differential
effect would be predicted anyway# because adding TTX would be
simply equivalent to reducing light intensity#

And it is known

that a given reduction in intensity affects the transient more
than the static phase (fig# 4 here#

Washixu 1964)#

The

increased "bumpiness** and reduced afterpotential also found by
Benolken and Russell can be similarly interpreted# and the autho:
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do not #my whether the response can be restored te normal by

.

simply increasing the light intensity.
Some of the information gathered in the present study
boars indirectly on the question of what processes occur durin
the course of the receptor potential.

It is possible to

measure an impedance drop in some part of the retinula cell
membrane upon illumination and sample records are shoim in
Fig. 3#

With a higher frequency sine-wave# most of the

current goes to charge membrane capacity and no impedance
change is recorded.

The fact that membrane capacity therefor

does not change during excitation is perhaps surprising since
it is likely that rhodopsin is a major structural component of
the rhabdom.

Perhaps this reflects the scarcity of

conductance sites per tubule# or simply that even the bleached
photopigment is structurally detained in the membrane (cf. the
vertebrate eye# Wald ejt

# 1963).

Fig. 3 shows that the

prolonged dynamic phase of the dark-adapted receptor is
associated with a prolonged conductance increase# and that the
voltage attained is in proportion to this conductance increase
If only one ion species is involved during excitation# all the
points should fall on one straight line when resistance change
during the potential profile is plotted against the correspond
ing voltage for a series of different flash intensities (see
below).

Measurement scatter usually makes this difficult to
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dooide# for instance in Fig. ?»• although the top sets of
points appear to lie on separate lines.

.

Fig. 7b shows a oleas

cut case where points from the transient# plateau- and afteri
potential-phases each lie on different lines.

Since the slope

of these lines have the dimension of current# a possible
inference would be that the ionic composition of the membrane
current alters during the different phases of the potential
cycle.
This result appears at first sight different from that
obtained by Fuortee (1939) Bnd

Adolph (1964)# who found a

straight-line relationship between membrane resistance and sis#
of depolarisation in Limulus eye.

Those analyses however war#

confined solely to the steady-state phase where possibly the

membrane currents are of relatively constant composition# and i
therefore does not conflict with the above result where a
straight line relation also exists when the plateau phase
above is examined.
To see why the resistance-voltage relation should be
linear# it is necessary to turn to a simple model (Appendix#
Fig. Al) similar to that proposed by Fuortee (1939)# Benolken
(1 9 6 1 )# Adolph (1964) and discussed by Naka and Bushton (1966).
If the components of the model are thought to be conductances
in the cell membrane# consideration of equation AI 6 shows that
the cell*s input resistance (that seen by the electrode)# R #

Av.

mV

Av
A o

A R .M O

Plg. 7m
A locust rstlnula coll sxposod to # flash produo## a
ehara#t#ri#tlo potential, during th# various phases of whioh th
drop la cell resistano# oan b# measured.
Here, the resistano#
drop (abseissa) is measured as bridge imbalanoe (see text), and
plotted against the voltage change at the point of the resietan
Masuresient (ordinates
see inset).
The triangles, circles a
squares refer respectively to V
R measuremsents made during th
transient, plateau and afterpotential phases.
The different
symbols fall more or less on one line, as they should for the
Appendix model, but there is some evidence of the divergence mo
apparent in Fig. 7b overleaf.
A 60 ops sine wave was used for
the resistance measurement, and the results from ft flashes (log
I m O to -2.3) are combined in the figure.
This cell had a
rather poorly-developed transient phase.

_
AV.
mV

1sec

aoo

AR,

MO

PifT. 7b AJa experiment elmllar to that in M g . 7»#
n dlfferen
eell# except that square puleee of current were used.
The aetu
records show the potential response and bridge Imbalance for
different flash intensities (numbers signify relative log
intensity).
The graph shows that points from th# transient,
plateau and afterpotential phases fall along three separate
curves of differing slope|
this may occur also in M g . 7*t but
this less clear.
The significance of this is discussed in the
text.
Symbols as for Fig. 7#i#
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should indeed be linear with membrane potential deflection# V.

.

By adding a constant test flash at various points

relative to the potential cycle produced by a variable flash# e
can estimate whether the various points during the cycle are
equivalent in their summative p% operties with the test light.
In Fig. dd# the test light and transient phase suwmate
completely# but when the test flash is delivered later# during
the plateau#

the brightest two adapting flashes pull the test

response down (Fig. do).

This is even more marked when the

test flash occurs after the adapting flash has finished (Fig. 8
These differences are brought out critically when the test
flash is superposed at different points on two potential cycle#
(Fig. 8f# h ) # so chosen that the resistance change there is
about the same.

In one case the two flashes sumtnate# but in

other the brighter flash greatly reduces the test response.

Although membrane resistance is the same in each case# the stat
of the receptor is in some way radically different at the two
measurement positions.

Again it could be argued that the

disparity exists because different ions can pass through the
membrane at different parts of the cycle.

This of course could

not be detected by the bridge measuremonts# which are not ionselective.
The nature of the slow potential can also be considered
in the light of another interesting feature of the model

a

/\\

WMn

V.'" '

I

b

h

10 m V

0*5s«c

PiK. 8 (a*d)c Effect of previous Xle.ht sxposurs on the sis# of a
locust rstinula response to a constant, short test-flash, shown
Itself in (a).
When this test-flash falls just behind adapting
flashes of constant duration but different Intensities (b), the
brightest two preceding flashes progressively pull down the test
response.
When t t e s t - f l a s h is moved forward into the plateau
phase of the adapting response (o), a similar effect occurs,
except that the response to the test flash is of course net
depressed below the plateau potential level#
But when the testflash falls during the early transient potential (d), the two
effects summate completely#
This suggests that an inactivation
process develops following the early transient#
this both
produces repolarisation and also pulls down the test response#
e - f)i
a point is chosen during the response te a dim flash
e, arrow), where the cell resistance drop is about the same as
that during the afterpotential to a brighter flash (g, arrow)#
test-flash is superimposed at these points and in one case merely
summates with the other flash (f), but in the other is drastically
reduced (h)#
The difference indicates that membrane resistance :
no measure of **inactivation” , or that secondary effects such as
changes in the species becoming permeable, become important at hii
intensities (h).
Lower trace# photocell monitor#
middle trace
(e-h)s
applied current.
Log light intensity:
test-flash
-l.Bf
other flashes, -4, -3, -2.3# **1«7 in (b-d), -2.3 in (e,f),
-1.0 in (g,h)#
Each light source subtends about 1^ at the eye,
and the two are 1 separated#

i

(Appendix fig. Al), th?)i ef generating a non-linear voltage
output for linear increiuenta in light intenel ty.
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.

This hae

alwaye been a eentrai problem in vieual exaltation einee
extraeted pigmenta are bleaehed aeeordlng to etimulue iateneity
and not it# logarithm, and pigment phetolyeie

aitu ie aloe

linear with inteaelty, gauged by KHT amplitude (Cene 1964)$

em

the other hand, peyehephyeioal meae%are#ente of brightneee, and
KRci amplitude#, are related roughly to leg intenaity.

In the

vertebrate eye, huabtea ( 1959# 1965) has eofiviaeingly ahewn
that thia flattening of the intenaity— reeponee eurve with
brighter light# i# not eaueed eimply by pigment removal
(bleaehing), einee large threeheld ehamgee oeeur when the
available rhedepeim ha# been bleaehed only a fraetien of one
percent.
The mon«*linear output of the model la oempared with th
output from a vieual eell in fig.

4 ueing equation Alt, whieh

involve# weaeuremetit of only the saturation amplitude ef the
slew potential

*

The fit la exeellent for the tranaieni

but bad for the plateau phase.

A possible explanation is that

the model is adequate for the first moments of exeitatiom but
that time-depOAdent ehaages reduee the effeete ef deereases im
the resistaaee
the ”eell” .

in the model, thereby partly repelarieimg
Several reasonable meehamism# to offset this

”adaptation* ean be envisaged*

(X). Some pupillary mechaniam.
a abort delay.

.
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ahuta out most of the light afto

However, retinula roepouaee of all arthropod

apeoiea are similar, and horsellino ejk

t (1965) get

identioal responses from Limulus with either traiiscomeal or
lateral illumination.
ruled out.

Pupillary eonstriotion ean therefore be

Some species have pupillary mechanisms (see

Section IB above), but these probably operate very slowly
relative to the time scale of milliseconds involved here.
(2). Heural interaction between nearby receptors might
partially reduce the response.

Such inhibition has not been

found experimentally (Section II), and in Limulus "olfactory”
nerve the same waveforms are found where no interaction seems
likely (Nillecohia e_t ^ . , 1966).
(3). A delayed reduction in
reduce E.

in the model would acceptably

But the unselective bridge would then record a

larger resistance change during the plateau than the early
peak, whereas the reverse occurs.
(4). If a significant proportion of photopigment were initially
bleached away, photon-capturing efficiency would be impaired.
From the previous reference to the vertebrate eye this appears
an unlikely explanation and a simple calculation confirms this
suspicion.

On the basis of the dimensions of the locust

rhabdom (llorridge and E^arnard, 1965 and unpublished) and the
estimated sise of the rhodopsin molecule (45 X , Wald 19541

4o£,
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Blasle and Worthington 19&7), about 1 x 10^ molaoule# could b#

.

fitted into the rhabdomere of the average ceil if the molecular
packing were tight# a# in the vertebrate outer segment (Moody
1964# Blasie ct. iti• • 1965# Blasie and Worthington 1967).

This

compares with 3 % 10^ for the fly retinula cell on the basis of
extracted pigments (Wolken ejt aJL• # i 9 6 0 ).

In most locust

receptors studied here an initial transient phase can be
distinguished from the later plateau at log X m -3# end this
adaptation occurs Vithin 0.1 sec.

The rhabdom can catch around

1 in 12 of the incident photons (see Section III) and this
combined with the flux calibrations (Methods) shows that within
the first 0.1 see only 200-600 photons could have been captured
per cell at most# and bleached only this number of molecules or
less.

This corresponds to a bleach of less than 0.01># which

is at least three orders of magnitude too small to affect
subsequent photon capture# and would be less if any photopigweti
recycling were subtracted.

In any case it is not clear that

bleaching normally occurs in invertebrate eyes (see for examp1#
Wald 1 9 6 7 ).

(5). If the currents following reduction of

were large enou*

and the tissue spaces small enough# intra- and extracellular
concentration changes would alter the equilibrium potentials f<
the permeant ion species (Frankenhaeuser and Hodgkin 19)6).
But the direction of change would be towards aero potential
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(equal concentration#) eo that for thi# effect to account for

.

the repolariaation after the initial transient# w# would need
to postulate that the latter considerably oversheets aero.
Although Benolken (1 9 6 I) has claimed this for a small proportic
of cells in Limulus eye# his result could be explained as an
underestimation of resting potential because of electrode tip
potential (see Methods).
in the fly.

Vashiau (1964) measures no overshoot

Locust cells usually show no overshoot when

resting potential is measured as the voltage jump during cell
penetration.

The most decisive evidence against the ion-

accumulation view is that even if overshoot were allowed# the
level of the plateau phase should be more positive with dim
lights (less ion accumulation) than with bright lights.

The

reverse is the case.
(6). A time-delayed **inactivation" process# fmrtly restoring
Rg and increasing with increasing light intensity# would partly
repolarise the model after the initial dynamic response.
This last alternative is by exclusion the most likely
major cause of the repolarisation to the plateau.

It cannot

entirely explain the results of Fig. 8# and in Fig. 7 all the
results should fall on one line for it to be a complete
explanation.

A more critical way of testing what contribution

inaetivation makes to receptor potential "adaptation" is
afforded by the following experimentt

if the permeability
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.

channels to the mobile iom(a) are iaereasingly shut down as t
energy of an adapting flash increases# the resistance- and
voltage changes for a constant test flash will be progressive
reduced.

But there should be no change in resistance if

reduced ion concentration gradients were pulling down the
voltage response# and some resistance decrease if the effect
were achieved because of the persistant (competing) permeabil
of the membrane to another ion species.

Fig. 9 shows such an

experiment# where a variable-intensity adapting flash precede
a constant test flash.

Both the amplitude and total resists

ehange during the response to the test flash are reduced by t
previous exposure even when there is no persistant resistance
reduction duo to the adapting flash# suggesting the inactivet
ion hypothesis.

Furthermore# if inactivation is the only

significant effect# the points on a resistance-voltage plot

should all fall on the same curve# regardless of the extent a
previous light adaptation.

In Fig. 9b# the plot from the ce

with various previous light exposures (filled circles) follow
the dark-adapted curve for the same cell (open circles) over
considerable range# the deviation at the lower end being for
points collected with brighter adapting lights.

At these

higher intensities# the recorded increment of resistance chati

due to the test flash should be reduced anyway by an existing;

lowered membrane resistance# regardless of whether this is fc
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Flgo 9 (a) A constant t#et»flash I . fall# Just after an
increasingly bright adapting flash
(log
« -3, -2» ml),
delivered to a locust retinula cell.
Cell resistance is
measured during the cycle with a 30 ops sine wave current.
Th<
response to
is progressively reduced by the brighter
and
the membrane resistance change also falls.
To see if one fall
explains the other, the test response amplitude is plotted
against the total resistance drop during that test response, foi
a variety of Ig^*s (b, filled circles|
triangles show the darkadapted test response, when
« O).
If inactivation of the
driving permeabilities is the simple cause of potential reduotic
the filled and open circles should fall on one lines
the open
circles are for various intensities of
alone.
The coincide:
is reasonable for the upper solid circles, where 1^^ was small.
The deviation for the lower points (high I^) suggests that
secondary changes occur at high intensity.
(c) voltage-intensi
curve for the transient phase of the same cell (solid circles),
the familiar sigmoid. The resistance change - intensity curve
(open circles) does not follow this curve, as would be predicted
from the Appendix.
The average test-light intensity falls on 1
curve as shown (upper triangle), but the total resistance changi
to I^ during different 1^^* s is much less, according to the value
of
(lower triangles).
This shows directly that inaetivatio:
is a prominent cause of adaptation.
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the eeme ion epeciee or not, because reeietanco-change incremer
sum non-linearly, ae can be appreciated from Fig. 9#.

For thi

reaeon the total reeietanoe drop during the test flash, and nol
the increment, is plotted in Fig. 9bt

if the ion permeablliti

were the sane during the afterpotential and test flash, the op«
and filled circles would follow the same curve, but if these
were different the light adaptation curve should fall to the
right.

Sinoe the curves are similar up to moderate adapting

intensities,

the inactivation alternative is a sufficient

explanation within this range.

At higher intensities the

deviation probably reflects an extra component from ion
accumulation or different species becoming permeable, reinforol
the earlier conclusions (Fig. 8). •
The most obvious manifestation of this permeabilityinactivation phenomenon is in the dip which follows the initial
transient with strong lights.

This is particularly pronounced

in the dragonfly (Fuortee 1963), blowfly (Vashisu 196^) and
honeybee (Kaka and Eguehi 1962).

Fig. 10 from a drone bee

retinula shows that membrane resistance is higher during the di
»

than during the transient sr plateau phase, and that the
potential excursions produced by a repetitively-flashed light
are also smaller.

Both these things would be expected for

partial inactivation of the driving permeability but not for th
other alternatives (3*5) above.

If the variation in spike

10mV

04

I'i'i,
WWWIf

25nA-*%

Tf f ffnf£f f f rffff f rer*

Fife. XO (%) Ke#pvn## of a drone b«e rotinulm to a bright fiaeh.
Drono oolla charactorlatlcaXly give m single spiks on the rising
phsso of the initial transient#
(b) Hesponse of this cell to a
rapidly-flashed source, compared with a superimposed response li
(a).
The potential modulation is least during the falling phas
and the dip following the transient peak.
(c) Kyperpolarising
squsre-pulaos allow measurement of membrane resistance, which dr
initially, recovers somewhat during the post-transient dip, then
decreases during the plateau phase.
These effects suggest that
the initial permeability changes may be partially switched off
following the transient.
If so, the same inactivation process
appears to act also on the spike response, which is also most
reduced directly following the transient (d).
Spikes are not
shunted out at this point, since resistance is highest.
Plashe
are monitored on the lower traces, and are the same intensity in
all records.
Applied current is measured on the middle trace i

(«)•
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amplitude usually seen in drone cells is caused simply by a
passively-invading spike being shunted to varying degrees by
differences in the local membrane resistance, we should predie
larger spikes during the dip, but the opposite occurs (fig. 10
again reinforcing the inactivation idea.

The significance of

this is discussed further in section II in relation to the
origin of these spikes.
The most direct method of testing the contributions
that the various factors make to determining the form of the
slow potential would be to voltage-clamp individual cells in
combination with selective replacement of the ion species in
the bathing medium.

However, even the latter type of experime

is by itself seldom reversible (Kikuehi ejb
1 9 6 5 )# and

, 1962, Eguchi

te clamp such long thin cells would be a formidable

task, at least with micropipette techniques where the electrod
resistances must be very high.
A simpler approach would be to depolarise a retinula
cell to the reversal potential for the transient phase 1

if th

plateau phase reverses at the same level, then the same ion
species are involved in both cycles.
abolished at the equilibrium level.

Ion accumulation is
In practice, most

microelectrodes will not pass sufficient current, but the
positive results of Kikuehi mjt aj.., (1962) show that the

plateau phase has a reversal point about lOmV less than that o

,
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the transient [hase in the horseshoe crab Taehvpleus.

Pig* IJ

shows a similar isolated result from a locust receptor*
Puortes and Poggio (1963) extrapolated the equilibrium potentli
for horseshoe crab (Limulus) cells indirectly from the voltage#
current characteristic* and suggest that this is the same for
both phases, but their measurement scatter oould accommodate
the difference from Tachvpleus.

Soholes (personal

communication) has found that at least some locust cells have
the same reversal potential for both phases*

The differences

between the other results and these presented here could be
reconciled if a lif;ht- and current-dependent * rectifying,
compartment lay between the electrode tip and active membrane
in some mioroelectrode penetrations and not others, but there
is no evidence for this.
The above experiments are only possible because tho
retinula membrane is largely electrically inexcitable, but in
most of the species investigated a small, apparently graded
active response has been seen upon depolarisation (Fig* 12).
Fuertes and Poggio (1963) and Winter (196?) have identified

this with the notch on the rising slope of the slow potential i
Lismlus and Schlstocerca. which again is a feature common to
roost retinulas (Fig* 57) and probably signifies a regenerative
conductance increase of just a part of the retinula membrane*
Some part of the retinula cell membrane rectifies upon

20 m V

10"A

0 2 sec

0 5 sec

Fige 11 An attempt to reverse the slow potential of a

Schistocerca retinula by applying large depolarizing currents
through one barrel of a double pipettef
some of the tip»
coupling resistance has been neutralized with the bridge circui
(a) hyperpolarization increases $ and (b) depolarization
decreases the response to a short flash# not monitored#
Lowei
traceX
current strength#
It appears that the reversal
potential for different parts of the response is not the same#
(c » e) show this effect more clearlyi
in (d) all but the
initial "spike" is abolished# whereas inversion of all phases i
nearly complete in (e).
The simplest explanation is that
different ion species become permeable at different parts of t)
potential cycle#
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illumination# a# can be eeen from the records in Fig# 12#

#

This is brought out in the plot of response amplitude against
current strength for two flash intensities# in the locust cell
of Pig# 12d#

The upper curve (filled circles) was compiled

using a dim flash# the lower curve (open circles) with a flash
some )00»fold brighter# sufficient to produce a saturated
voltage response#

In this last case the effective resistance of

the receptor is usually nearly short-circuited at the peak of
the transient phase (see Section IIC for evidence)# so that the
peak responses can be superimposed at this voltage level# for
each current strength#

On the amplitude scale of Fig. 12d#

this potential level would be OmV# so that the open circles plot
in fact becomes the (negative) position of membrane potential in
the dark before each flash# for different current strengths;
the horiaontal line in the figure defines the resting potential
if the saturation voltage is around aero membrane potential#
The current-voltage relation for the dim flash can now be
related to the dark curve by simply adding the filled-ciroles
curve upwards from the dark (open circles) curve#

This gives

the dashed curve in Fig# 12d# the slope of which is the cell's
effective resistance during the dim flash#

This is less than

in the dark as expected from previous measurements# and still
shows rectification#

Similar curves are shown by Limulus

(Fuortes and Poggio 1963# Borsellino et a l ## 1963)# Calliphora

-10

♦5

5

♦10

♦15 nA

mV

Fig» IZ K e t i v remponme# and reetificatlon in different arthropi
retinula eelle#
The reeorde at the left ehov that depolarlalni
current# of more than a certain eime produce email# active
reeponeee at the start of the current pulse# in the dark# in fa]
a dragonfly nymph (inaat Junius) > (b) a crab (Ovalipss spp. ) # (cj
a locust (Locusta) retinula cell.
Cell input resistance to
depolarisation is less than to hyperpolarisation in each#
Thii
rectification is shown mors clearly in the current - voltage
relationship for a schistocerca cell in (d)# where the rather
large currents were passed through a double barrel pipette.
T1
open circles show the change in amplitude of the saturation
response for a short# bright flasht
the filled circles# the
change for a flash about 300«fold dimmer. The dashed curve is 1
upper curve subtracted from the lower# and its slope represents
membrane resistance during the dim flash# in contrast to that ii
the dark (open circles)t
see teat.
Time calibration#
(a)
100 msec# (b) 200 msec# (c) 20 msec.
In (b)# a short flash wai
delivered during the current pulse.
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(WashiBu 1964) and Schi#tocerca (Vinter 196?) retinula cells|
Limulus eccentric cells (Fuortes 1959» Borsellino

» I9 6 5

and dragonfly retinulas (Fuortes I9 6 3 ) appear to show little
rectification (however# compare the rectification apparent in
Fig. 12a# from a dragonfly nymph retinula cell).
D. Park adaptation in relation to membrane events
The diminution in receptor response to a test light
following a previous bright exposure, seen in Figs. 8 and 9#
calls to mind the superficially similar experience of a man
leaving a dimly-lit room for the bright sunlight and finding
on his return that he cannot now see.

Mis gradual recovery of

visual sensation is usually called dark adaptation and may tak«
a half hour# compared with the light adaptational process whicl
takes a few moments.

In the human eye rhodopsin bleaching dost

not cause the light adaptation# and in fact the site of tho
threshold changes does not lie in the receptors at all but in
some later summation pool (Pirenne 195B# Rushton and Vestheimex
1 9 6 2 ).

Since retinal ganglion cells (in the oat at least) hav

a normal resting discharge after only a few minutes dark
adaptation# but reduced sensitivity for up to an hour (Hughes
and Maffei I 9 6 5 )# It seems likely that adaptation occurs some#
where between the ganglion cells and receptors# at the bipolar/
amacrine level (see also Dowling 196?).

Perhaps not even this

conclusion is secure# for some reoeptoral component has recentl
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been implicated in adaptation, in contrast to the above finding
(Barlow and Andrews 196?)•
By contrast, little behavioural evidence is available
to show whether or not arthropods experience prolonged dark
adaptational changes similar to man *s , although several EHG
**threshold** and pigment migration studies indicate that the

early stages of these visual systems show adaptational effects«

It seemed attractive here to relate the reduced response of th#
adapted retinula cell to a test flash (figs# 8 and 9}» to the
persistant membrane resistance changes following the
conditioning flash.

Attempts have been made to show this

relation by measuring membrane resistance during the recovery
cycle of previously light-adapted cells.
The results have been variable.

In most cells, a

bright flash lasting several seconds is followed by a persistar
afterpotential which may last 20 seconds.

During repolarisati

ion, membrane resistance gradually recovers in step with
voltage.

During this time, the amplitude of a response to a

constant test - flash recovers similarly, but in most cases
does not recover completely until long after the resting
potential and resistance have stabilised (Fig. 13b).

Such

changes way be obscured if the test light is bright (Pig. 13a,
and are exposed more clearly in the record from a dragonfly

lOmV

t"

3nA

lilililiilülÉ

4i

fig. 13 Cour#e or dark adaptation in two locuat (a# d) and a
dragonfly rot inula cell (b, c).
The upward •eplke** is a alow
potential reaponoe to a a)ort teat«flaah» monitored on the lowei
trace# and givea a meaaure of the cell* a aenaitivity before and
after a long adapting flaah. The downward "apike** ia a hypers
polariaation cauaed by a current pulae injected juat before eacl
teat^flaah# ita amplitude providing a meaaure of cell reaiatane<
In (a)# the teat reaponae recovera more alowly than membrane
roaiatance# which apparently overahoota aa in (d).
In (d) the
difference ia leaa pronounced# but the afterpotential following
each teat-flaah ia atill unrecovered 2^ min after adaptation#
the cell deterioratea towarda the end of the record.
In (a) ai
(d) the teat*» and adapting flaahea were of equal intenoity# but
the former waa 100*»feld leaa in (b)t
thia more aenaitive teat
again ahowa depreaaion outlaata repolarixation and reaiatance
recovery.
The tranaient hyperpolariaatien in (b) appeara to
increaae aeuaitivity# and may be related to the increaae in
membrane reaiatance that followed the shorter flaah in (c).
Calibrationat 10 mV pulae in (a) appliea to all recorda.
Vertical bare are 5 NOha.
Time diviaiona# 10 aeo in (a# d ) #
2 aec in (b# c).
Qacilloacope time-baae non-linearity cauaoa
apparent acceleration in (b).
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retinula in Pig. 13b.

Vhen flaehee of nearly maturation

intensity are uaed# the peak reaponae may recover quickly but
the other characteriatioe more alowly#

the afterpotential in

record (d) has not recovered 1^ minutes after the adapting fla
A few cells show a tranaient hyperpolarisation following the
flash# noticed also in Limulus by Benolken (1962)# and in Fig.
13c thia appeara aaaooiated with a reaiatance increase.

With

a longer flaah (b)# thia ia not apparent but there ia a
diphasic change in the teat reaponae amplitude.

In the only

retinula to give measurable reaiatance changes during the whol
adaptational recovery period (Fig. 63a)# cell input reaiatance
did not immediately drop following the adapting flaah# but onl
some seconda later.
The main outcome of these rather varied results ia tha
although receptor aenaitivity recovers smoothly during dark
adaptation# membrane effects in general are measurable only
during the first rapid part of recovery.

The recovery procès

is much slower than the time-courae of the receptor potential#
contrast to the situation in meehanoreceptor hairs# where Thur
(1 9 6 3 ) has shown that the two processes mirror one another,
the reduced membrane reaiatance during the recovery period is
to different ion species from those which carry the teat flaah
the potential excursion produced by the latter will of course
reduced according to the relation used by Goldman (19^3).

In

.
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view of the preceding résulté (Pigs. 8# 9)# however, it seems

more likely that a major contribution to adaptational recovery
will be the dissipation of the * inactivation** effect, which
apparently does not always act to seal off existing permeability
channels (i.e. the afterpotential), but rather prevents new
channels being opened.

It seems probable that the key to the

understanding of receptor adaptation will be found to lie in th#
quantification of the mechanisms and dynamics of the inactivati#
process, rather than directly in a resistance shunt mechanism.
The rate of dark adaptational recovery is of course
dependent upon the intensity and length of previous exposure, bi
for strong flashes of several seconds duration is effectively
completed within 2 minutes in the locust (Tunstall and Horridge
1 9 6 7 ). 1-2 min in Calliphora

(Burkhardt 1962. Vashisu 1964). anc

5 sec in the bee (Naka and Kishida I9 6 5 )#

By contrast, little

information is available on the sensitivity recovery of whole
animals, with which to compare the receptor figures.
Optokinesis experiments suggest that the visual system of the
crab Carcinus may retain the aftereffects of a large striped
drum for up to 15 min (Shepheard I 9 6 5 ). but since the after:
effects persist for only a few seconds with a brighter point
source (Horridge 1 9 6 6 a ) . the adapting element is probably not
located in each ommatidial pathway, but at a later convergence
point as in the vertebrate eye.

A. similar adaptational
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phenomenon with a faetor recovery loriod is found in the
locust optokinetic reeponee (îlorridc;o 196(,b).
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E. Discussion

It is not possible from the limited evidence presented
here to describe receptor sdaptetioneX phenomena in any but a
qualitative way.

It seems probable that the major effect dur

light adaptation following the initial transient of the recept
potential is a partial switching-off of the driving ion
permeability or permeabilities|

recovery from this process is

probably in a large part responsible for the dark adaptational
period.

A. similar suggestion was made for the Pacinian

corpuscle by Leewenstein (1959# 1961). but it seems from the
evidence presented there that a secondary rise in potassium
conductance could not be excluded as a major cause.

The

identity of the inactivation process in photoreceptors remains
conjectural, as even the contributions of the various ion
species to the receptor potential are not clear from the
published work.

The most persuasive result is that of Kikuoh:

± 1 fJL* # (1 9 6 2 ) implicating Na^ as the carrier of a large fract:
of the slow potential currents in Limulus. which is supported 1
the tetrodotoxin experiments.

However. Dowling (I9 6 7 ) report#

that TTX at quite high concentrations is without effect on any
part of the retinula response, unless left for long periods in
contact with the eye.

This may reflect the slowness of

diffusion to the sit# of receptor potential generation, since
Kikuehi and others found that removal of extracellular Na^ may

6b

take a half-hour to produce a large effect#

«

If Na^ is a

prominent ion, there i» some precedence for the inactivation
concept in that used to partially account for the rapid

reduction of early Na*^ currents in many nerves (e.g. Huxley 19!
Even if tho two procesmos have a basic similarity, there is no

necossity that the time-courses should be the same, for it seer

likely that the permeability changes in photoreceptors, but not
in nerves, are governed by conformational changes in some
rhodopsin isomer.

Inactivation in nerves is strongly voltage

dependent, but this would not necessarily make itself felt by
Increasing the sloj>e of the i - V curve on depolarization
(Cf. Fig. 12d) because of secondary effects such as delayed
increase in the

conductance, which of course also acts to

repolarixe nerve.
These secondary effects wore stressed earlier.

Pigment bleaching and pupillary constriction are unlikely to
have any effect in the short term if at all, but it is

difficult to distinguish between the effects of ion accumulatii
and changes In the species becoming permeable, as the main
secondary effects.

The model used in the Appendix which

follows is clearly an oversimplification in taking no account
of the secondary effects nor incorporating time-dependent
changes, but nevertheless provides a useful simplification in
partly explaining the nou-linearity of retinula output without
recoui&e to the involvement of pigment bleaching.

The fact
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that th© A h - logi curve of Ki/;» 9c 1?^ dlwpiacod to the loft
of tho V - logi curve over the iwldtilo range, 1» consiste t with
Che ex, 1 itiatlon th .t more than one ion sj ecics bvcomes
•erzneabl© oven during th© early transient

, which perhaps

also cXi lains w1\y tho V - log I curves are soi.mwlist flatter tha
| i #îdictod

( F i r, •

4 ).

The nature of t>te af terpoton tial following a large
response is ot some imp rtance in relation to tlic xesuits
presented in Section 111.

V similar depolarizing afterpotontia

follows m train of impulses in crab nerves, and is explained as
an accumulation of extracellular a*, the removal of which
rcpolarixes the cell (Frankenhaeuser and Hodgkin 1956).

The

al terpoten tiai whicïi follows a spike in normal muscle is
likewise thought to be caused by
sy <tern (Freygang et al># 1964)#

- accumulation in the Ta conclue ion supported by

Lhc roc ;nt findiup that th© sfterpotential hyperpolariaes in
libres from which the T—system has been xcmovod ((iage and
Uisenberg 196/)*

The retinula afterpotential could be

accounted for similarly, since diffusion from the rhabdom
extracellular s| ace may be slow.

I'he gradual r* covery of

membrane resistance which accompanies repolarization shows tha
the I'oteutial c ^ ^ c a n n o t be due solely to a persistent
htgli permeability to the resting potential ion
potential uader«ti<‘0 1 would then foil

pecies, siaco

the Hash, and this is
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rarely observed.

it follows that whe concentx'ation gradient» 1

th i» ion î«]*ocie3 must Iavo partly run down drxriri/; excitation,
and that although cK\e receptor membrane is quite permeable,
little current will flow during the afterpotential as a first
consequence of tht per?.eability |ersistenco.

This suggests

that the af ter po ton ti tl i:ti/;ht not »i>read to the recojitor
terminals

jl m

the la. #iua ;

however, longitudinal currents would

bo set up because of the poteatial différé ce along ttio coll,
so potential spread woula occur.
The initial output/stimulus intensity curves for
iSCO* tors of otlter stimulus modal! tie# are also sigmoid» on a
semilog plots

besides the vertebrate retina (Naka and Hushtor

1 9 6 6 ), tills a^'pears truo of the laclnian corpuscle (Gray and

bate 1953# Loewensfcein lv66), muscle spindles (ottoson and
bhepheard Ivhj), In ect tympanic auditory cell» (Schwartakopff
1964), inj ect olfactory rcc< ptors (Doeckhj^ âi* » 195) #
vertebrate olfactory cells (Tucker and shibuya 1965) end even
excitatory and inhibitory neuromuscular "receptor” membranes
((#rundfest I9 6 5 ).

The puzzling exception is the ncchanot

receptor hair of tho honeyht e, which gives a sigmoidal output
volta,*;e on a linear ylot of stimulus strength (Thurm 19< 5) #
The same is probably true al»u for the crayfish stretch
receptor (Hurkhardt 1959)#

Thurm explains the phenomenon as «
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non— linear dependence of membrane conductance on etimulue.^*^

.

Several models have been proposed to account for the
time course of the potential change following a step light flasl
and the sensitivity changes during light exposure.

Fuortes

and Hodgkin*s (1964) model uses a sequence of isolated filter
elements, but Levinson (1966) has suggested that a similar set
of relationships could be derived from a one-stage model.
Puortes (1 9 6 5 ) and Borsellino

# (1965) equate the separati

filter stages with different chemical reactions following light
absorption.

This is difficult to reconcile with the fact that

the number of stages seemed to vary from 11 to 6 in the
original measurements (Puortes and Hodgkin 1964), when the
number would be expected to remain invariant.

Borsellino ej^

a l . . (1 9 6 5 )# however, comment that the best fit in all their
experiments was obtained with lO stages.

DeVoe (I9 6 5 ) has

proposed a rather difforent model for the spider ERG, but the
relevance of these various models to the photoreceptor response
is obscured at the moment for want of a concrete physiological
basis for the model components, as JLieVee himself points out.
This is also true for the limited suggestions put forward here,
and the most profitable point of departure for the extension of
(**)ln some of the examples quoted, impulse frequency was used as
a measure of response, instead of generator potential
amplitude.
Voltage and frequency are linearly related (at
fixed time intervals), however, in muscle spindles (Kats
1 9 5 0 ), Limulus eeoentrio sells (Fuortes 1958), and crayfish
stretch receptors (Terauolo and Washiau 1 9 6 O ) ; in motoneuron
Granit jgrt aJL., (1963) found a linear relation between
frequency and current strength.
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this subject would probably be a study of receptor adaptations
phenomena extended beyond the experiments described here#
This would involve measuring membrane resistance during the
different parts of the potential cycle, with and without
selective reduction of particular ion conductances by ion
substitution or the addition of specific toxins#
yet been attempted#

This has no
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F . Appendix to Section I

The purpose of this Appendix is to describe a simple model,

which could be the subunit of that part of the photoreceptor membrane

which is activated by light.
gradient batteries

and

The model consists of two concentration-

, controlled by two resistances

and R ^ ,

of which only R^ is affected by light (Fig, A 1 ), From what has been

said earlier,

could be the

battery and

the Na^ battery.

Increasing light intensity I is supposed to increase the number of

unit conductance sites

^ ^2 = 1 /^ 2

) up to a maximum, in accord

with the idea that a single photon-capture may alter a single rhodopsin
molecule, which perhaps itself controls a single conductance site. The
attraction of such a model is that it explains the known linear

relation between light intensity and bleaching of photopigment (Cone,
1 9 6 4 ) and yet also produces the known non-linear intensity - voltage

output curve, characteristic of photoreceptors (e,g. Fi gs . 4 and 9 here ;

Naka and Rushton I9 6 6 ).

and shown in Fig, A 2 ,

This output curve is described by equation A12

The model also predicts a linear voltage -

resistance relationship (AI6 , AI 9 ), and shows that the A R - log I
curve should follow the

V - log I curve with properly chosen scales(A1S

The model is very similar to the one proposed by Fuortes (1938),

Benolken (1 9 6 1 ) and others, and is presented here only because, as far

as is known, its properties have not been described fully before.
Benolken (1 9 6 1 ) derived the

AR

-

A v relationship, and Naka and

Rushton (1 9 6 6 ) quote the output described by equation A12.

In Fig, A1 overleaf, it is supposed that
and

since

g2

oc

I

Rg

a:

VI

g

=

1/R,

The voltage V measured across terminals AB is
V

=

contribution

+

(-V^) contribution

the negative sign indicating the opposite polarity of V
In the dark, where R^ ^
V

-V^

R^j ,

(A1)
(A2 )

R
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m

IN

^2

Bol

max

«1:

AR.

■Jmax

^2
: OUT

-log I

Fig. Al

-log I

Fig, A2

In bright light, where I o o

and R

V.

V

Fig. A3
0,

The maximum change on illumination, V
, is therefore
’ max
V
=
max
2
1
In intermediate conditions A2 applies, where
V^contrib =

V^contrib =
.% V
In particular, when
V

R'l

• ^2

(A4)

R2

•

(A3)

VxjR^

(A6 )

R1 “+'R2
R'] + Rg

= V2 R 1 R^
=

«1 +

«2

= R^,

Kv, - v^)

T-

2

1

Equation A2 may be expanded to

=

(A7)

•^max

^1
= (V^ + V,)
Since

when

Dividing A 8 by A 9 ,

(A3)

=

B,

®1
R;

-

V.R
12

^2
(a8 )

^2

^max, then

- V.

(A9)

2R

(A10)

■pmax

^•Jmax

^2
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V + V. and Vi

1

^max

+ V. are the potentials at A relative to B, If potential

1

are measured instead relative to the potential level in the dark

Approximately-V^ ) , which is the case in practice, A10 simplifies to
V

2Ri

^•Jmax

V

or
V

V

max

max

+ Rj
imax

«2

Ri

is now

(A11 )

max
«2 + Rj
■^max

=

^2 -

V
V
max

Since R oc

1/1 + 1/Ii
-gmax

(A12)

I + Ii
^ax

which can be derived more directly if

is ignored from the beginning#

This relationship is shown in Fig# A 2 , and fits the S-shaped V-logI curv
obtained from photoreceptor transients quite well (Text-fig. 4)# The
only values necessary to fit A12 to such curves are V
The input resistance of the model
=

^2

^2

max

and Ii
.
-^ax

looking into terminals AB is

'

(A15)

Equation a 8 can be rewritten
V
From A13,

=

V

^2 -

=

(^1

_ (V

^2^

Rg
R - r ^

+ V ) R /R^

(A14)
(A1 5 )

Everything in AI 5 is by definition constant except V and R^, so that
V

cc R^

If potentials are once again expressed relative to
V

=

V ^ d - R / R , ), or_2_ = 1

(AI6 )

, A 15 simplifies t
(A17)

^max
^1
In practical measurements of input resistance of retinula cells with

single microelectrodes, it is difficult to measure R^ but easy to
measure the change

A R ^ with illumination. If input resistance in the

dark has a value R^, the value of R^ at some particular light level is
or
From AI 6 ,

«m =

AR =
m
V

oc

«0 - ^«m*
R_ 0

AR^

R

m

(AI8 )

Measurements with microelectrodes in section II show that some (and
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perhaps all) locust and bee retinula cells effectively short-circuit at
the peak of the dynamic phase with strong lights. If this is generally

6 0 , then the maximum

gives the position on the scale of R^ = 0 (oi

a few hundred K2); the scale of
of R^ (see Fig, A3).

A R reversed is therefore
m

a .scale

The input resistance - intensity relation follows from A13 and

H

=

^1^2 =
^1
R^+ Rg
I(R^+

The relationship between

=
^
1/1) I +1/R

I + constant

(A19)

R^ and log I is the inverse of the V - log I

curve, with the height set by R ^ . If the voltage and resistance scales

are the same length, a plot of A R ^
on the V - log I

against log I should superimpose

curve or be displaced laterally from it according to

the value of R^ (Figs. A 2 , A3). This may be compared with Text-fig. 9c.
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Most retinula colls In all the species tested gave
measurable polari£ed«»light (i^L) responses with tho light source
located at the axis of each cell#

Crustacean cells usually

showed large response modulations upon rotation of the plane of
polari^^atioa, but at the other extreme drone bee and fly
retinulas were usually very poor#

The response waveform to a

flash could always be matched b, varying the intensity of an
unpolarized light#

The following subsections describe experimon

to uncover the origin of the PL response, which have some
bearing on tho degree of interaction of the anatomically separat
receptors#
A.

opoctraJ. Indopendenoo of thg aoXarlzed-llght responao
H spectral sensitivity study on Locur:ta retinula cells

has shown that each recording site has two poa<& of response, at
430 and 3 C nm, with a possibility of a third poax in the

ultraviolet W e n n e t t et al, 1)6?)#

This finding could have

several interpretations, but the results below (section IIC)
make it llcely that more than one visual pigment is present in
each cell#

Low if the dichroism of visual pigment molecules is

responsible for tho .1. response, this response could conceivably
be different for different pigments#

This is tested in Fig# 14

□ 34# nm
A 400

O 600

600 nm

l4 Left :
record» from e Xocuet retinula cell to rotation
of the plane of pelariaation of an axially-located light-»ource,
uaing different teat-wavelengthe. In theee and many eubeequont
records, a flash is dslivered at each polaroid position at a
fixed time Interval (here, 2,5 eee), using a slew escilloscepe
sweep speed.
The individual slew potential respenses therefore
appear as spikes, and In effeet plot out a graph of the PL
response direct on the oscilloscope screen.
Rlghtt
The
responses at the left have been averaged, and the PL sensitivity
at each wavelength plotted, using the appropriate V-Log I curve#
This shows more clearly that neither the position of peak PL
response, nor the sensitivity, change with wavelength.
In othi
cells the tests were extended to 6?2 nm, with the same result.

between the near UV and deep rod#

Mo change in the position
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of the peak response could be detected, nor lid the degree of
sensitivity alter appreciably#
sensitivity of the

This means that the spectral

effect is the same as the spectral

absorption of the photopigment(s), agreeing with wald et al
(1363) on vertebrate rods#

however, this does not allow us to

conclude that it is therefore the dichroism of the pigment which
causes the ?L effect, because the analyser here could be
extrinsic and spectrally flat; the cornea for instance has
relatively flat transmission properties (see section lb)#
if the effect

but

attributable to rhodopsin liohroism, then

the presumed several pigments must have closely similar oricntati
«4 few experiments on dragonflies gave similar results
to those on locusts#
«(wcular Iniependeooo of the nolarizad-liKbt r.saQo##
If a refracting optical interface preceding the lightabsorbing rhabdomere constituted the ?L analyser, tne degree and
plane of polarization of this analyser shoull be variable by
changing the incident angle of the light be&w*#

In practice this

is not easily tested because the visual fields of each individual
cell usually extends over only a very narrow angle (see Figs#
16 and 3 0 , and within these few degrees not much change would
oe predicted#

Fortunately however, some locust receptors have

receptive fields with kinks or even large peaks lu® or more to
one side of the main axis, and all sac^. cells examined have shown

79.
simiiêkr

responses at each peak

15).

ü

^'L analyser in

the dioptric a,paratus therefore seems most unlikely#
oimilar abnormalities of receptive field have beeu
noticed in the fly (was iau et ai 1964^ Vowles 1966)^ and
the evidence in Fig# 15 suggests that these do not arise from
simultaneous recording fro^ the separate coils#

fhoy probably

result from the damage to the dioptric a paratua of individual
ommatidia during the dissection proceedure#
„ateraun (1954) found that single units in li;;*ulus
optic nerve were not PL sensitive with the test light on the
visual axis y but became so wuen it was moved some degrees off-*
axis#

He concluded that the eye surface perf rmed as the analyse

in thio case.

More recently it has been shown that the o;tic

nerve spikes come from the second-order eccentric cell which
sommâtes the activity of the individual retinulas (dehreas
and «ulff 1)65» Kikuchi and lieki 1965).

hinoe the tubules of

different cells in the ommatidiom point in different directions
Ltillor 1957) and therefore would have different PL sersitivities
on the die,roism theory» it is not surprising that whe common
output ishows no selective response when all the cells are
stimulated equally with axial light#

au

off-axis light would

uoreover sti iulate some cells store than others becciuse the cells
ill one Ow*uatidium do not have coincident race, tive fields (Lakoue
1)64» .,tievo 1965» Hatliff 1965) » so that the output in this case
would probably be pol^riaatioa sensitive#

It is not easily
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+5^6
Fir:. 15. (a) This locust retinula cell show» an aberrant angular
reapona# with two peak# about 12^ apart In th<* horizontal plane *
This mlfiht aria* through two cells b e l n : somehow penetrated
almultaneoualy, but thle la unlikely as subsequent teats ahowt
(b) the polariaed-llght reaponse is not measurably different at
each peak $ (c) the V-log I curve# have the same alope#
(d) an
active
membrane
reaponae
can
be
recorded
et
each
angular
peak#
ia c h peaK.f
^ ,
—
^
««â^nificant#
adaptation
by
repetitive
flaahea
at
one
active
membrane reaponae
_
other peak -if two cellepea)
we
Moat aignificant#
adaptation at
by the
repetitive
-«art,
Thia
teated .
should not cause adaptation at the other peak if
two*la
ceixs
-->.4W 1V
involved» since the axes would be 12® apart#
Thia is tested in
(e)i
The lif;ht is flashed ten times at one peak, rapidly
adapting the r^mponnm * and is then moved between flashes to the
second peak (arrow 1), whore the response is still adapted, and
even shows some alight recovery» seeming to indicate one sell, r
two#
To control against the unlikely alternative that synaptic
effects from adjacent ceils produce adaptation, the light was
moved 12® to the ot>ier side of the test peak (column 2)#
"Synaptic* adaptation might have boen expected here also, but if
fact further adaptational recovery occurred.
The light was th«
returned to the teat peak (arrow 2), where the cell can mow be
seen to be partially dark—adapted*
These and similar experimet
on other cells show that only one cell la responsible for the
irregular recorded visual

3ü#
possible to choc-c this ilea by rocorlirig from single retinuia
cells » since the FL tifferences should be cancelled anyway by
the stroxio electrical coupling within the o^matldlaa (waitn
at ai 1)65# Morsellino et al 1)65)} personal observations on
fe ^ cells oonfiras that the differential responses are » as
expected» aaall#

a

In addition» the ?L response would be worsened

by the co^*parative irregularity of the rhabdom tubule arrangeaient
(miller 1957)#
It is not possible to disprove

#aterman* s conclusion from

the aoove remarKs» aor to prove the equally likely alternative
hypothesis#

The essential point which emerges» however» is that

even if /^ater;üan*s hypothesis is correct» it will not necessarily
extend to cover the ?L response of other animals because of the
peculiarity of the Limnlus.eye%- the wide angle of acceptance»
strong coupling between cells» and aoove all» the single output
per ommatidium (but see 3orselIino et al 1)65)#
îhe following observation tends not to sup*ort the
reflection hypothesis as a general explanation: the visual
axis of ^ost cells lay roughly along the geometrical axis of the
ommatidium» observed through the cut surface of the eye#

wince

oamatidia usually lie at right angles to the corneal surface# an
axial ruy would enter the corneal facet normal to the surface»
in which case no

resnel polarization would take place# social

light was routinely used in the polarization experi.uonts of
section 11 » in which wany cells gave large differeatial responses

The angular Intependence of the response is a fairly
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crltio&l test with which to refute the ^tockh&mmer birefringence
cheury of the il> response (see below)#

J.

(jeet.lve #xa#rimeat

tfae refl.ctlon-aaalyser

turpothestst Interaction botwooo locust repaotorc.

t,. microelectrodc driven slowly throu^n the retina can
be soen to bend the obstructing o^matidia in its path» and when
n cell is first ^enetratod its visual axis will quite often
^radually drift for purheps 2^ before finally stabilising»
ac though a bent ceil were relaxing after distortion,

wince the

cones and cornea do not appear to move in the process» this
observation along with the evidence of section IB suggests furthe
that the rhabiom acts as a light-guide» the acceptance properties
of which largely determine the field of view of the parent cells.
It therefore see aed probable at the outset that the cells in
one locust oamatidiuaa would all share the same receptive field»
governed as this supposedly was by the eccoptanoe properties
and reflections of the common (fused) rhabdom and shared cone
optics#

if it could be experimentally established that the

receptive fields were in fact identical» this would show converse
that all the optics and also reflections were the same#

fhis

situation would then be the ideal one in which to rigorously test
the Freenei reflection-artefact liypothcsis of PL perception»
since on tgis theory cells in one ommatidium obviously could not
have different

olarizotion responses» if the light reflections

in ouch one were iioai-ioal#

The task was therefore to record
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the angular- and PL sensitivity of two ceils in one oamatiiium
of the loouat eye.

successive penetrations with a single

electrode are usually achieved by gently tapping the electrode
forward» which could easily alter the axis and rece^tive of
uH oîuaaatilium slightly between

>enetrations» so making the

aocoad recording ambiguous; this a proach was therefore not used
k^lmultuneous responses from pairs ox cells proved exceedingly
difficult to record» but when obtained provided substantially
aore iniormation than successive single records could have done.
i.ecordings were made with two aicroelectroles pro aligned
just above the retina under the dissecting microscope» with a
special jig (G. weiss» Jena)» so that the tips were about 5 pm
apart,

as the electrodes were driven together down through the

eye surface» surface tension forces sometimes slightly altered
the tip separation» so it was later found useful to cement the
tips in position with ^oastaaa 91v Adhesive.

.hen two intracellv

recordings hixve been found by trial and error» the problem arise
of whether to interpret these as being in one cell» in two
ceils in neighbouring oomatidia» or in two cells in the same
ommatidium.

It was not possible to directly nark even single

cells reliably with the microaloctrode dye-marking methods
tried (nerkut and r.alker 1962» délirons and viulff 1965» Thomas
and

«ilson 1966) presumably because the electrodes have very

fine tips.

î^cvertUoless» two of the above alternatives can

be excluded in practice» and this is best illustrated by refers:

33
to thô pair of ..Qcusta cells which gave the most complete
information#
In Fig# 16 the angular respoaaea of two recording sites
are plotted in the vertical and horizontal plane through the
receptive field centre» and both have the came "axis” or
position of peak response to within the nearest half-degree or so
wmmatiiia in t M s central region of the eye have their geometries
aXGB separated on average by ^.5^ in the horizontal and 1^ in
the vertical plane (Burtt and tatton 1)59» Tunstall and Horridge
1907) so the resolution of the technique enables us to sa/ with
certainty that the two recordings did not come frcm separate
o^matidia#

The moot convincing evidence that this is so is

that the irregularities in the upper curves in Fig# 16a» b are
faithfully reflected in the lower curves: obviously both recordin
sites are sharing the same optical apparatus» since the ccmaonlyoccurring irregularities in locust retiaula receptive fields are
quite different from cell to cell as an electrode advances throug
a*i eye#

This leaves two alternatives» but wo can rule out the

possibility of both electrodes being in the same cell from Fig#
IGc Cund also Fit^# I?).

*wuen the polarized light response is

plotted» the pianos of maximum soneitivity ere quite clearly
different» about 6v^ apart#

The records are therefore frjm

separate cells in one ommatidium» and it appears that the pair
have quite independent responses oecause of the hi^qh "sensitivity
ratio" of each to different planes of polarization (defined in

X
180
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Fi/r« 16 H#mpon#ee from two meparate calls in the #mm# locuat
oinmatidlum*
Tha #uce###iv# slow potential responses to short
flashes appear as upward spikes because of the slow oscillosoepi
sweep speed.
In (a) the angular responses of the eglls are
plotted by moving the small source horlsontally In 1 steps
between flashes, through the centre of the receptive field|
(bj
shows the angular response in the vertical plans through the
visual field centre (dashed line).
The receptive fields of thi
two cells are virtually Identical, even down to the small
irregularities.
(c) the polarlsed-llcht responses are quite
different, peaking about 60® apart.
(d) Log intenslty-amplitiu
curve for the two cells.
Calibration pulses lOmV.
Xnterflasl
interval is 5 sec for (b),
sec for (a), (c), (d), and flash
length about )0 msec.

&lethod#, 02)•

fbe ratio was around 4#)%1 for the upper
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retinuia and ^xl for the lower, by reference to the responseintensity curves (Fig# 161)#
The extent of independence of this pair of cells was
also assessed by testing the degree of their electrical inter
connection#

The Wheatstone bridge circuit is balanced in the daj

for depolarising current pulsed into the top cell (Fig# IVa),
and records a ^axiaal fall in uiembrane resistance of about Iv BJ\
during the light flash#

In the dark, a JO potential shift of

about 1 mV is recorded in the lower cell (arrow) as a result of
current spread from the top cell, but this potential altkost
disappears during illumination, recovering as aemurane resistance
of each cell recovers fallowing the flush#

The reciprocal

process occurs when current is pulsed into the bottom cell (Fig#
17b)#

dy contrast, no JO derivative potentials ore seen if the

two cells are in adjacent os&matidia (Fig# l?d). Judged on the
basis of distinct receptive fields#
The "coupling ratio” of

cell pair is maximally unity

if defined as the ratio of the steady potential shift U 2 ^
produced in the second cell relative to that in the first
during the current pulse, and can be determined onlj if we have
some way of estimating V^‘#

This is not straightforward with

sinc^le microelectrodes since the vol;^age appearing at the pro
amplifier is largely due to current passing down the microelectr%

resistance, and this varies during current passage, besides bein.

a

lirVl

20 m V

20mV

1 *#«

<WWWW

e
^

=

0*5 Mc

3
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Fig» 17# (a-c)# Tha sama pair of call# a# Fig# l6#
In (a)#
depolarizing current puleaa are paasad into the top cell# and
produca small derivativa potential shifts in the dark in the
other call (arrow); the reverse process is shown in (b).
Fro:
the size of these pulses and the maximum extant of bridge
imbalance during the light flash, the coupling between calls cai
be estimated#
In (c), a light flash k log units dimmer
produces individual, single-photon bumps which are independent :
the two cells, even when a potential is about k times noise
level (arrows)#
Simultaneous sweeps have been bracketed
together#
(d) A pair of colls judged to be in adjacent
ommatidia on grounds of receptive field are not coupled when
hyperpolarizing pulses are applied to the bottom cell#
(e) Tw<
electrodes have penetrated one cell and the bridge is balanced
in the dark for depolarization through the top electrode#
The
maximum bridge imbalance produced during the transient phase is
about the same size as the potential pulses seen on the second
electrode in the darkt
this indicates that this cell
effectively short-circuits during the exposure (see text)#
Traces 3 and h monitor applied current and the light flash.

S3.
lifricult to deter*:«tae with aufficie&t accuracy#
rinding

uaa aethod of

is to balance the bridge circuit outside the cell#

whereupon penetration yields a bridge Imbalance which is true
membrane potential (see Methods)#

This is not practicable

in the present situation because extracellular is hard to define
operationally and tip resistance often alters during probing#
i* second method is to unbalance the bridge visually by reference
to the space/time^-constant function generated by the current
squure-pulse#

fhis is sometimes possible (e#g# Fig# l,d) but

could not be used in Fig# 17a# b because the rise-tise was
inside the switching— artefact time of the bridge#

a third method

has to be used and is simply that if the bridge goes 10 MOhm
out of balance during a flash# cell input resistance must have
been at least this high initially#

The coupling ratio is then

estimated as described in Methods# equation 3*% ee the ratio of
the maximum bridge imbalance in tho cell being polarised to the
pulse height in the other cell#

This gives an upper limit which

is about u#lv7 (9#4 : 1) in the dark for the two cells in Fig# 17
(a#b)# and coupling would be even poorer than this if tho cells
did not © iort-oirouit with this intensity of illumination#

Using

double-barrel microelectrodes# ~>choles (unpublished) found that
in some penetrations single cells do not short-circuit with brighi
flashes# but it is possible that changes in electrode tip—coupling

resistance could account for this result (»*ardell and Tomlta# 196<
Method©)#

If two separate electrodes are usod this difficulty

36#
may be avoided# and in a few inncances both electrodes have
penetrated one cell in the course of the present work#

To the

extent that the few teats made are representative# the residual
resistance at the peaK of the transient phase has always been
small or unmeasurable (Fig# l?e>#
it ie not Intuitively obvious whether the same coupling
effects would have boon found# were it possible to selectively
depolarise one cell with a light stimulus instead of with
currents through one microelectroie#

In the latter case the

resting potential ion species would presumably be passively
redistributed# moving between cells towards the extracellular
space down the easiest resistance pathways#

out in the former

Case# it seems most likely thot depolarization would result from
^ ojaduotance change to different ion species in a membrane patch
Vthe rhabdoaere> ,ihich

possibly has restricted access to the

extracellular space# so that the effects of couplizuy might depend

on tao geometry of tho resistance pathways involved in current f 1
For the simple steady-state equivalent circuit of two adjacent
coupled cells in Fig# 18a (after ioewenstoin 1966) it is obvious
that a light-evoked voltage V a peering at electrode
produce exactly the same effect at

will

as would an applied voltage

provided resistance r^^ does not change appreciably#

Thio is

perhaps too simple a representation# since the active and inactiv
lyembranes have been lumped# and no account is taken of the
possibility of oonfined extracellular spaces#
in Fig# 18b where rosist;^nces

This is ronedied

and V 2 cro affoctod by light#

777r.
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Pim. 18 (m) Simplified scheme showing a pair of retinuia cells
penetrated by electrodes 1 and 2.
If light I produces a small
change in resistance r $ # the voltage V so produced will have the
same effect at electrode 2 as would the same voltage (V*)
applied through electrode 1.
The two mean# of testing intercel
coupling should therefore produce the same result.
(b) is a
more realistic scheme# where light-sensitive resisters r% end rg
are isolated from the extracellular space by a resistance r^^.
k three-cell **onniatidium*' is used for simplicity.
r^# r and r,
are# respectively# the resistances coupling the cells# the
intercellular shunt# and the lumped passive membrane resistance.
For explanatory purposes# this circuit has been rearranged using
2 star-delta transformations# in (c - e ) * the new resistors
r%# r,# ry# are produced by combination of other resistors.
OSpolarisâtion by microelectrode currents and by lights now
produces equivalent effects in adjacent cells only if r^g is smal

.
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la

and

re resents tho iuiaped résistance between the

extracellular space arounl the rhabdom and the outside bathing
fluid#

i?his circuit is rearranged in Fig. 14c$ from which it oa

be clearly seen that coupling effects wouli be the sa^i© with
both lights ana currents only if

wore aegligibio#

By

roarranging Fig# 18c in Fig# 14d# it is clear that aoy^ativ^
potential shifts could be seen at

<c.

with a light stimulus if

wore increased to a sufficiently large value; but a further re-

0]

arraag ment (Fig. 18e) makes clear that only positive (or sero)
potentials could appear at ^2 when tho nicroelectrod© polarizod
the cell I since points À and Y would both be positive#

/ortuaatc

the coupling reported b^ the microolectrole depolarization tost
wouli be tho sa*ae as with a light depolarization tost (if r._
ex
were small), or stronger#
Interaction of voltages during "visual
tests should therefore bo less if anything than predicted with
microolectrode tests#

If isolated results such as Iig# 1 /e are

representative, r^^ must be negligible, 00 that both the microelectrode- and "natural" tests would give identical results#
it is difficult to fini Che coupling ratio using
"natural" tests, since cells overlap so auc

in all their

characteriai,ics; the different extremes of colour sensitivity
overlap considerably (Bennett at al 1 )G7)$ tbe receptive fields
are identical, and no position of polarization plane exists
wnich will not stimulate all cells to some degree#

nowaver, at

very low ligîit flux levels the random ihoton-arrivals will be
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indôperidonti and seldom coinedionoe in different cells, so that
the iniividual responses should also be independent# fhis affords
a means of testing int ■rcoanoctione between cells using lightevaked responses, where cell meabrane resistance (r^^^2
IBb) is relatively unaffected#

Fig#

in practice the individual

"bwuaps" are not visible much above recording noise level, but
in Fig# 17 c it is possible to see that c incidences are rare
to the extent that noise level permits discrimination#

The

largest potential la one cell (arrow, Fig# 1/c) gave no derivatlv
in the other coll above noise, so that the coupling ratio must
be poorer than about l%v# 2 )#

At higher light intensities, the

polarized-light responses (Fig# 16c) appear quite independent—
there is no suggestion of asymmetry for ins tance,-4>ut since the
actual sensitivity of the a alysers themselves is not independent
known, it ca not be said with certainty that the responses are
not partly reduced by Interaction of unlike cells#

I'his seems

unlikely since coupling will got weaker with strong illumination
because resistors r^^ and T 2 (Fig# 19) will be reduced#

Coupling

has in fact been snown to get weaker with molerate light
intensities la tho Limulus omaaatidlum (see below), but this caano
be accurately tested with the present results#
wimilar out less complote results have been obtained on
ton other

airs of cells, excluding those cases where the angular

response function wore similar but slightly displaced from ono
another.

It is just possible that if the rhabd^meres become

,!l!. j!!
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Fi^. 19.
Thi# pair of cell# ahowad two paako of angular
•ansitlvity when taatad In the horizontal plana, uaing tho light
sourca 1 log unit attenuated, (a).
(b) Tho V-lag I curve at th
left axis.
(c) Tho PL raaponaa at the left axia was poor for
the upper coll and good for tho lower one.
The upper cell waa
loat for the teat at tho right axia, but the lower cell gave tho
aama raaponaa aa before.
(d) Coupling between celle waa
tested aa in the previous Figure.
The upper cell is in rather
poor condition.
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sO;;aratod slightly through damage, such recordings could come
from one ommatidium#

fable 1 in (section II j ) itemizes the

coupling ratios for the cases whore it could be measured in
which angular response was t e

same for both cells.

Fig. 19

shows an interesting case where each cell of a pair hai a similai
receptive f.Lold «1th two peaks about 3^ apart,

fhe PL records

were again quite different in the two cells, but us in Fig# 15
each receptor gave similar responses at the two angular peaks as
far as could be seen.

This strengthens the previous conclusion

that such angular aberrations are caused by derangement of
tho optics of an individual ommutidium, and not by simultaneous
penetration of two receptors#
The rather limited measurements of coupling ratio given
here (fable 1 ) may be contrasted with a more complete set of
calculations on a pair of cells in the Limulus

eye: as with

tho present work, Borselliao et al (1 )6 5 ) did not know from which
out of twelve or so cells they were recording, and so chose a
pair for analysis in which the coupling was of intermediate
strength.

In later calculations, tho best fit waa produced if

these two cells were assumed to lie separated by four intervening
cells in tho o&matidium#

The voltage in any of the twelve cells

to a test pulse applied to cell 0 could then be determined#
fhe situation ie anatomically simpler in tho locust
onmatidium (which has no eccentric cell), so that a simpler
model (Fig# ^Ua) can be used#

It can be seen f r Æ

the bilateral
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(d)

cells
1+2

a)

cells

log

3+4

—2 --

Cell number
1(7)
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(b)

(o)

■W^W“
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(ii)

1.

(ill)

Fig. 20 (a) Simplified model of an ommatidium. Each cell communicates with
the extracellular space and with its neighbours via lumped resistors *a*
and *b*• A current pulse through electrode E^ alters the potential in
cell 0 by an amount V , E_ measures the resultant voltage
in another
cell. Bilateral symmetry allows the model to be simplified to * that shown
in (b). Both networks neglect the intercellular shunt resistance *w*, but
when this is corrected in (c,i), a single star - delta transformation
shows that the simpler circuit is an equivalent representation (c,iii).
In (d), the potential at various points in (b) is plotted for three ratios
of a ; b. Filled circles are the calculated averages of the coupling ratios
for cells 1 + 2 and 3 + 4 for a ; b = 1 : 2.1; open circles are the
measured averages from the locust retinulas in Table 1•
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syametrj of tho diagraa that

eto.$ so that it is onljr

neooàïsarj to coasider one half of the network#

for siaplioitj $

only two resistors have been used, so the network can be
representod as in Fig# 2ub#

It nay be oojected that in each

element an intercellular shunt (*w* in fig# 2 0 c) has been omitted
but tho circuit can be simplified for calculation purposes to
include only two equivalent resistors (•a* and *b* $ Fig# 20c)#
rhe relationship between voltage

and cell separation in tho

network is not a simple exponential

one since

but an

approximate relation holds for all but the last stage if the
attenuation of the network is high enough; in practice to within

a few percent for a : b » 1 * )# (Hoyal signals Handbook, 1959, g
561-576)

%# Vg e'"^ where n# cell number if the first cell
is cell Ü,and %» log^ (Vg)

may be found simply from the input impedance, Zg, which in
turn may be clo^^ely approximated

by the input impedance looking

in from V^, even for a * b # 1 % 2#

In practice it was quicker

to find 6g for a particular ratio of a ; b as described above, ar
then to arithmetically calculate

to

from the application

of Ohm*a and Kirohoff*s Laws to each section, for Vg « 1#
producos the curves in Fig# 2ud#

Thio

In order to relate a particulax

ratio of a : b to the results, some assumption is needed as to
the recording location ouch as the one made bj .iorsellino, Fuortf
and ^mith above#

It will bo nowioed in Fi|^# cva that with

■

'-

■
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alacsrolc 1 in cell O, there are only four pooeihle positions
for eleotro-ie 2 , apart from ceil Q i at

'^2 *6 * *5 - 5 *

'^4 *

If the penetretioa proceedux’e is raadua, the ratio of recordings
in a sample of resalts should be

j ^2 * ^3 *

^

Pha cell pairs in i'able 1 are therefore split into a "strong

^

coupling" group of four and a " w eaK' group of tnree* since
/, -, « V, „ - 4 ! 5,

For only

oven pairs of ceils the selection

is likely to be biased, but tnis approach is the one involving
the fewest assumptions.

I'he average coupling ratio of each group

is than coïiptjped to the same quantities generated by a selection

of radios a t b in tho model, and it emerges that with a : b - v.'
: 1 a good fit ia produced for '^1 ^2 *
good for

'^though the fit io less

the value is acceptable since measurement accuracy

is much poorer where coupling is weaker.

Limited sampling, and

artificial selection of particular oells by electrode pairs may
render the ratio inaccurate, but the result conforms with
the expectations from the "natural" tests (above).

It is unlikel

to be much distorted by the measuring currents, since membrane
rectification becomes aevore only with strong polarisations
C-ig. 1 2 } «inter 1 9 6 7 ), in contrast to the few millivolts usually
used here.

If anything toe coupling will be artificially high

because of the bridge method (see above) and because the results
abowed that wiiero one cell of a pair was in poor condition, highe

coupling ratios invariably resulted than if the other cell was us
for the test.

This seemed to be duo to the declining cell

I

iLo x’C'Stiu ; roalnt /.nco but;

the ca.-ticity

L ) unior ;a a resiatarico chaa,:© upon illuoitnutl «a, but; ulace ‘- M s
u.ja iifficulL to chac^ with
4<mVe been XriciuJLad in

.reson'c aethoia

ox l.%eae cus€C

able 1#

in she Tother ilff ereac ,ao lei ai tac ai a ulus oamatiiium,
t Ki ratio oi re&latore oqaly&m.cîat to that oI a * b •* \v#4 , t i
..ore, w(vfi la :1 (ooraeliiao et ai lj33)m

ihe c uoii.., ratios

wore V #34 for aijaoont oclla aai u # 5 ) for farthest-rouovad

cells, in o on treat to ab ,^ v
t a :o9 account of

.24 an 1

here*

aolel

t ,a effect of ae^or »oe capacitance on transient

otentiai chnnp^es, ani whilst tae preaeut one la prooaoly adequal
ia tais respect since vol a^^e changée in tho iocaat eyo are very
SdOo (about 1 V/aeo ZLaxi^um), the axtrooely loap tl«uo-conatantc
of the Limuluo retinuia cell are presumably t:n! Uuin cause of
the iras tic apizcc attenuation la retinuia cexia whic & are yot
Vcry 4»trun^iy coupled to the eccentric ceil w..on teui^od with
Carrent pulses (aorseliixio et ai ipûp, aehrona and .«ulff,
The ph/siolo ,ioai significance of ntr nj c >uplinn; in
-■iauius has been questioned by iehrens aai

.uifi ii 67) foliowiik

the find mg; that destruction of jrnv cell ia too o.wu*atidiuffi b, a
.trvng^ current pulse does not affect the xieuir ..ac j.otantiai of
tnv Other carls#

But this may mean n .mply that so«.c form of

juactionui ;-:ic.juplia^ takfcs

.-lace #*'or* ono Cv il

just Sue . an efuoct h. s been found in the

1. r

sinci
se tato axon
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soptum follow

dLa^age (happas and Bennett 1965).

Another

criticisra mi ;ht bo that in the cases wnere strong coupling
be twee « x.i.aulua coils was observed, both electrodes mi^ht have
been in the sa e cell, since tho original papers do not mention
how vliis eventuality could be distinguished,

however, this

cannot be reconciled with the observation of vtieve (i)65) that
ono pair of Li xulus receptors had coincident bumps but a pparent!,
differeut optical toces, and or. f . G. ^mith (personal communicat:
assures me that tho location of electrodes was gauged by the
junctional uncoupling of coils which occurred with strong
hyperpolarisation.
*0 "iixj finally comment on the causes of coupling, of
whic i there seem to be three possible

(1) effective electrical

contact between adjacont cells by virtue of the large area of
uc.ibrane overlap and narrow intercellular cleft; (2) electrical
isolation of tho rhubdomcre extracellular space by the hypothesis
occlusive dosmosomes (Pig. )); (3) the existence of apecializ^ed,
low-resiatanco contacts between cexls.
tii

ws far aa (1) is concerne
o
gap between cells appears to be an unexceptional 2 Jo a or

even wider, and so a calculation of the relative cleft resistance
can be made from the relationship derived for the geometrically
équivalent nouro mus calcar Junction b,

ccles and Jaeger (1)53).

Kaking the same assumptions as them, but using oven a low
p
specific membrane resistance of }00 Jhm cm' and a breadth of
contact 2a»14 pm, the intercellular cleft resistance comes out to

be only

of the whole resistance between the cell interior

94.

and extracellular opaoe, or 2Uv KUbm if cell input resistance ia
10 MUha.

The observed degree of coupling coaid not be sustained

with such a low shunt unless the resistors

in Fig. 2o(c)

were of the same order of magnitude, but this would entail the
cell input resistance being a few hundred &vhm.

This is not so

^e.g. Figs. 17, Fig. 55c), and moreover we can estimate what the
InDut resistance should be, given **normal” membrane parameters.
The average retinuia cell approximates to a thin fibre of crosssectional area about one seventh of the ommatidium, and for a
fibre of finite length with infinite resistance at both ends,
penetrated near one end, the following relationship holds
(weidmann 1 )5 2 )%
V,,___ ______

— • •/^n'^i coth (1/x )

(4)

^ is the fibre length, Vg the potential produced at the point of
injection of the total current, ig, and t o
termed the input or effective resistance;
is

ratio ^q /1 q i»
x , the space constant

iven bj vt'g^/rj^, whore r^ and r^ are the membrane- and

cytoplasmic resistances per unit length, related to the
corresponding specific quantities by:
" *1
where

is the membrane area per unit length and a^ the cross-

sectional area of the cell.

The average longth of a locust

.
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retinuia cell from litht aicroscope sections is about 450 pm,
with some Ivv - 15~^Mm of 2 pm diameter axon attached distaliy,

which night introduce a significant error into the determination
of Vg/ig.

however, in the extreme cases of L • 4pv

(no axon)

and u » 6wo pm (with axon), the input resistance calculated from
(4) differed by only 1 />, and tho lower estimate differed from
the case of an infinitely long retinuia by only 4

Tj
rhe values of
bwvy vhm cm

in which cas#

-

to bo found in the literature vary widely, but

2 seems an acceptable value for nerve, with

whm cm (wcclos 1957)#

« low

I'he right-hand silo of (4) then gives a

figure of 12 I«Ohm for an average oamatidial radius of 7 pm
^norridge and Barnard 1)65), but the resistance would approach
half this if the electrode were moved toward the middle of the
cell.
iio account was ta<en in the above estimate of the
contribution made by the 1 pa strip of rhabdom bordering the
cell*

The input reniatance of each rhabdom microvillus would be

about lu

11

Ohm from (4), so that the s.ecific resistance
2
looking into 1 cm of rhabdomore becomes about lu ohm in contrast
to the Uvw vhm usod for Its couutituent membrane.

The calculated

input resistance of tho cell now falls to 6 iiuha, ..hicn is not a
aorious liscrepancy*

however, the real resistance of the rhabdom
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Xüce is likely to bo even higher than for the tho parent membrane
because equation (4; holds only where the external resistance
around the tube is negligible.

The external channels are^ saall

and even non-existent in some electronmicrographs, and this will
push tho resistance figure up.

Xhc presence of solid material

in the microvilli (Goldsmith 1^62) will increase the value still
further.

4%ix initial figure of 12 Hvha for the effective resistanc
2
is for these reasons more likely, given
« 6vv Ohm cm . This

figure will be souowhat reduced because of the shunt imposed by
coupling in the locust ommatidium: the input resistance looking
into any cell in the 2.1 : 1 model (Pig. 20) is only 60»? of the
uncoupled resistance, or 7.1 MOhm for the value just derived.
How Vg can be estimated experimentally (Methods, equations
5 and 4, gives a minimum value) and ig can be measured, so that an
independent estimate of input resistance (the left-hand side of
(4)) can be found.
(Fig, 55c).

This usually lies in the range $ - 10 MOhm

The two estimates of input resistance give closely

similar results, so that the chosen value of
in the correct range.

m must have been

Clearly, hypothesis (1) on the origin of

coupling must bo rejected.

I
The above argument would not hold if the site of conductan

change were isolated from the outside by some insulating barrier,
although it is difficult to see how the cell would then work.
The desmosouies (Figs. 5# 44) are well placed to do thia but there
is ao evidence that they can perfora such a function (Loewenstein

.
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I960, p. 4 5 6 ), and they often show a clear space in the middle#
The crucial argument against this idea is that some ceils are

effectively short-circuited upon illumination, which means that
the input resistance drops to less than about

AOhm with

the sensitivity of measurement employed here#

A desmosomal or

c^eft resistanc e-barrier would t.+erefore have to be less than
this, 30 that high coupling could not be maintained#

Both the

first two methods of coupling cells therefore appear iaipoasiole#
The tight Junction hypothesis ( 5 ) seems by exclusion
the most likely, although the resolution and magnification
available on most oloctronmicrographs of arthropod retinuia ceils
is not nearly good enough to provide evidence either way on this
point#

The excellent micrographs of Lasansfcy ( 1 9 6 / ) do show

apparent tight Junctions in Limulus where above all they should
be expected, but the onlooker cannot help but bo disconcerted ut
the ability of slightly different

preparative proceedures to

produce .iOabrane fusion in one case and not in another (see
Johnston and uoots, 1 9 6 7 , for a recent discussion of tain problem
juasansvy^s fixation proceedure would be less likely to produce
membrane fusion, according to them)#

In addition, ivobcrtson

(1966, p# 4 5 5 ) has produced remarkable evidence that a section
cut or viewed a few degrees skewed can give the illusion of
membrane fusion, and hia demonstration would a 3ply a fortiori
to the rhabdom where a largo fraction of the tubules must of
necessity be sliced obliquely#

«whilst the best evidence availabl

93.
therefore ^>oints to tlijht junctions as the only possible
aedistors of electrical coupling, it would seea wise to reserve
judgement on this until a comptrative ^
the

mujus result using as a control

stud/ has repeated

a crustacean where coupling

is very wea< (section Hi"), or until an injected compound such as
fluorescein «vnoewensteia 1966) has been shown to move from one
coll to the others of an ommatidium, but not between oaaatidia.
If the tight junction model is correct, the values *a*
uad *0 * in Fig# 2v presumabl/ arc related to the resistivities
of real membrane elements, and are not just the transformation
of other, equivalent circuit components such as in ?ig. 20 (c,i).
0. other PoaslblQ t^pes of r^oeptor^reoeptor InteraQtlaa
in locust eye
In i-iimulus #/# the eccentric cells co municate with each
other tl^irough u horizontal inhibitor/ plexus, b

which the more

c trongiy-illuminated omaatidium dominates its neighboui’.

The

inhibition acta upon the spike-generating site and not upon the
rettaula slow potential, and has the effect of narrowing the large
acceptance angle and so increasing tho o/e*8 resolution (Hartline

et al 1961, I’urple and üodge 196), airschfold and xeiohardt 1964)«
la the e/es oxamined here, the acceptance angle has general1/
been 2—6^ in contrast to 12— 14® for i^imulus (waterman 19)4,
âirschfeld and aeichardt 1964), so that tho necessity for the
i*^provemont of resolution is lessened.

iionotUeless, two

processes have been uncovered in locust e/e which suggest analogoi

lateral Inhibitor/ interactions,

ocholes (1965) found that

.
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small spikes, inhibited b/ light, can be recorded in a few
percent o£ the penetrations of locust retinula cells.

Tunstall

(1966) found that a bright flash delivered perhaps 10® off the
visual axis of a penetrated cell in some circumstances appeared
to h/perpolarize one receptor.

This last case will be examined

first.
11)

>^low oQtei^tial *^hyoeroolariaation”
First, Tunstall*s observation can be largely confirmed,

kith the qualification that an off-axis light will only
h/parpolariae a rece:>tor which is in an ‘’unhealthy” condition low resting potential and resistance, small response, under
shooting after potential,

a/perpolurization always does occur

in a health/ coll when It in illuminated by the off-axis teat
light during an axial flash, but the off^axia source alone
prouuces a conventional depolarization.

The effect has been

ouserved in the retinula cells of t le dragonfly and isopod
^i:ia. oesides the locust.

The development of h/perpolariaation

with an increasingly bright axial light is shown in the series fro
a locust in Fig. 21a.

^t a certain intensity of “background”

illumination, the positive response to the constant off-axis
flash in annulled, and finally becomes negative.

If the negative

response signifies an inhibitory effect, it is in direct c entrast
to the situation in ^imulus eye, where the more strongly a
receptor is itself stimulated, the more that ommatidiua comes to

axial
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rig» 21.
Apparent inhibition in Xoouat retinula oeil#.
The
bleek ber beneeth eeeh reeord denotes the duration of a very
bright flash, delivered 10 off the eell*s axis.
(a) This flasl
is delivered during an increasingly stronger but comparatively
weak axial flash, the log intensity and duration of which are
shown at the left and below.
The off-axis flash by itself
depolarises the cell, but with bright axial flashes produces
hyperpolarisation.
(b) This hyperpolarisation is not
accompanied by any detectable extra resistanoo change, as slight
be expected for an inhibitory effect.
(o) Xntra- and extra#
cellular records from another cell. The off-axial flash
depolarises or hyperpolarises as before, the latter response
resembling the local SHG, but after the axial flash the hypers
polarisation diminishes and depolarisation reappears as membrane
resistance recovers.

100,
iomlnaLo ami inhibit its ïiexghbours*
if the h/perpolarizing offeot represented a true
inhibitory process, it woul I presumably act upon the ionic
coriluctances generating the slow potential, and such cnanges
could be detected by the jridge-balance method#

If during the

effect, these ion fluxes wore partially switched off, or if
permeabilit./ to soac other ion came to preloiainate, an easily
measurable extra increase or decrease in membrane resistance woulî
respectively be exnectei#

No such change could be measured

(lig. . lb).

The source of the hyperpolarisation is revealed more

clearly b^ similar experiments using simultaneous intra- and
extracellular recording with closely spaced electrodes (Fig. 21c)
The off-axial flash as before produces depolarization by itself
and hyper,>olarization during an on-axial flash (middle record):
signi^icaatly, the negative response has a similar size and time
course to that recorded through the extracellular olcctrode.
Following the flash, the off-axis light at first proiucco a
hyper olarization which gradually reverts to a depolarization as
the receptor ropolarises and membrane resistance recovers (see
section I).

The reversion is not connected with changes in the

udjacont raoeptora, since they are exposed to constant flashes
thi'oaghout except for the relatively small, weak axial flash,
which ie of c arse at the edro of their own visual fielis (compar
the contribution of the on— and off-axis lights to the

curren
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In the extracellular record of Fig. 21c).
lill the above evidence suggests that the h/perpolarizatioi
is tho passive registration of tho local hrtG within tho cell
examined,

when membrane resistance is low, either because of

light-activation or electrode damage, the local currents from
strongly-stimulated nearby elements can use the penetrated
receptor ae extracellular space.

This is not the case when

membrane resistance is high in the dark, when any small negative
response would be swamped by active ie olariaation of the cell
itself,

.^inoe the

recorded hero declines more slowly than

a similur-sized intracellular response (Fig. 21c), the finding
of a small hyperpolarization following the off-axial- but not
the axial flash, is to be expected on tho explanation offered
here (compare the top two records in Fig. 21a).
vn this interpretation, u hyperpolarisation is recorded
only because the active electrode is referred to a remote
indifferent electrode,

.^ince the extracellular potential change

is equal to or larger than the Intrucellularly-recorded resultant,
the net local polarization will bo zero or even u small
depolarization# this can be a p r e d a t e d if the lower records are
subtracted from the upper in Fig.

Ic.

The potential change

produced by tho off-axial flash is therefore not inhibitory, and
not even a liyperpolarization, but arises from the nature of
the recording situation when very large, bright off-axial lights
are used.

IVc.
Thia lu

crhupc aot tho best situation in which to

look for inhibitory effects and so a few experiments were
performed with two lights of equal intensity, each saotendinj^
about 1® at the eye, and separated by only a few degrees#

No

negative responses could now be obtained, only depolarizations#
This is what wouli be expected, since the currents from adjacent
receptors should now be much weaker by comparison with those
oJtained with the previous larger off-axis light#
i^ashizu et al (19o4) also failed to find any evidence
of lateral inhibition in vallinhora eye in similar tests#
Leutschor-nazolhoff and Kuiper (1964) have briefly reported a
supposed lateral-inhibitory effect from

records in the same

species, but it appears likely from thoir records that dO-level
changes occurred but were not remarked during the adapting
light exposure#

In any case, mHG records aro notoriously

difficult to interpret, and since the result is not properly
documented and has not been referred to since (Kuiper and
meutscher-Hazelhoff 1965), the findings of ^ashizu et al (1964)
seem more reliable and are preferred here#
In the experiments of tho preceding section, a few pairs
of cells in adjacent or nearby ommatidia were examined, and no
interactive effects at all found when one cell of a pair was
depolarized through the recording microelectrode#
(2)

raspons.B froa Ijcust getinula cqila
In a few percent of penetrations of locust retinula

cells, small spikes of less thun 2m^ amplitude couli be
distinguished, in agreement with

holes (1965)#

These can

be recorded with equal facility with the electrode located just
euboorneally, and in the present study have never been increased
in fraqueacy by illumination (of# wcholes 1965)#

It seemed

possible from ^choles• results that the spiking locus could have
an excitatory centre somewhere in the receptive field, since it
was not possible to explore this field in the earlier work#

In

all the cells oxamined here this has not been so, inhibition
being simply more pronounced at the recoptive-field centre
(Fig# 22 u, d)#

The lack of spikes during illumination is not lu

to a conuuctauce shunt developing between the spike source and
recording site and attenuating the spikes, since several records
in Fig. 22 snow a few normal-sized spikes present during
inhibition, and .«oat show post-inhibitory rebound#

^choies found

that S;vike-frequuncy was altered by polarization of only a
millivolt or CO, and that depolarization through the microelectro
increasod the frequency but hyperpolarization inhibited it#
cun be fully confirmed here (Fig# 22c, f ).

This

The central paradox i

that light-induced depolarization always inhibits the spike
response, but current depolarization increases the frequency#

Th

slow potential waveform does not appear to be an essential adjune
of the spike discharge, since similar records have been obtained,
albeit rarely, where the receptor response is negative-going
(Fig# 2 2 1 , e)#

This could represent focal external recording fro
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22 (a-c).
Spikes from a locust retinula coll.
(a) Varyii
tho angular position of the light source shows that a light flasl
anywhere in the receptive field inhibits the spike response.
(1
With the source at the visual axis, increasing light intensity
increases inhibition.
Note the off-response.
(c) Depolarizing
current through the microelectrode (above) increases, and hypert
polarization depresses spike frequency.
(d, #, f) Another, rar
type of recording site showing exactly similar manipulations and
results.
At this site, light produced a negative—going respons
The arrow in (e) points to an apparent coincidence of spikes.
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a r e c a p t o n tho opikos aro obviously paosivoly oonduotod, so
the/ might bo oxpected to always appear positive, but it is
then difficult to account for tho affecta of applied currents
in this situation also (Fig# 22f)#

This set of records also

shows that the "spike” shape appears more like an excitatory
pout-synaptic potential (iSirGP), which was noticeable also in
other recordings#

Apparent superimposition of t%#o spikes is

shown in one record (e, arrow).
-pikes are of local occurrence and not just superimposed
(• )
massively upon whole areas of retina#^
Fuired records frum
nearby receptors snow spikes in one cell and not in another
(Fig# 2} (a), (c)| the acceptance curves from the pair in (c)
are shown in (d) and (e) and are quite irregular, but suggest
that the two cells must be close together in the eye)#

In Fig#

cijb each of the two cells has a different, seemingly unrelated

_
This is perhaps a cui*prislng suggestion, but just such
an effect dooo occur in a freshly isolated
head# Large
potentials which look like single muscle action potentials can
be recorded intra- or oxtracellularly anywhere in the eye,
discharging at a frequency of about 1 per second which cannot
be modified bj ll.^hts or currents#
The origin of the spikes
hnn not been followed up, but yaired recordings from sites
5- pm separated showed that spikes are recorded s/nahronously
all over the eye; perhaps the phenomenon is related to that
observed by Kerkut and Krishnaewaay (1960)#

a
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Fig* 23» (a)t(o) Different pairs of simultaneously penetrated,
nearby locust receptors, one of each pair showing a spike
discharge inhibited by a flash, the other not.
(c) shows the
rarer, negative slow potential type, possibly from a muchdeteriorated cell#
(b) As above, but both cells are spiking.
(^)#(®) The angular response plots in the horizontal and vertical
plane respectively, from the pair in (a), are very irregular but
quite similar, confirming the small separation of this pair of
cells.
Voltage calibrations apply to all records, time
calibrations to (a)-(c).
Interflash interval is 1.4 sec in (d),
2.5 sec in (e).
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dischargeI farther sup vortiag the idea that th# spikes are a local
phoaoaeaou.

la all tac cells laves tigated where a^iKos have boea

apparent, a resting discharge of a few spikes per second has been
seen fraa the moment of penetration*

In no ease did this disclarg#

gradually develop, as might be expected from an injury discharge#
iicotaer caaructcristic feature of cells sho-ing spikes was a
smaller, more bumpy, response than the normal retinula cell,
alt iough this was not universally found#
Ihe origin of spikes remains obscure#

dcholes (19GÎ?;

suggests that they may originate in the two basal retinula cells
watch h&ve little rhabdoaer# Saiterial (Horridge and ü u m a r d
1)65)#

The snail sis# of spike could be explained by the recording

being taken entirely from neighbouring retinula cells#

de lirons

and l^lff (1)65) and aowling (1)67) find that a, ikes sometimes
cannot be detected in Limulua retinula cells, where each ommatidiui
nearly always contains an eccentric ceil, inter-cell capacitance
drastically attenuating the spikes (see next section),

fhe small

number of penetrations where spikes were seen here could by
comparison be explained by variability in coupling time-constant
or whatever agency causes tho variation between ■uir^ulus rctinulas;
only two of t o retinula coi.l8 in the locust ommatidium make no
contact with a basal cell#

The high sensitivity of spike frequenc,

to depolarization is oonsisteut with .^choies* explanation, out
also with the extraommstidlal origin of spikes#

section III

shows that rece tor axon trstismis’
-sioa efficiercy must be high.

Iu6#
and that very small depolarizations produce an effect in the
lamina#

Against ^choles* explanation must be set the fact

that no one has ever seen large spikes from the receptor layor#
i'he rudi:;entary retinulas are a little smaller and might
deteriorate more ra^^idly, but occasional positive results would
have been oxpected#
m y explanation r^na into difficulty in trying to account
for the opposite action of depolarizing lights and currents on
spike frequency#

If spikes come frja a basal retinula cell,

and frequency is increased by direct electrical coupling with an
artificially - depolarized normal retinula cell, it would be
expected that light-inducod depolarization would have a similar
effect#

It is only possible to explain the difference if a third

element is involved in interaction#

Gince the only other cells

in the retinula layer are support cells, and the only axons
traversing the basement membrane are those of the eight retinula
cells (uorridge 1965), it is logical to locate the third element
in the laiuiua#

Fig#

is about the least complicated scheme

which provides an explanation of the results, but it suffers from
the necessity to postulate to different types of receptor terminal
in the lamina#

Its only merit is that a few recordings from

the lamina liko that suggested for the lamina cell shown in
Fig# 24a have been obtained (see section III)#
A far more simple explanation can be offered for the
spike phenomenon#

It is the writer*s impression that spiking

Ill
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ri/t» 24#
(a) and (b) ar# alternative echemee devised to explain
the oeeurrenoe of small spikes in a fee locust receptors»
(a)
A normal and a basal retinula cell (re» bro) are supposed
respeetively to have inhibitory (*} and excitatory (♦) oonneott
ions» the latter electrical» with a lamina ganglion cell (ge)#
which itself produces the spike train.
The larger number of
Inhibitory endings hyperpolarise the lamina cell during a flash
and inhibit spikes» a phenomenon found in a few lamina reeordi
ings (see Fig. 65)•
The basal cell registers attenuated spikes
because of the electrical connection» and has a small slow
potential because of its rudimentary rhabdomere.
The expected
records are shown in circles.
(b) A spike discharge arises in
the lower part of a normal retinula oell from injury currents in
the cut axon# but the soma remains passive.
When the soma
resistance drops during illumination (lower diagram)» the active
region is excessively loaded and spiking thereby stopped.
The
slew potential has been ignored for simplicity in (b)» and would
be small in this ease because of the depolarisation following
axon damage.
Both (a) and (b) explain why light depolarises al
cells and this depolarisation inhibits spiking» but micro*
electrode depolarisation of the spiking cell alone increases
discharge frequency»

iv7.
coils were no loss frequent in distal penetrations, but did
seem to occur mainly near the cut surface of the eye#

It

is well known that axon damage can produce an injury discharge.
00 that damage to the z^etinula axons could account for the

infrequency of the phenomenon#

The small sixo of the generator

potential and spike can be attributed to depolarization and
deterioration of membrane resistance of the damaged cell, which
would lower the space constant#

iiaumana (personal communication)

finds thiAt bee retinula cells soon depolarize when th ir axons
are cut#

fho effects of applied current are those expected, but

the contrary result obtained with illuminatioa can be explained by
the much greater loading

of tho apiking region by the low

resistance of tho active retinula cell (Fig. ,4b).

oince spike

initiation requires a critical current density or active membrane
area, it is easy to imagine these criteria not bein^ met if an
active retinula ceil has a low shunt resistance.

Jpike generation

would therefore be stopped at higher light intensities#

upike

failure due to excessive loading has been found in several cases,
in bipolar tactile receptors for instance (Mellon and Kennedy
l>o4j#

In healthy retinula axons, spikes would not be produced

on illumination for tho same reason of shunting, although the
initial bump on the rising phase of the slow potential is probably
an initial axon spike occurring before the more delayed rise
in wombrano conductance,

artificial currents also evoke just a

single active response, which may be explained by the delayed

103.
reotiJtication apparent with outward currents in Fig# 12#
The above explanation could bo tested In future
experiments as follows* (1) If an undamaged coll is penetrated
and the axon then cut without dislocation of the electrode, a
apike rosponse should appear.
(ii)

It is pointed out later (see discussion) that short-circuit

conditions at one end of a thin fiore can produce large voltages
at the other end. but that little resistance change can be
seen looking back from the inactive end#

If a spiking retinula

cell were laterally illuminated only at the periphery, depolarizat
of tills region would thus also depolarize the axon region, but
would impose little extra shunt on the axon#

It should therefore

be possible to produce a spike frequency increase with a
peripheral flash.
it see .8 most likely that the spike response represents
an injury effect, but whichever explanation is favoured, the
phenomenon bears no relation to the lateral inhibitory effects
seen in x^imulus.

&aika (1)67) has looked for lateral-inhibitory

effects in the ventral cord response of the locust, but found
none.

Whilst this could mean simply that those particular fibres

received an input from race tors not connected to a lateral
inhibitory system, there is no evidence available to suggest
that two separate receptor systems exist.

It is therefore

reasonable to conclude for the present that a lateral-inhibitory
type of organization is not present either at tho receptor level

Iü9.
or at some later stage in the locust eye#

Aa euggeated initially,

auch a system is perhaps loss necessary whore visual resolution
is already of a quite high order.
OQUPll a r txtwega reoaotor» la drone honey!?»» #je#
The bee is more attractive than the locust as a research
animal because its behaviour is better Known#

/Worker bees can

distinguish between colours (Jaumor 19/6. Thomas and Autrum 1 )65)
and a corresponding ranine of recopuors have been found (a^utrum
and vj»n ^-wehl 1)64. ..utrurn 1J65).

Bees of course can also

distinguish plane of polarization (von Frisch 1956) although
later analysis of the L»iiQ by Kennedy and Baylor (1961) failed
to reveal any PL-sensltivity following selective adaptation,
predicted by the model of Hutrua and «^tumpf (1 )5v).

It

seemed

attractive at the outset to suppose that the methods used in

oubaection G might when applied to the bee reveal the presence
uot only of differently polarized-light sensitive elements
in each oamatidium. but also of differently colour-sensitive
cells.
/although the retinula cells are only about two microns
larger in drones, the observations made here support the earlier
reports that drone cells are far easier to record from than worker
cells (Kaka and ^^guchi 1 9 6 2 . ^utrum 196 5)#

For this reason and

because they give spike potentials, drone bees have been used
almost exclusively here.

The origin of the spike potentials will

be discussed before evidence of interaction between cells is
presented.

llu.
(1)

J d IKb

production la drone cell»

The normal ceil re&poniB to a flash of light with the
usual type of slow potential waveform, which has in addition a
single spike on tho rising phase#

This initial spike may

sometimes be followed by one or two responses which have the
appearance of abortive spikes, but usually by no other spike for
the rest of the flash#

The ^imulus eccentric cell gives a

spike response where tho frequency is proportional to depolarizat
once a voltago threshold has been exceeded (Fuortes 1958). but
tho bee is different since no spikes occur for the rest of the
cycle even though the membrane is past the spike voltage-thi'eshol
(defined by tho first impulse in Fig# 2$d )#

Furthermore this

absence is not due to any incapacity to sustain a spike train,
since frequoucies of 56 per second can be attained when the same
light source is shuttered intermittently (Fig# 25)#

It was

suggested in section I that the most likely agent in pulling
down the transient peak is some inactivation process, and a simpl

explanation of the absence of spikes might be that this process a
also upon the spike generating membrane#

The accepted way of

abolishing inactivation effects in voltago-clamp experiments ie
to precede the clamp with a byperpolarizing pulse (Moore and
Cole 1965. Hille 1967) and an experiment done here with this in
mind is shown in Fig# 26#

This particular cell was the only one

in more than 2^0 recorded cells that gave spikes following the
first 3 ike (Fig# 26a. b). and corresponds to the type figured
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Flff. 2 5 . Repetitive eplkee from m drone retinula oeil.
The
normal oell givee only one eplke on the riming phaee ef the alow
potential» eometime# followed by one er two mmaller epikem (d).
The same source when flashed repetitively produces a spike to
eeeh flash (a)» even though the total light energy captured is
less.
Increasing the flash repetition rate increases spike
frequency (b)» until spikes start to drop out in a random
manner (c).
Light intensity is constant throughout.

bj

and .^guchi (1962).
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A depolarizing puloe strong enough

to produce a spike regularly, does not do so when delivered during
the plateau period (Fig. 26c). but a hyperpolarisation which has
no effect normally, elicits a small spike at its termination
when delivered during the flasa (Fig. 26d).

Interrupting the

depolarization can therefore restore excitability.
The inactivation process is not confined to lightinducted effects, since a long depolarizing current-pulae produce
only a single spike, but intermittent current of the same strcngl
produces a spike most times (Fig. 2Ge. f ).
similar hut slower progressive desensitization of the
spike-generating mechanisms is also found in i^imulu^ eccentric
cell a:d crab axons (Fuortes and Mantegazzini 1962. Chapman 1966)
The explanations offered in these cases for the gradual decline
of spike frequency were necessarily rather general and no more
illuminating than can be the case here. but Chapman suggests that
a conventional explanation of the changes must involve ** a
secondary change in the sodium inactivation and/or the potassium
conductance."

The latter could arise indirectly from an accumula

of extracellular K'** during activity, which would secondarily
depolarize the fibre (Frankonhaeuser and riolgkin 1956). so causin
a delated increase in K^-cjnductaace.

Both a persistance of

inactivation and a prolont^ation of A^-conduotance would be expect
to cause a change of spike shape, noticeably a progressive redact
of spike suuplitude. and such an effect can be seen in both the wo
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yig. Z6 (m). An unusual drona raiinula aall giving multipl# apik#
to on# flash*
(b) At higher flash imteneiti### a single spike is
followed by a series of oscillations#
(o) A hypsrpolarising puls
applied alone produces no effect# but results in a small eff«»spike
when applied during the flash#
(d) Depolarisation that alone
normally produces a spike# has no effect applied during the
plateau phase.
(e) A long depolarising current pulse produces a
single spike# but a series of pulses of the same strength (f)
produce a spike each time#
Calibrations i
those shown apply to
(a)-(d)#
In (e)# (f) the voltage gain is halved#
In (a)# (b)
the lower beam monitors the flash#
in (c)«»(f)# it monitors
applied current# with depolarising current unconventionally shown
as a downward pulse# '
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cited above and also in aost of the bco records (e#g# Figs# 10d$
d^j 0

If a common process is involved in all three cases# the

finding here that spike reduction is greatest in the dip following
the slow-potential transient# whore the resistance is highest
(Fig# 10) points to the inactivation of the driving permeabilities
if ul tern«^tively a slow increase in K^-permeability ^ere
reopon;ible# membrane resistance should of course be lower#

The

repetitive trains of spikes from bee retinulas can then be
interpreted if tho inactivation process is itself shut off by a
forced hyper,olarizution or permitted repolari&ation during a
dark period#

whatever the mechaniaa# the result is that the

drone receptor possesses a mai'kedly phasic spike response#
sensitive only to rapid changes in intensity#
A particularly useful byproduct of the spike response
is that whon the light source at full intensity is shuttered at
more than about 2ü/sec# spikes start to drop out in an apparently
raudom fashion (Fig# 25c)#

Two cell© that give a similar response

to a long flash can thus be easily separated by their independent
spike failures with repetitive flashes#

This also allows some

insight into the uncertainties of cell penetration#

In Fig# 2?a#

both of a pair of closely— spaced# cemented electrodes have
penetrated the same cell and record similar responses#

Une was

accidentally dislodged in (b) and now shows a miniaturised
version of the other record#

This would be taken for a response

from a budly damaged cell if encountered in isolation#

Tho result
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Pi#T. 2 7 # In (a)» two #l#ctrod## have panatratad tha aana drona
ratinula aall# and ragiatar aimilar raaponaaa to a flaahad light
aonitorad on tha third traaa#
(h), (a) Tha laaar alactrada waa
acoidantally dialodgad and naw raoorda a alnlaturad varalon of tl
intraoallular raaponaa#
Tha aalibratioo pulaa la not raduoad#
indicating tha alactrada ia not blockade
Tha call la not
damagad becauaa tha up;ar alactrada racorda a full-aimad raapona
(d) Tha lowar alactrada had not ahiftad any diatanca, ainoa tha
call waa aaailv ra*locatad|
tha pipatta tipa arc in fact gluad
tcgathar#
(a) Shows alaetrieal continuity batwaan tha two
recording aitaa#
Tha third baam maaauraa tha currant appliad
through tha lowar alactroda# about 2.)nA#
(Tha firat apika in
tha uppar traca af (a)# (c) and (d) haa baan clipped)#

.
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is aoL due tu electrode blockage or the calibration pulse

would be reducedI and is not caused bj damage to the cell$ since
the other electrode now records if anything an even larger respons
finally I it is not due to gross electrode move;&ent since the cell
waa relocated in (d)$

The a;aplitude of the relocated response In

(d) is still only about three quarters that on the top beam
although there is no aeaoureablo resistance between electrode
tios (o)#

It seeas that two electrodes only a few microns apart

can record different heights of response from one cell#

fhis

suggests either that the potential originates in some particular
part of a aon-isopotential structure, or perhaps that it is
possible to "partial_y" penetrate a cell in some sense, with the
electrode pressing on the outside so tightly that there is a
limited extracellular shunt, in which case recording will be
effectively intracellular#

Juch effects have been noticed by

uata and Miladi (1965) and used as a iocording technique by
A.obayashi et al (1 9 6 ? ) •

The pressure-eloctrode effect seems

more credible for the small responses, and is supported by the
presence of a small notch at the peak of the transient in Fig#
J ) c % tho electrode is pressed tightly against the memorane and
records a Saailer version of the intracellular response, but when
that

^ombrane becomcG strongly act ve at the peak of tho dynamic

phase, the membrane current is recorded across the electrode
shunt-reaistance as a negative potential shift#

If this

explanation is correct it .lacos intelligible the common obscrvatioi
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here and in other eyes that one electrode can record widely
differing amplitudes of response and of membrane potential from
apparently aimilar cells#
The fact that the ©pikes were always positive in Fig#
-7b, c might at first sight indicate that they are paoaively
propagated into the cell, as suggested first for the drone by
Uakix and

iguchi (1362)#

These aut ors f junl, as did Tomita

(1956) with Taohypleus. that tho local oxtrocellular potential
consists of a large negative wave with small positive spikes
superimposed, but the fora of the spikes is not clear in their
pictures#

A similar experiment which uses simultaneous extracellu

and intracellular recording from the some ele ent, is shown in
Fig# 23#

There is an overall negative-going shift on the

extracellular records (a,b) which Naka and ^ u c h i identify
(reasonably) with the membrane becoming active during the generator
potential#

These authors say that conversely the spikes are

pool wive both inside and outside the cell, and conclude that this
shows the spike activity is passively propagated into the soma
from the axon#

on the other hand. Fig# 23 (a-c) shows that the

spike recorded externally is diphasic with a larger initial
positive peak, and this can perhaps bo seen also in Naka and z^uchi
Fig# 9#

The external potential around a nerve propagating an

^otion potential is a reflection of the local membrane current,
and is therefore proportional to the second derivative of the
internal potential (fasaki 1959)#

Juch an extracellular waveform

WiÜllL
K>&

2nN

200 &
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Fia# 28.
SiMUltaneoue reeording from ono drone roooptor with
an IntraeoXluIar (upper beam) and eatraeellular electrode#
Spike# were produced by repetitively flaabing a lifht eouroe
(not monitored)#
(a) and (b) ahow an externally-recorded
negative shift# probably associated with the slow potential#
Spikes appear diphasic externally# as can be seen more clearly in
the response to a single flash at a higher sweep speed (c)#

#
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should therefore be triphasic with a predominant negative peak,
80 that the diphasic potential with a large positive peak here

might indeed betoken passive spread of currents from an adjacent
excited segment#

However, in a blindly-ending fibre where the

spike is propagated to the end, the membrane current near the end
is in fact the longitudinal current, proportional to the first
derivative of the internal waveform, and this gives a diphasic
potential with an initial positive peak (i^udel 196), liSts and
Miledi 196$).

The extracellular records therefore do not allow

us in the present recording situation to decide whether spike
propagation is active or not#

The large sise of the spike

relative to the slow potential derivative (Fig# 28a) perhaps
suggests active processes, but systematic focal recording's from
the more proximal ports of the retinula would be needed before
this conclusion could be accepted#

Certainly, Koka and ^ u o h i * s

evidence does not show that spike propagation is passive#
ca) GttttPliotî b a t w n drooo bee roooptor*
Many remarks made the previous section on locust eye
apply here also#

Recordings with pairs of electrodes sometimes

picked up cells in adjacent ommatidia or the same ceil twice,
but these cases could be distinguished as before# Pig# 29 shows
two cells which appear similar when tested with a single flash,
but which are clearly different on the basis of their spike
failure characteristics#

Their visual axes are somewhat less

than 1^ separate, which is to be expected for adjacent ommatidia
in the centrai port of the eye (Baumgartner 1928)#

Fig# )0 shows

a case where one cell was penetrated by both electrodes#

Angles

I • ■; I

0-2sec

£igt 29 (&) Two cio#eiy«#epmo#d mloroelootrodoo havo Xooatod m
pair of raoordloi' ait## in a dron© b«# #y# which ^Xvm vary
aimiiar# though diffarant«*#iaadf raapouaa# to a rapaatad flaah#
(b) At higher flaah-fraqueticlaat the activa raapoitsa# drop out
aovaehronoualyt ahowifig that tha raeording aita# ara différant,
(o) Tha angular raapatiaa curve# taken through tha racaptiva
field centra# in tha harlaontal plana are vary ainilar, ahowing
no more than \ diffaranea in axia.
(d) Tha corraapondiag
record# for a vertical travaraa «haw lea# than 1 diffaranea in
axia.
Thia dagraa of proximity of axea auggaata tha two call#
ara in adjacent ommatidia.
Tha lower call* a membrane potential
had deteriorated aomewhat for teat (d).
Xntarflaah interval in
(c) and (d) waa ).2 aacf
apikaa in tha upper call war# clipped
during recording.
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of acceptance were the gaae on both recordings, and spikes
always sj^nchronous in a number ol tests#

ihe slow potential

irregularities at low intensity were also superimposable^ but
in most cuaes thia last test could not be performed because the
respon&es were much less bumpy than in the locust eye#

Current

pulses injected into one cell produced an identical voltage drop
on each recording (measured as the imbalance in the top record)$
suggesting in this case as for the locust that short-circuit
coalitions were achieved#
Â peculiar methodological problem must now be mentioned#
fhe inference of recording position depends on two tacit assump
tions; that although cells in one ommatidiua will be found
identical in receptive fields# they will be found different in
some other respect - plane of polarisation# bumpiness# or spike
response in the case of the drone#

bhould the first assumption

prove incorrect (as it would in the fly eye)# it would oo
impossible to tell with certainty whether two different cells were
in the some or adjacent ommatidia#

And if the second were

false# it would he difficult to distinguish whether the electrodes
were in the same cell or in neighbouring cells with the same
charactcrisvies#

fortuitously# this posed no problem in the

locust# but in the bee the polarised-light reeponse is usually
3

small and the bump response so poor that these could not be

used with certainty in eliminating the possibility of recording
fr m one cell twice#

fortunately there still re.ûuins the

m
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rii^. 30#
Test# to show that two elactrodoa, which have
panatratad two alt## having th# oam# r#c#ptiv# flaid# ara in fact
in tha #am# dron# retinula call# Both alaotroda# ragiatarad
similar rasponaas in savaral test# whan a light souraa was flasha
rapatitivaly (a)# and tha bump irragularitia# war# tha sama at
low intanaity (b# nota highar amplification).
(a) Tha lawar
alaotroda racord# potantial puisas whan short hyp#rpolarisations
ara appliad through tha top alaotroda.
Tha puisas ara tha sama
haight a# tha paak imbalanoa raoordad by tha uppar alaotroda
during a bright flash (about 3 NOhm).
This indieata# that
parfaot communioation axiat# batwaan tha raoording aita#» and
also that call raaistanoa during tha tranaiant phaaa is
nagligibla.
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spiice-fatigue affect so tnat we coull propose that this would
be different for different cells in the omaatldium#

fhe rasul s

gathered on this assumption pr vide an unambiguous resolution
of the problem# although this assumption is in fact Itself wrong
as stated.
Fig. 51 shows records fr^m two sites where the electrodes
were cemented together with the tips only a few microns apart.
Judged by the slow potential angular response# the records are
almost identical# including the minor aberrations,

where a

spike response appears on one record it is always reflected on
the other (cf. Fig. 29)# but the amplitude variations of tha
spike are not in register on the two records,

-.t large spike in

the upper record corresponds with a smaller one in the lower
record# and sometimes the reverse occurs,

fhis behaviour alone

can not be explained by simultaneous penetrations of one receptor
with such a cloae spacing of electrode tips# since the variations
of spike amplitude should be in register at the two (Fig. 27)•
Further# in some iastancos secondary notches can be seea on the
spikes in the lower cell# and theae are revealed as secoudc-ry
spikes in Fig. )2# where lack of register in spike amplitude
can be seen more clearly,

fhe only explanation which fits this

flading is that the responses come from separate cells in an
electrically-coupled omaatidium.

Further proof of this

separateness comes from close scrutiny of the peak slow potential
response in Fig. 51a# where a small difference in sensitivity can

A
10 mV

0-2sec

lOmV \

I1

* “

*■

-

- 2 -1
0
log I

Fig» 31 (#) HerisentaX and (b) vertical scan through the vieual
field centre of two drone retinala celle»
The identity of the
elov potential reeponeee shove that the cells are in the earn#
oamatidiu»» but the differing spike heights shov that tvo cells,
not one, have been penetrated#
(e) The V«*log X curve at the
visual field centre.
The curve for the upper cell is slightly
steeper, and the non-reciprocity of spike amplitude can be seen
in this record also.
(d) Current pulses passed into the bottom
cell produce large derivative pulses in the top cell, demonstratt
ing strong coupling#
the bridge circuit is not exactly balanced.
The dovnvard deflections in some of the records are artefacts
caused by the abdominal movements of the bee. Interflash
interval t 2.5 sec (a,b), k sec (c).
See also Fig. 32.

C

!

4
umiuuauni
500 msec

20 msec

rig. 32»
The emme pair of cell# a# Fig* 31.
(a) In a eerlea of
teete with a repetitlvely-flaehed light, epikee failed eynehrent
oualy in the tvo celle, but some amplitude miemateh can be seen
(compare arrowed epikee in the tvo celle).
(b) Secondary,
emaller epikee may precede or fellow the larger apike in the lover
cell (arrow#), and thle can be seen more clearly in (c).
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be found.

The celle are strongly coupled when tested with

current pulses# the coupling ratio here being about u.7)$
using the previous assumptions mentioned for the locust eye.
wpike duration is around 2 msec so that the coupling
ratio does not necessarily hold for the interaction of spikes
between cells# which will be influenced by the capacitance in
the system.

Tests here hove been confined to steady-state

potentials.
The polariaed-light response in the previous pair of
cells could not be measured accurately# but this was done in
other pairs# of which Fig. }3d is a typical example.

The

respunae is very poor# and illustrates as well the difficulty
of measurement where the animal's own movement slightly changes
the sensitivity# probably by slightly shifting the visual axis,
^ven so# the PL sensitivity change is less than I w #
of this order were the usual result.

and values

The records of Fig# 33

again Sfow spike coincidences in one cell reflected in the
other# but with the ampXitude-ratio changes and secondary spikes
observed before.

Accord (a) was one of a series of J6 in which

no non-coincidences were seen at various intensities and flash
rates.
a final case similar to the previous two but in which
the PL response was both marked and different in the two records
is shown in Fig.

The two cells have maximum responses to

planes about 90® apart# but once again spikes in the two cells
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Pl«. 33.
Another pair of* drone retinula# in the eame onnatidlu#
ahowing rather aymmetrloal angular reeponse# (a) In the horimonta
(b) in the vertical plane#» with #plke# in register in the two
cell# but again having different amplitude#.
(c) V - log 1 curt
(d) The PL reeponee i# marginally different but very poor in botl
cell#.
(•)# (f )#
Secondary apike# occur to aome flache#
(arrow#).
The difference in amplification applle# to all
record#.
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always DCCvir simultaneously but the aüiplituie ratio fluctuates#
fhc general finding of minor hut measurable differences in *1*
responses between pairs of cells confir;as the conclusions from
the locust eye that the responses cannot be due to reflection
effects#

The irregular angular response in Fij;#

could

possibly be caused by a morphogenetic irregularity in rhabdom
structure like chat figured by Goldsmith (1962) for the bee eye»
but equally might be due to electrode damage, as suggested befor
coupling within the drone ommatidium has boon investigat
as in the locust, and the results for thirteen
are shown in Table 1#

airs of cells

In seven of these pairs no measurement of

the change in effective resistance with illumination was made,
so that the mean value for the group of cells in Fig# 55(b) had
to be used in these ca&es, which will necessarily involve some
error although the scatter in Fig# 35b 1® small#

The results

were divided into two groups as before, and host fitted the
ommatidial model of Fig#

:v(d) when a : b « 1 ; 0#25 (Fig# 55a)#

The coupling in this case is somewhat stronger than in the locus
since *b* is about 8-fold smaller#

In the calculation of the

expected input resistance mentioned in section IIG, we took
account of coupling between cells, and it is clear that if

coamunication were complete, the oaaatidiua could be treated as .
8iut*le cell having a petailate cross-section#

un this basis

the input resistance of a cell penetrated no;.r one end should be

iMdini
,,,ii'':i'""|'i
^ 11^

i l l .

I

I I I , , m . Î . Ü Î m m

J [||]

.. .

10 mV

fnfrTf!nrd:r:::d:i::
180

360

Fiir# 34 (a) Horlsontal and (b) vertical aean through th# reooptlv
f leld e e n t r e of tvo dron# retinula celle in one omaatidiim.
The
oella ehare the eame, unueually irregular vieual field (a)#
Spike# have dieeimilar amplitude fluctuation# in the two cell#, a
ueual.
(o) The PL teat at the vieual axi# produce# a large
modulation, and the two coll# are maximally eeneltive to orthe:
gonal plane# of polarisation.
The amplification difforonco show
in (c) applies to all record#.
Lowest trace:
photocell
stimulus monitor.
Xnterflaeh interval:
2.5 eeo.

i .V

as op >osôd to 1

. Ohm for the iâlivilaôX, oacoupXed
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cell, takin., the dimena .ons of the drone omm&Lldlum lor the
coupled case aad Ihe locust for tha other.

In the drone, the

Owiwiatidial radius 1© about ? pm (lîaka and ^gucoi 1)62) and the
cellii are about

pm lon^:, wit! Bo pm of axon (measurement©

VK. sectioned material cf.

and ...»gachi 1 )6c).

ihe average

Irene retinula cell should lie nearer the lower estimate of
input reaiatance and the locust nearer the larger, the actual
;Odel of Fig. 2v predicting values of 2.9 HOhm and 7.1 ..vhm
respecvively, on the basis of the applicable coupling ratio©
and an original value of 12 MUhm.

The mean measured values

are 2.1 Muhm and 9.4 MJhm (Fig. 55 b,c}.
vhot the measured values of

It should be remembered

throughout the literature are

rather variable ( dullock and Horridge 1965, P. 156), and that
the Value of input resistance arrived at here will have been tov
low where a retinulu was not penetrated exactly at the end,
nevertheless, the agreement between the predicted and aaasured
values is surprisingly close in Doth species.
The morphology of the bee oumatidium (aaka and i-guohi
1)62, Goldsmith 1962) is very similar to that of the locust
\uorridge and barnard 1)65), so that it is even more clear in
the boe that roco tor coupling cannot be due to simple membrane
ap oaltion.
Indeed, the gap between cells aay be of the order
o
>r 10^0 A (Goldsmith l)o2); thie may possibly be fixation
artefact, but on ti\e other hand similar large gaps ani even loose

LOCUST

Coll n?

DRONE BEE

Coupling ratio

Coll n?

Coupling ratio

1

1 t 0.83

3
4

1 : 0.54*
1 1 0 .5 2

1 1 0.091
1 t 0 .0 6 6

6

1 : 0.33*

1 1 0.151

Moan

2

1

1 < 0.340

2

1 t 0.107

3

k

Moan

m

It

5

1 t 0.048

7

1 i 0.021

6

7
m

Moan
Table 1#

m

1 1 0.53
1 1 0.26*

1 t 0.26*

11

1 t 0.18*

13

1 1 0.15

10
12

1 1 0.032

Moan

group

1 : 0.29

9

1 I 0.028

*Strong

1 t 0.44

8

5

0.79

1 1 0 .2 3 *

«V#ak«

1 1 0 .1 7 *

m

group

1 : 0.21

Coupling ratio# between pair# of cell# in the #arae

ommatidium. In the eye# of the lecuet and drone honeybee.

The

ratio i# the voltage in one cell relative to unit polarisation
(usually a few millivolt# hyperpolarisation) of the other.

The

result# have been divided into strong and weak coupling group#

in the proportion of about ^ t 3. on the aesumption that there is

no bias in the selection of pair# of cell#;

it i# also assumed

that the polarised cell effectively short-circuit# with the
strong light# used (see text).

The ratio# asterisked (*) were

calculated using the mean value of input resistance from Fig. 35i
in other oases this was measured directly.

-

, ‘y

y

; ■ "

?k

»

(b)
(o)

Mean ■ 2 1 ± 1-3 S ü
(N . 20]

Cell number

-1

-2

log V

10 M O

(c)

Mean ■ 9 4 ± 6 3 S.O.
(n . 57)

-4

MO

riK. 35 (a) Plot Ilk# that of Pig# 20(d).
It llkowl## show#
th# voxtag# V In o#ll# 1-4 of th# onmatldlal modal ua#d th#r#
(q*v)» vhioh aria#» from unit polarisation of coll 0$
th#
potantial gradlonta for raalator ratio# (aih) of 1 i 1 and 0#25
1 ar# «howti#
Largo fillad clrclaa #how th# ealonlatad avarag#
coupling ratio# for call# 1 # 2 and 3 ^ 4 for th# 0#25 i 1
ratios
open olrolo# ar# th# eorraaponding avorago# m#a#ur#d
from th# dron# ba# ratlnula# in TaUl# 1.
(b) and (o) show th#
input raaistanoa# of dron# and locust ratlnula# r#sp#ctiv#ly#
moasurad by polarising th# paripharal and# of Individual call#
by currant# appliad through tha micro#lactrod#•
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;iiax inva, ;l.uitioa3 occur in locuot material.
I'he coupling afiecus in i/able 1 wore <i.erivad for stead/state pote*iuiais, aui will therefore on >1/ only to those or to
uiowl/ c'.aa :int, waveforme.
about,

nsec

The avoroy^e drone retinula spike last

Lii has a lu.ximum rate of rioe of arouni p

vk .ich is rouj'.lu équivalent to a 1-2 hCs alno-wave.

V/n@c,

-■uch a

iro 'uency :;ii,_:ht ba ntruajl,- affecLei b/ the capacitance in the
-ct.-.al o-,(iiatidial network, but no allowance has been male for thi
in the iiioiel and no meanureraents taken to estimate such ceoacltan
which would be liotriauted aion ; the cell an 1 no coull not be
treated as u simple lumne 1 q .a*;tity.
I1

The analysio b/ bonnebt

for an impulse cr ssiny a single Junction sugpeots that th

action potenwl.*l would be reduced .aid its peak doln/ed by
a.iJition of cupacitaucûi provided that the junctional membrane
area is restricted and its associated capacitance small.

This

L.ccords with the earlier suggestion tnat tight junctions muet
moula ^G coup lin,, hero.
1

It is therefore to bo ox pec ed that

-fre ;aency traasiontc will be reduced more thorn the stead/-

::bate couoiin; ratio Sv^ggosts.
i

fniu can be aoea where capacitance

added arbitral'lip across *a* in the no loi (r ig, i>>).

fhe

a.uc effect waul 1 reduce t)o drone spike, and we noted in the
roeelin^'section t: o l a r i k e
in ..imulus eye across only

amplitude raiuction that occurs

ric cail-Junctiori.;! contact,

.kit -.ou;^..h this explains the small aice of aome spikes in
one ara no cell but not in an adjacent one, it if! at first signt
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Fig. 36.
Effect of added capacitance on the frequency reeponee
of the original ommatidial model.
The circuit in Fig. 20b vae ueed, with a i b « 4 t 1 a# in the
drone# but with capacitance
added acroee *a* (R^ here).
The
voltage# V q ^ ii# generated by the eine-wave oecillator S# were
recorded eucceceively on the oecilloecope.
Left#
Sample record# confirming that communication between
"cell#^ fall# off aharply at high frequencie# becauee of C,^| and
Right#
showing that communication i# partially restored by
introduction of capacities Cy.
R_ # 3 0 0 K2#
m 82 K2# 0% •
0.01 jnF# C#) » 0.001 >iP.
£• Ommatidial model demonstrating how different spike heightratio# would result with certain location# of electrodes# and witl
particular cell# sequentially producing spikes.
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pu&^lln^ wli/ there is not neoeasarily a constant ratio of spike
heights between a pair of cells % a particular size of spike in
either cell does not alwa/s evoice a constant-sised derivative
in the other of the pair (e.g. i^ig. }Jb).

This can be portly

explained by reference to ?ig# )Gc, which demonstrates that such
lifforencea could arise if the apike site shifts from cell to
cell, provided that the second electrode is recording; from
either cells ), 4 or 5.

In the other positions, there should

oe a constant amplitude ratio.

The very fact that lack of

amplitude - register does occur shows the active spike sourceCs)
within the ommatidium can shift from cell to cell, but equally
the finding that most action potentials are large and equal-sized
in each cell suggests that a response arising in one cell can
cooperatively trigger a response in its neighbour.

Failure to

do 80 would leave a local response of variable amplitude, which
opens the second possibility that size-irregularities are
created in this manner, perhaps by the involvement of different
areas of active membrane.

Finally, rectification of some

intercellular Junctions but not others could create selective
size changes,

fuis seems unlikely at present but would not

necessarily have bean discovered in the DC coupling experiments.
The secondary spike that frequently occurred in some
preparations could represent the delayed invasion of a different
part of the cell, because of impulse blockage at some point,
an effect can occur for instance in uolynia neurons, bipolar

^uch
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iaocnanoroceptare and crayfish stretch rece tors (Tauc 1362,
Mellon and Kennedy 1364, Mendolaon 1966, Grauapp 1966).

This

seems unlikely here because of the frequent reciprocal amplitude
variations in two cells, so that norhapa a latency difference,
due to damage of one cell, is responsible.

Ahatcver its origin,

aa analogous fractionation of the spike response could often
be achieved by moving the stimulator away from the visual axis
(^iu# 37), or by slightly altering the light intensity.

,%t any

particular angular position, the form of response remained
relatively constant, which rules out random fluctuations of
threshold in different elements as a cause of fractionation.

It

is possible that in the bee a lateral inhibitory system acts on
some members of an ommatidium and not others, and whilst this
cannot be excluded, some records show the effect occurring with
a reduction of light intensity alone at a constant angular
position (Fig. 33c).

The most likely explanation is that

different cells have slightly different latency-intensity
curvess with strong stimulation the latencies are similar
because they are short, and anyway the larger responses will
produce coopérative electrogsnesis; with less efficient
stimulation some of the luteacy curves separate and separate
peuKs occur.

The maximum number of "humps" fractionated out

so far has been four, and two examples are shown in Fig. 53.
"^ince each hump probably represents an active response of one
cell, it seems a valid extrapolation to speculate that each

V

|20mV
20 msec

o, axis

+3

lllg. 37»
Records from a pair of drone retinula cell# in one
ommatidium (upper trace#)# a# a #mall light-eource i# flaehed at
•uoco##ive poaition# in their vieual field#
The number# at the
left refer to the angular poaition of the source relative to the
visual axis# and the flash i# monitored on the third trace.
A
single apike response appear# at the axi## but two and even thre<
hump# are apparent off-axi#.
Note the dieeimilar relative
amplitude# of these humps# in the tvo cells.
A# usual# the
electrode# were glued close together.

on - axis

off - axis

I

;
V

a)

;

10 m V
20 msec

b)

fig. 38.
K«spona« from t%ro pair# of dron# retinula eell## eaoh
pair (m#b) in the eame ommatidium.
The pair in (a) give
eeinoident epikee to an axial flaeh» but with the eource a degree
or ee off-axie# three eeparate **humpe** appear.
The pair in (b)
behave eimilarly# and four humps appear to the off-axis flash.
Lowest traces
photocell response.
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cell maj be capable

of producing an active spike on some

occasions,

of their electrical coupling and very

because

similar angular sensitivity, the aembers of one ommatidium
frequently fire in synclirony.
^11 but 3 out of more than 41 cells examined singly
or in pairs showed colour sensitivites similar to the drone UV
receptor figured by autrum and von bwohl (1104).

fhe average

curve for three UV cells is shown in ?ig. 39 and could not be
followed below 348 nm with the filters employed.

Xhe curve is

assumed to peak at about 33U nm in accordance with Autrum and
von uwehl| and as with them shows some suggestion of a secondary
poa 4 around 4 ‘
pO nm.

Xhe peace of the three exceptional cells

lay in the green region of the spectrum* but wore not determined
accurately.

.%11 three lacked spike responses * but this may be

fortuituous since afew UV cells also lacked s ikes.
interesting finding

Xhe

most

is that all the cells in the central region

of the eye have one sensitivity* extending autrum and von bwehl*g
finding that groen-sensitive ceils are confined to the extreme
ventral eye.

It therefore seems probable that all the cells

in large patches of the eye nave the same colour sensitivity,
besides the bee* regional differences in colour sensitivity have
have been found by bICG analysis in the ayes of the coccroach
(«either and Jodt 1939)* the neuropteran Ascalohus (logala
and .iichieli 1965) the heaipteron Iiotonecta (Kuck 1966) * the
ueotle Jineutes (bennett 1967) and th . dragonfly (Masokhin-

WOCti

50

300

400

W«v«l*n(th,nm

500

600

M g . 39.
SpdotraX ##neitlvity of thro# dron# UV cell# (open
circle#)# by comperieen with the avermge curve# for the 340m#
cell (curve I) end the 318nm cell (curve II) of Autrun end von
Zvehl (1964, Vie#* 7 end S).
The curve for e elngle retlnule of
Cellinhore 1# ehown for comperieon, and eerve# eleo e# e check
that the optical eyetem i# correctly ceXibreted.
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?orshniakov 1953( Huck, 196), used an taproved method and
confirmed the regional differentiation but not the presence
of a red-receptor;

can largely confirm iuok's findings from

a preliminary aaal/sio of our single cell data on the dragonfly
eye (uorridge and ^haw 1963))#

It is possible that the fly eye

is not homogeneous (Autrum and Burkhardt 1961) but the available
microapeotrophoto.^etric measurements are too few in number to
settle this point (Langer and Xhorell 1966)#
Thus several spocies apparently have eyes with more than
one colour-typo of receptor, sometimes segregated into mono—
chromatic patches#

ouch an arrangement both avoids any colour

blurring in a coupled ommatidium such as the drones, and also
avoids the wider problem of colour confusion at the axon converge:
in the lamina, examined in detail in Section III#

Ihe obvious

exception to the scheme is the fly ommatidium, where Langer and
Ihorell (1966) showed that cells 7 and 3 each have two spectral
peaks at 330 and 470 nm whilst each of the remaining six cells
have peaks at JBo and 515 nm, largely explaining the earlier
;üeaeure:üente of Lurchardt (1962) using microelectrodes# Cells
7 and 3 in the fly are the ones whose axons bypass the lamina
synapse (Cajal and Lanehez 1915$ Trujillo—GenSs 1965)#
if a acheue of monochromatic patches holds for .^o'st
insects including the bee, these would not possess colour vision
as sucn, since Oii^aatidia in different patches would cover différer
fjorts of the visual field because of the divergence between the
axes of oa^^atidia#

^avolength discri mination could take place
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across the eye.

One oxic of this orthogonal pattern has heeu

found to lie parallel to the rows of ommatidial facets which are
held horizontally in life, in the crab Carcinus (A.iu. xulwarda,
1966, unpublished; subsequently confirmed in the crab Oardisoma
by ^ u o h i - see waterman and lioroh, 1966).
I
It proved possible to hold individual retinula cells
in a varcinus eye just long enough to measure the PL response.
The plane of polarisation producing the largest slow potential
was then related to the orientation of the horizontal facet
rows in the excised eye by means of a rotating microscope eyepioc
whose scale zero was referable to position 1 of the polaroid
test-wheel.

«in angular plot of the various planes could then be

compiled using cells from different eyes, a necessary proceedure
since only a few cells in each eye could be used before the eye
deteriorated.

Lince the left eye is a airror-image of the right,

results from both were combined by plotting one set clockwise
and the other counterclockwise in Fig. 4üa.

The results from 57

cells show clearly that there are two quite separate classes, one
predominantly sensitive to light polarised horizontally, the
other, vertically.

These directions coincide well with the

anatomical orientations of the rhabdom tubules, a finding which
strongly supports the view that the tubules coalain aligned
dichroic photopigmeat molecules acting as polarization analysers.
This experiment ca:not show whether the molecules lie along the
tubule axis or radially (Fig. 4v c,d), although the efficiency

2*T

10T

10
H

c

d

Fl^> 40 (a) A population of Cmrciou# retlnulm oell# w#r* examined
to find the plane of polariaation to which each wae meet eeneitiv
The polar hieto^ram ehowe the number of celle (plotted outward#)
responding maximally to a particular polariaation plane (plotted
circularly)*
Cells in different eyes were related by reference
to the eeordlnate line throufçh the rowm of facets normally held
horixontally (h - H)*
It happens that the retInula microvilli
are aligned either along this row or across it (dashed lines)»
so that the dlchroic axis of the photopigment molecules lies
either along (c) or across (d) the individual tubule* In an
attempt to distinguish between (c) and (d)» an experiment like
(a) was conducted on the locust eye (b)* where there appear to
be 3 sets of rhabdom tubules (dashed 11nes),
The histogram
should have three peaks along these lines if the arrangement in
(c) were correct; or bisecting the dasiiod lines » if (d)*
There
is too much scatter to resolve the matter*
57 cells from many
eyes were used in (a); 12? cells from 4 eyes in (b).
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oon&iderations mentlonod in the Introduction dictate the
former.

In an attempt to s'low this directly $ the experiment

was repeated on the locust « where many eleotronmicrOt;raphs
show three sets of rhabdom tubules roughly 120^ apart (Horridge
c* iiarnardi 1965 and unpublished | fig# 44h).

There should

therefore bo throe armn to the histogram, each lying on the
dotted lines in Pig. 4Lb or along the bisectors of these lines,
depending on whether the axial or radial pigment arrangement is
favoured.

The scatter is so great that the result is inconclusiv

although this is not likely to result from variability in eye
structure between specimens since only four eyes were used in
the determination.

The scatter might reflect ^icroelectrode

defor^c»tion of locust but not of crab rhabdoms, or more plausibly
intrinsic variability of tubule direction in the locust.
if the theory that dichroic pigment molecules are aligned
Dy the rhabdom tubules is accepted, some of the results obtained
with pairs of aicroolectrodea become intelligible.

The triradiat

arrangement often seen in the locust rhabdom (?ig. 56a) should
endow the cells with polaria^ation maxima 6u^ apart, and this
has been found (/ig. loc).

*^imilariy the orthogonal arrangement

of tubules in the bee oamatidijn (ü'ig. 44b) predicts two sots
of ceil with sensitivity peaks 9v*^ apart, and one such pair of
cells has been found whore this is clear (Fig. 54).
In about 2/ of the crab retinulu cells secondary peaks
in the 2L curve occurred (Fig. 41a).

several authors dealing
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with analogous abnormalities have suggested that simultaneous
penetration of two cells might produce such an effect, but it Is
difficult to envisage a realistic process
happen.

which this could

There is some indication of a second peak in the angular

response curve of Fig. 41c, but this might equally well reflect
distortion b

the microelectrode.

Alternatively, occasional

aberrations of rhabdom structure do occur (Goldsmith 1962),
so that we cannot at the moment exclude an explanation invoicing
an irregular tubule cotiipli^ment for the cell, or a fortuitous
tight junction (but see discussion).

Irregular PL curves have als

bwen obtained from bee photoreceptors, and two colls in the fly
dulliohora showed three peaks in the 18v^ rotation period (Fig.
41e,f).

This is understandable because the open structure jf

the fly rhabdom (Fig. 3cj should make it more flexible, which in
turn perhaps accounts for the statement by Autrum and von wwehl
(1362) that half of retinulas in Oalliohora do not show any
Pi-sensicivity.

All the 15 Oalllohore cells exa ined here

showed some degree of modulation with polaroid rotation, but
t lis was never very large.

according to AUtrua and von ^wehl

(1962), the s e iSltivity ratio of one extreme cell (their Fig. lb)
was 7il,

but this large value results from their use of

the

response-intensity curve from another cell to detor^iae

the

sensitivity (their Fig. 2, attributed to durkh&rdt).

However,

the aiaplitude scale of their figure is incorrect and gives a
ratio of

45%1$ and use of the correct scale (Hurkhardt,

1962,

Fig. 6H)

gives a ratio of only 47:1. But it would be equally
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Fig* 41.
Aberrant PL reaponaee from one grab (CaroAnuet a-d)
and two fly (CaAiiphorai e # f ) retlnula celle.
(a) ehowe the PL
curve with four instead of two peaks» and (b) the V*Log X curve
for this cell.
(c»d) Two horiaontal scans through the receptivi
field » separated by 4. ) .
The upper scan shows some sug^;estlon
of a secondary peak in the receptive field.
The fly retlnula
cell of (e) has three peaks per 180 » and this shows more clearl)
for a different cell In (f)t
each point is the average of k run
and the response has been converted into sensitivity terms using
the appropriate V^Log 1 curve.
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valid to us# the rosponse-intensity data from another «juroe on
th# same mpeoiea $ and using ^aahi&u'e curve (1964, if’ig# 8) the
ratio becoaea 2#7*1, which is reduced to 2.1:1 if we acre
properly take the £i^v<^ra>>\e of the minima in üutrua and von owe hi *a
yig. lb.

The result is then uaoxoeptional and near the average

found by Burkhardt and «mendier (196o), and illustrates the pitfalli
involved in combining results like these fr^m different cells.
^ince several things night degrade the initial high
sensitivity of a retinula to polarised light, this raises the
question of how high that sensitivity "ought” to be.

Urab and

crayfish retinula cells both have a laminated rhabdom structure
(jf*ie,. 3dj, and both give large response modulations upon rotation
of the Polaroid,

«here response-iateasity curves have been

plotted for the same cell, the response modulation usually convert
to a sensitivity change of around 9 or lusl (Figs. 42a, 45a).
^lis is much better than any previously-kaowa photoreceptor, but 1
stil- far inferior to a system of counter-rotated poluroiia, where
the parallel-to-Ksrossod transmittance ratio can exceed lv^;l
(^hurcliff 1962; Fig. fk%h).

The rosidual response at the minima

of the receptor ceil records could arise from partial interaction
of unlike cells, from slight misalignment of the rhabdomere
tubules, or from partial depolarisation of the light during its
passage down the dioptric system,

however, the work of .^ald

et al (1963) on vertebrate rods suggests the iore attractive
alternative that a figure of 9:1 may bo close to the maximum
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Fiic 42 K##ponee to one oottj loto rotation of the plane of
polarisation from (a)# a retinula cell of the crab Carcinue. and
(b)» a better PL analyser# a sheet of Polaroid}
the photosenslt
element in this case was a flat«faeed photocell*
When polarise
and analyser are crossed# in (b) there is no responso (PL
sonsitivity ratio « 10 : 1)# but in (a) some residual response
remains (ratio m 9 t 1)*
The outputs of the retinula and photo
cell are roughly comparable# since each has a response-intensity
output of similar non«linearity}
percent sensitivity is given o
the ordinate in each case* The arrangement of polaroids and a
photocell (Ph) shown in (o) is a model described in the text#
which should simulate the output of a real photoreceptor like (a
where the PL sensitivity ratio is not high*
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for a ayata^ e^plo/iag rhodopaln molaculea oriantod near^perfeotl,
in a membrane aandwioh; Marka (1)65) records similar ratios for
vertebrate cunes.

These measureü^ents &mply either a aoleculor

orientation which is only )/10ths perfect^ or^ as wall points
out, a ratio of ^ll could represent the ratio of absorption
vectors of an individual, perfectly-*aligned c xonophore*

This

situation would ax*lss if the ooajugated chain which confers the
ill sensitivity on the chromophore were twisted, and this is
found to be tue case especially for the ll«*ols rhodopsin isomer#
It is probably valid to extend this suggestion to the arthropod
eye, since it is usual to aasume that invertebratas use the sa^.e
pig^ont system us vertebrates, and retinene-^based pigments have
been found la several groups (evidence summarisel by Goldsmith,
1)64; LaBgor and fhoroll 1966, wall 1967)#
If we may now temporally assv^me that the ratio of
approximately 9 si reprsBonts the beat yJu discrimination possible
.^ith a rhodopsin system, we can begin to speculate upon the
degree of degradation of the PL response that will occur in
cases where the receptors are electrically coupled to their
neighbours#

In order to estimate the extent of demodulation

produced b^ coupling, the shape of the original 9%1 sensitivity
curve is n sded#

If the ratio represents the relative aiao of

two orthogonal molecular absorption vectors, the system is
equivalent to having two perfect polarii&ers of different area
set ut 9 0 ^ to each other before a non-. I^senaitivo phofeoletector

13P
C*

rh© iaw oi .^lus a piles to u perfect polariser

42c)#
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fhe

fit with, the curve from tho crab retinula shown for couipv*rison
is roasz^nabie, but the theoretical curve is somewhat narrower#
ino significance of this is not aaierstood at precent#
Jons ider now the iiealiaei bee o. mat ilium in i’i # 4)a#

).
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a11 the eight cells arc equivalent in that each is flanked on

one side by a cell with a s W i l a r arrangement of tubules, and by
a cell with an orthogonal set on the other side#
extends to subadjacent cells and beyond#

This similarity

If the cells are all

equivalent in sii^e, tubule complement, and coupling, the response
from cell 0 will bo representative of all others in terms of the
degree of demodulation#

The obvious and simplest way to estimate

this demodulation would be to calculate the relative intensity
received at each 0 by each cell in the ommatidium, and add the
component intensities, weighted by the appropriate coupling
corrections, to the value from cell 0 at each é#

pair of

1 U 06 coupled cells, for example, would show no ronporiBO at all

if they had orthogonal tubulesi in short, t d s method is équivale
to regardin^^ cell 0 as having its own set of tubules plus smaller
sets representing the other cells#

The predicted 21 output curve

derived with equation (?) fitted the measured mean responses
both from the bee and locust fairly well, out the aetuod contains
one obvious shortcoming which neoecoitstes its abandonment : it is
not possible to combine Gos

functions (equation 7) either with

to oO® phase differences, and produce an output with a period
of

instead of 180^, so that the response in Fig. 41a could

not be obtained#

The error is that the outputs of cells have bee

added before instead of after the sigmoidal V^log I curve has
operated (Figs# 4,9)#

The solution might be to add together

the voltages produced for the various cells by applying the

«Or'
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FiK. 43 (&). Ommatidial model u##d to omloulmte the effect of
cell interectlon on the PL reepenee of the drone.
There ere
eight cello# equivalent except in their tubule direetione.
(b)
percentage abeorptien of light by each cell (Xq )# according to
the equation ehovn# for different angle# of the pelareid, #. Th<
colid curve reprecente the abeorptien of one cet of celle# the
daehed curve# that of the cet with orthogonal tubulec.
(e) ic
the model uced for the loouct eye# having 3 cetc of tubulec and
two rudimentary celle,
(d) chovc the apiropriâtely-chifted
curve# for the three cetc of cell#

1)4.
V - log I curve to equation (?)•

is possible# but voltages

do aot add in this manner# it is conductances that add.

i'he

1 inal method is therefore to calculate the resistance of each cell

in the ommatidium to each plane of polarization# and so calculate
the shunt resistance imposed on cell O bj its neighbours in both
iirections.

i'his entails a knowledge of the input resistance at

uue various li<^ht intensities equivalent to the different
iitl.iUlating positiono of the polaroid.

fhe resistance log I

curves snouli follow the sigmoidal 7 - log I curves if the model
used in the A pendlx in Section I is applicable# hut this is not
ao# so that the curve obtained in dig. )o has been preferred;
choies (1)6)) has also found a similar relationship.

Using

Calculated from equation (?)# the appropriate resistance values
for various é*s were read from Fig.

c# assuming the maximum

change (t> • u^) would produce a voltage of about 2) mV.

obviously

some cells in the bee model have tubules parallel to those of cell
V # and some orthogonal (Fig. 4)a)# so that the appropriately
0 ill tel 1^ curve has to be used (.ig. 4)b).

The resistance

.ueas*Ared for each cell was then substituted in the appropriate pla<
in a pair of networks like Fig. 2vb# for the left and right halves
of tao ommatidiua*

fhe coupling resistors (*b* in Fig. 2 b )

were

in the first place assumed to be a constant fraction (0.25/1)
of une dark-adapted value for the cell of fig. )c.
The result of tnis calculation of input resistance for
cell Ü at various polaroid pooitioas c# projected back on to
ig.

>c# produces a final sensitivity curve shown in Fig. 4)0

H3.
(lots).

The actual average 21» ae icitivity curve for )6 bee

cells (solid line) is obviously much poorer than predicted.
Xart of the reason for this poorness of fit is that the coupling
ratio drops off rapidly on illumination of the cell# the more so
because of the shape of the resistance curve in Fi^. 9o.

nhen

this is allowed for by supposing that the coupling resistance dr.»;
in proportion to the fall in input resistance# the fit with
the experimental data is better (dashed curve# Fig. 45c).

The

following assumption© were used in producing these curves: (1)
that the 4 - log I curve from the locust cell in Fig. 9c is
typical and can be applied to other cells simply by scaling
the ordinate# (2) that the same cell effectively short circuits
when the voltage curve saturates at high light intensities (J)
that coupling is distributed down the cell# and all cells are
equivalent (4) that the coupling resistor either regains constant
or changes in proportion to cell input resistance. (5) that the
9:1 ratio used with equation 7 ie applicuolo.

fhc first three

as9umpx.ion8 are probably safe enough.
The enatoaical model appropriate for use in corresponding
calculations using the locust ommatidiom is less obvious# perhaps
because many j:,Ms were available (kindly lent by Jr. G.A. Horridge
and Mr. f. Barnard)# in contract to only ttiree reliable figures
for the honeybee (Goldsmith 1962; see Fig. 44a). Goldsmith
comments on the irregularity of some bee rhabdous# and some locust
eye

-Hs also show an irregular tubule arruni^ement# some have two

Fig. 44^.
Electromicrographs of cross sections through (a) a
worker bee ommatidium, (b) a locust ommatidium»
Each has 8 cslJ
but two of these are very small in the locust (nos. ) and 8).
The arrangement of the tubules in the average locust rhabdomere i
much less regular than in the bee in (a)# but there is some
suggestion of 3 sets at 120 # in contrast to two sets at about
90 in the bee (a).
The clear area around the rhabdom in (b)»
the palisade# develops during dark adaptation.
d« desmosomes;
er endoplasmic reticulum;
f # extension processes from the cone
apparatus# ((a)# from Goldsmith (1962);
(b) courtesy Drs. T.
Barnard and G.A. Horridge).
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orthogonal sets aa in the bee# but in the largest group the
rhabdom has a triangular cross-section.

In the latter cases

nearly all the onuatidia have two cells contributing rhabdomere
material on each side of the triangle# so that of the eight cells
present# two are rudimentary with very little rhabdomere (Fig.
44b).

This situation is taken as the basis for the model# and

the tubules are assumed to lie with their axes at

to each

other (Fig. 4)c# d) although they are seldom so regularly aligned
in the micrographs.

This gives an effectively six—celled

ommatidium in which each cell is equivalent to its neighbours#
as for the bee# provided that coupling ic through the rhabdomere
contacts (^asansky 1967)•

Using the coupling ratios derived

previously for the locust ommatidium# the shape of the PL
sensitivity curve was determined as for the bee b^ summing the
conductances tliroughout the ommatidium.

The curve for the case

in which the coupling resistor stays constant is shown dotted in
Fig. 45b# for comparison with the case where the resistor always
remains a constant proportion (2.1/1) of the input resistance
vdashed curve),

^s for the bee# the latter curve is a better

approximation to the measured values (solid curve)# but both
predictions suggest that the response ought to be better than was
found.

Two explanations of the direction of discrepancy con be

offered at least for the locust.

First# if a 6-celled ommatidium

had been used in the c;odol of Pig. 20# coupling would have proved
slightly stronger and the FL modulation less# but this would be a
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Piic> 45.
Left: hletogrmm# shoeing the PL eeaeltivlty of severe
retlnulm celle in (m) the ermyfieh Aeteeue (stippled) end the
crmb Cmrcinus. which were very slmiler# (b) locust» (e) drone
honeybee*
The mbsolssa is in optical density units » which
provide a fairer eonparison of the spread of results at different
scale positions*
Average PL sensitivity gets progressively
werse fro# (a) to (o)*
R i ght: (a) The open circles and solid
curve show the sensitivity of a Carcinue cell» similar to the
average cell from the histogram» to rotation of the plane of
polarisation*
The dashed curve is that predicted for a 9tl
sensitivity ratio*
(b»c) The solid curves are the mean PL
sensitivities taken from the histograms at the left*
The dotted
curves are the sensitivity curves predicted by using a 9:1 model»
and allowing for the measured degrees of interreceptor coupling*
The dashed curves were obtained similarly but assume in addition
that the coupling ratio remains constant at all light intensities
The dotted curve in (a) represents the calculated output of two
tightly coupled cells with orthogonal tubules (see text)*
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very small effect*

oecond» if as often is the case# the

tuDulos even in one piano of section wore not strictly aligned#
the i;*L response would he degraded*
In the fly eye# the

sensitivity of many cells is low

tiiutrum uk von *-wehl 19o2; personal observations)# out it
is difficult to attribute this at all to strong coupling because
the ^hypothesized sites of coupling# the r':^abdomeres# are quite
eep«^rate*

however# this very separateness could lead to

distortion by the recording electrode# and several workers have
commented on irregular fields of view arising from this cause*
fhe isopod Lipcia also has u predominantly open-rhabdom eye
in which the tubules at the tup and bottom of each rhabdomere are
misaligned ( ^.. * >^wards# unpublished) # and
the four cells tested has not been high*

sensitivity in

There is# furthermore#

reason to believe that the open-rhabdoa eye should be a poorer
iL^analyser then the fusod-rhabdoa type (see discussion)*
^iSide from the effects of coupling# it seemed reasonable
to suppose that the s all ?L responses observed in some eyes
could

explained alternatively by the twisting of the rhabdom

or the above-mentioned irregularity of tubules*

If this were so#

it might be possible to bleach out the "badly** arranged uoleculea
with a particular polarisation plane# and
performance*
retinulas*

b o

improve the cells

fig* 46 shows an attempt to do this on 5 locust
In tue first two cases (a and b) no significant chaagi

could be observed in the position of the peak response or in the
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Fig# ^6 (a) The top reeorde show the response of m loouet
retinula cell to rotation of the plane of polariaation of a
monochromatic light (408 and 600 nm).
The PL response is then
tested during adaptation (Zg^) with a light polariaod in a plane
giving least response (tr)« at 90^ to this (pk)» or unpolariaod
but attenuated#
The lowest record show the response— log X
curve during adaptation#
(b) A similar set of experiments on
another cell#
(o) As before» but the adapting light is also the
test-light» allowing a greater bleach#
The dots identify a
particular plane of polarisation.
In all the tests» selective
adaptation did not measurably impair or improve PL sensitivity#
The two sources in (a) and (b) were separated by about
interflash interval» 2 sec on most records#

1)8*
effective aeasitivity change# whether the plane of the adapting
light la^ at the :3«a*c or in the trough of the original potential
modulation#

In both cases the adapting light had to be placed

several degrees off the visual axis# so that the response to it
is not large#

In the final case (Fig# 46c) the test light

itself was used to adapt tho cell# and produced a larger response
Polarization sensitivity was tested iioaaliately following the
test flash and as far the two records can be coupared# there
again seems to be no oaange in sensitivity# and certainly none in
the position of peak response#

The experiments are inconclusive

because it is not known what percentage of photopigment is bleachi
nor what is regenerated after bleaching#

It seems more likely

that the sensitivity reduction which occurs with light adaptation
is mainly caused by membranf* ovents and not by bleaching (see
ooction I)#

It does not seem worth repeating the experiments

with stronger adapting lights# since personal experience (see
also îiaka and hguchi l)62a) suggests ceils
damaged by prolonged high illumination#

.re permanently

This ic puzzling since

locusts normally arrange themselves at ri^ht angles to the (even
brighter) sun (Volkonsky 13)9# Gassier 1)6))# but perhaps
reflects some ordinarily tolerable damage by the microeleotrode
point#

The most profitable approach to the problem of molecular

diasarrangement would probably be that of Hagias and Jennings
(1)53)# using apectrophotometrie methods: their results imply
that there is no molecular rotational freedom in the plane at
ri^ht angles to the vertebrate rod discs# so that by extension

).

1 9

their experiment should work on an isolated rhabdomere where
there should be no rotational freedom in any plane*

In pacoing it %ay be mentioned that other investigators
have drawn positive conclusions from negative experi'uents analog
to that of Fit^# 46c*

hurkhardt (1)62) founi that the rate of

dark-adapttttional rocovery following a green flash was the sane
regardless of whether tho test light was also green or was
ultraviolet# for a retinula of Jailiohorg*

hie conclusion that

there is therefore only one visual pigment per cell# operating
over the whole range of sensitivity# is inadmiasable since it
contains the assumption that pigment bleaching causes adaptation
Jurkhardt*s observations may be solely attributed to membrane
udaptational changes and not to bleaching at a l l ; it is essentia
to control these effects# us in tho approximately steady-state
conditions of Fig# 46a# b#

Langer and Thorell (1966) find that

bleaching a single valliohora rhabdomere with green lijht reduce
tho green absorption peak with a concomitant rise in absorption
in the UV.

This raises the interesting possibility that not

only are two pigments present in one cell# but that one is a
derivative of the other#
The foregoing account shows that the variations in 2L
response in four art)iropods and in the vertebrate rod can to som
extent be explained on the basis of the perfect alignment of
dichroic visual molecules having light absorption voctjra in
the ratio about 9:1#

In the drone bee the retinulus are strongl,

coupled# in the locust less so# and In the crab the^ were asaume<
to be virtually independent ; the ;L response improves in that

•
urlur*

In iulmuXas* whore coupling io oven closer than in ::he

OL O ( iorcellino et ai#

l')6p) » no Ih.. response cnull be rcc nr lo i*

-ho luite wile va riation in senritivity with.ln one speclcn

i ;#

+)> uioat Ji'obabiy reflects the differln; aogrees of 1/rCfjU*larity
o.'ii poruibiy of coupling within

iifferoat o:amato.lia*
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J. JiacusalOB
1.

ostloal iBDlleatioaa of th»_ fla41ngg
The results obtained with pairs of cells aay first of

all be used to throw some light on one of the more c mtroversial
theories in arthropod vision of late# that of Burtt and Catton
Cl)o«i) and sogers (l)o2) oouoeriaing the optical system employed
by the compound eye#

It was remarked in section IB that the

origin of Burtt and Catton*s diffraction patterns is uncertain#
and that the high resolution measured by them is in conflict with
the findings of others#

It may now be added that the further

requirement by the theory# that the receptors in one ommatidium
should be capable of resolving the elements of the diffraction
patterns# cannot be met# since these receptors have been shown
here both in the locust and the bee to share tho same fields of
view.
The "diffraction theory" has received much interest and

no support from several workers# yet nevertheless its authors still
auhere to the basic idea (burtt and oattjn 19o)# l)ou# uurtt l)u/;
and the theory has been received uncritically in several quarters
(Hocking 1964# Clarxson 1965# Carricaburu 19t)/)#

It therefore

seems beat to summarize several other peculiar and disconcerting
features of the theory#
Firstly# much emphasis is laid on the sharpness and fine
spacing of tho third diffraction image (Burtt and Oatton 1962)# as
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though the receptor could choose to ignore the first and second
images# when in reality the total flux captured at all levels by
its rhabdomere will determine the cell*# response#

Burtt and

Oatton acknowledge that the diffraction images are much dimmer
than the primary image# but pointedly have not estimated how
much dimmer#

Gonsideriag the difficulty they had in finding

any pattern in a relatively intact eye# it seems likely that the
relative intensity of the higher-ordor patterns is much less than
the 7#5^ "intensity change threshold" determined by Burtt and
s/Stton themselves#

Jo that even if they did occur and could

be resolved# the patterns would influence the retlnula output
very little#
Next# for diffraction effects to occur at all# there
must be some limiting aperture in the system#

This would not

be the case if the corneal facet# cone and rhabdom formed a
conwinuous# internally reflecting waveguide# as suggested by
^xner (13)1)# do Vries (1956)# and others since#
some

There is

vidence for this latter view in the locust eye since

funstall and Horridge*s (1J67) finding that cnange© in acceptance
anglo parallel the perirhabdomal refractive index changes found
by Horridge and Barnard (1965).

The identity of acceptance

curves from cells in the sa^o ommatidium# found here# also
strongly supports the light—guide view#

There is the attendant

difficulty that even if ray diffraction could occur in the intact
eye# interference patterns could hardly be generated as a result#

14).
becûuae the iritero^umacilial screen nlXo«ô

ioa :?nXy

jx laid li.^hw Cil indeed any 11 ,nt# sue .^action 1..^.
Finally# Burtt and Jatton ( 1 ) ,2,

/)) Bagreest tnat the

hi-:;:,er-ordôr images allow greater ceasitivity to aiovoaent since
t :cy ^ove faster tcan the lower-order onoe for n
velaCi.ty.

aorticolur stripe

new this happens is a u ^ clear'# because nawnure du t ey

s .ate hO'H many ..tripes in each order of image corj*ca uui to
wue ccripe in the original pattern,

-iogers (l?hh, his Zable a 1

. j Iji explicit on this point# e..d for all toe Images in
^ovation onero arc several times
Î-.tripos as la t)iO urigiaiil.

to 1

times; as many

Rogers is leaa fur the urnin,:, about the

locust cjô# .vu.t we read ^p.
iiprciwid aver m-ay ia^iges of the

4) : *Vecuni» t.ne light is
Inutead ul being c /ncentrabe<

in a oin^ic Imao©'# so that the some aluuatioa apparently holds
iu the eye also.

ihis ft^ct has seemlngly been uvorlooked by

ux«;uauats aai critics uf t ,e diffraction taeury alike# a .d
,,...m doss Justify

’
h:e aot" or s * autialaui cone era lag

cc';altivlty; but it ulao provides a crucial
be repudiated experl.*ently.

.ovement

reiictioa ,huich can

If a striped pattern la rotated

urov^n 1 the oompound ..ye ao that one dark stripe Juut re,.-luces
xwc uelguuuux'# the nuüibcr uf dark otz*ipea t at
Vuini in ide t.»e eye will b

reforoaoe

name i.iultipl© of unity (probably

x'7 ' )r LiiU firat iai.^g© in ao ,uru* Table

If ua in 11 Idual

rhubdomaro is tne ref^ronce point# it should reçoive several

CyClcs of far :e:ling for ujch oyciu -of p atter ? ;uve..oau#

d its
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.

output should therefore be corxoeponllagly modulated at this
frequency#

*.1though

Is experiment wae not designed to

test tnie point# Tunstall has shown that t la does aot occur#
out uhat pattern- and voltage output- nodulation are 1 : 1 (in
hj.ridge 1365# Fig. 14).
The uurtt-Gutton-nogers liffractlon theory is thus
im lausiole on nearly ever/ count# and in three respects the
oyidence against it is decisive.
(1>

the resolving power of the locust eye is not
anomalously high when measured with adequate
techniques.

(2;

mven if tr,e diffraction patterns could exist in t le
intact eye # the receptors in one ommatidium could
not selectively dist ;r.ruish them.

())

The prediction of a higher-frequency membrane respons
to a particular pattern repetition rate is not
fulfilled.

*^ooordingly# the theory must be rejected in toto; it
cannot be accepted even as a partial explanation of

ow the

0 0 ^pound eye works# as Burtt (1967; has now suggested.
s^gAgitt. Q4 tbo

Sas£-tii£aii

racjQUB.t evidegoe from

we may now turn atteation to tie origin of the polarized-

iijhb response,

ihc finllng that cello In one ommatidium in the

locust uni tho boe can have quite different xL responses but use
the BBJLÙ optical a /arc bus uni have iienuical fields jf /lew#

.
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alio-s exclusion of tleiries P &ni 5 in the In r iuotion;
iiu-ôiy vhat the unaiyoor ilea in the dioptric a/ste.a (theory
5/

>iiu L.wt the ros .unae ariaea Tr .. roilecbion efiecta C )#

iwr is lil'iicult to aee wliy this last view w\..a aocepted at all#
»incu a ai.4 Iv reflection at the cornea (or elsewhere; could
pro luce a «*axi.uam intouelty iiXXeronce of only 15,

in the

tra .emitted beo^i upon rotation of a polaroii# cvon at the
polarization a i.^lo (Jen:ins and

. ite# 195^# p# 565# for a

refructlVG index of 1.54# which ia aiailar to that determined
for tao carneae of beetles (1#55# -xner 1391;# moths (1#57$
or ahard# iiiller <i..d hosier 1>>5) aiii i«orseo oe crab (1 #4 o #
i.irachfeld aad aeicUardt 1904;;#

Thi: contrasta with tuc

oftective so isltivity aoialitions of about 5^

thav h.^ve been

icaown for some time in directly illuminated eyes (Jurkhardt
aal

leadlor 196a# .%utrum and won uwehl 1962) $ the .uwrdalation

ioonl here has vn occasion exceeded 9u.

(fig# 45a).

The fourth tneory on the origi.n of tae .i# response# duo
to Jenzer and otockhammer ( 1 )5i)# was discussed in detail
ia the introiactioa.

The crucial oojoction is that tha degree

of response should be strongly dependent on the a.^^ular position
of vno test light# ^nd probably should become vary small
only u degree or so off tuo vi.xaal axis,
for quite large a .gulur caaagea

ioia dues uot happen# ov

(Figa. 15# 19;#

«Uilat

this theory must also be rejected# the airefringeaco measured
by

toe hamaier was not without foundation as de Yrlea (1956)
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laplies.

Laagor (1)66) finds that the tubulo direction in

individual fly rhahdomeres corresponds closely with the fast
axis of birefringence found by otockhamaer (1956) so that the
aubuiicroscopic anisotropy implied by birefringence is to be
attributed to the rhabdom tubule substructure; birefringence is
not reduced b^ bleaching the photopigment (Lanier 1965)*
The only theory not excluded by the present measurements
is the firsty in which rhodopain is assumed to function both as
polarization analyser and light absorber,

strong evidence in

favour of the theory is provided by the finding of two groups of
cell corresponding precisely with the ti^o axes of microtubules in
the crab (Fig. 4va).

^whether the clironophores lie along or

cicross the tubules caanot be decided from the measurements made
here,

efficiency would be decreased by up%o

if the raiial

arrangement occurred (Fig. 40d)| and there is now good evidence
from other sources that this is not so.

If an eye is illuminated

tnrough a cut in the sidOf all the microvilli of the individual
rhabdomeres now lie parallel, in contrast to the situation when
they are illuminated through the dioptric a paratus % Guilio
(1^65) elegantly made use of this fact in showing for three
Jiptera that the

was largest when the e-vector lay at ri^ht-

angles to the optical path and therefore along the microtubules,
iho most persuasive evidence comes from the recont microspectrophotometric measurements of Laager (196>), who hus shown that the
orientation of tubules in the rhabdoms o f ,cells 1—6 in vaili^hora

.
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#ye la closely related to the peaces of dichroio absorption of
these 0 L.me cells.

The analysis is possible because each particular

numbered cell has the ssae tubule direction in si.1 the ommatiiia
over s wide region of eye*, &o that oach rhsbdomere tubule-axis
Can be found by counting round from a recognizable cell (cell
7> onaer the li^ht microscope.

The wsvelengtn absorption

maximum of the dichroic effect is close to the maximum for
unpolarized light, and dichroisis disappears upon bleaching
Vidanger 1)65).

This shows directly that the photopigment is

the analyser, and that the dichroic axis of the ohromophore is
aligned along the rhabdomere tubules in the fly and presumably
oth^r urtnropods.

In the rhabdoaere of cell 7% it is usually

impossible for ranger to measure any change in dichroic absorption,
aiiU sometimes the plane of peak absorption lies across the
tubules.

.ossible exp1anations are (1) that because of its

structure this cell is the most easily deformed; (2) that
cell 7 lo underlaid by cell 8 which hat an orthogonal set of
tubulus (Irujillo-Cenoz and aelaued 1965* Laiifc^ex* 1)66); (5)
that some real difference exists in the arrangement of
photopigmenti tue absorption maximum is different in cells 7
and 8 from the other six; Denton (1)5)) * si:d ^ald et cl (1)65)
#

It is not clear to what extent this applies to different
Dlptorau species,
aoae ;d1s resemble those in Lan.;er*s (1)66)
paper, or are mirror images (to be expected from the bilateral
symmetry of the two eyes, or accidental inversion of a section
or phonographic negative); In_some -its the structure is different,
wse ^edler and aoodland (*)65)* frujillo-*6eaoz and Melamed (i)65)
fruJilio-Cenos (1366), ,,addington and lerry (196^), f#olken (1963)
for examples.
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have both found that at least in some conditions, photopigment
derivatives can take up orientations at 96^ to the normal
alignments, in the vertebrate retina.

These possibilities cannot

be presently distinguished, although the second seems most
likely.
oeveral other findings seem capable to interpretation
only in the light of the dic}iroism theory.

Tasaki and aarita

(1)66, 1966a) find that the cephalopod retina does not normally
give a

sensitive LHG, but that such can be inluced by

adapting the retina with a light polarized along either of the
two sets of orthogonal tubules (Yamamoto et al 1965).

A

similar experiment on the bee eye failed (Kennedy and day lor
1961) and three reasons seem possible for this:
(1)

The orthogonal tubules arrangement in the bee eye (Goldsmith

1962) was not known then, and the relation of the tubule axes to
the head is still unknown.

It is therefore possible that

Aennedy and Baylor*s adapting light was polarized at 45^ to
both seta of tubules, stimulating each equally.
(2)

aeanedy and Baylor suggest that if the sensitivity ratio of

a bee cell were 2:1, their experiment would “surely have
rovealed sensitivity differences” •

This is not so sure, however,

since toe output of their (actually inappropriate) model would
not also cnange in the ratio 2:1.

A crude calculation suggests

that if the output of the most-stiwuluted ceil were reduced by

14
half followiaB adaptation, the total
(or of the eye; woull chance by leee than
>oiaroii ..>ai ions

i .

output of an o^matidlum
for t^e orthogonal

in the experi...cat.

It

bq

^ u.b

certain th^L ue.*aedy and no,,-lor could not have distia;j^.;ished
^nin above t!ie scatter of their aeasur®acnta, and even thia
cannot be- verified since they do not a^lOw th = rec over/ curve
lor a jiven Chunye in ao-oitivity, alnuluto i with a neutral
filler.
if tne

ae .aitivity of ceils in the wor^cur eye is an

>oor as in the droaa coils measured Viere, any ada,>tational
effect would have been even harder to dietlnyuiah#

for these

reaaoas, *ennely and Baylor’s result loes not constitute any
30i't of chalxcuye to the iichoroisa tneory, as they suggest it
dues,
similar exyoriueuws to those on boee and ce ;.■>halo pods have
now oeer* performed on the crao vardisoi^a oy waterman and
ore . \1

witti tht; same overall result ootained by fas an i

and narita (l)hua), consistent with tne views out forward ‘
oere.
.to.over the paper contains several curious features s
^Ij

fhe ../vorag.d experimental records contain, in additxori to

w 'j in..ucoi

respvn&:e, an uncxpla.ncd ni^ncr-irequencj

...oiùlution of period about 25^.
<2;

rne derivation of the reiationahips used is unex lained

and questionable, and tue use of the "relative amplitude
uiOiulation (i )“ as a measure of t e " degree of oolarizel 11 "ht
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discrimination” is quite mioleadiny: at low, moderate and
saturation intensities, the modulation would be slight, relatively
largo, and aero respectively, whereas in all oases the «actual
sensitivity of each cell to polarised light would remain un
changed and be in fact much larger than the modulation implies.
Further, waterman and Horen a tarently derive a factor *a* • 2
from the variation of ? in their Fig. 5* and concluie that “the
reasonableness of this value (*a* • 2) can be tested in further
experiments” ; yet *a* is defined earlier as the adapting
light intensity.
(3)

Various unjustifiable assumptions are made in the paper.

fhua the available evidence from single cell work suggests that
ih responses are not simple cos

2

functions, that transient

responses do not obey simple log functions, and that most
arthropod retinula axons dc not carry spikes,

nven if the

equations given did roughly describe the -HG modulation there is
no reason to expect that “the equations.• should be valid ..
also for first order centripetal visual messages,” since the
outputs of individual cells are not added together at this level,
as are tho membrane current© which generate the

.*vG.

Nor is

there evidence as yet of aiiition (as opposed to some other form
of operation) at later stages.

In short, although their central

reSw.lt is in accord with the dic^xroism theory, amply established
by previous w o r * from other sources, the attendant speculations
of i«atcraan and uorch remain purely conjectural.

More recently.
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and waterman (10a/) have found that adaptation with
poiarizel-li he»

pr iuoas mor hologicai changes in those

retinula cells with tub<ales in line with the plane of polarization
if t lis can L>e subst iutiatod, it ma^' provide a valuable method
of toatin^ a.y possible wavelength differences between cexis
in one oaimatidlum.
in contrast to the results obtained here on locusts (and
also dragonflies), durkhaLrdt and v»endler (196-) found that vL
sonaitivity was measurable for white and blue but not for red
(ôv) am) li^ht#

The limita of measurement error do not allow

this conclusion to be substantiated from the soectrophotometrio
work Changer, 1965), and another explanation is possible#

If

the receptors were not illuminated axially in Bur&hardt and
endler’s experiments, light would get in to the coll in
question only via the individual facet when blue light was used,
but via many facets for red light, cince the pigment screen
does not absorb the longer wavelengths (Kvtrother 196b).
initially

The

solarized rod light liiight therefore be partly

depolarized oy multiple reflection through the pigment screen,
in contrast to the smooth, direct passage for blue light, another
possibility is that since photosensitivity at 6j3 am is only a
few percent of that at t .o spectral pea,: (^ anger ual Thoreil 1966)
and since tno response to blue li

t is already small (2Ju*/

in BurKharit and render’s experiment, the response to a red light
w>uli be eve i s .aller, perhaps only a lew m V ; the results would
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thon bo at the level of severe quantum variability, where
moreover the reapon;.o-iateasity curve is shallow#

it would

then bo difficult to decide whether a response occurred or not.
ihiia aspect clearly isquire© re-examination, tho more so since
tho accurate FL absorption meaour©meats of .«old et al ( D b j )
on the verteorate rod show no similar impoverishment at long
wavelengths, and since no difference would be expected if a
single photopigment f^nctloned as ar.alyser-absorber.

a,anger’©

(1)65) result suggest© that this is so in tho vieialo if not the
V V ran^jO.
The preceding paragraph stimulates the question of how
light gets down the rhabdomere without becoming depolarized in
the process by the repeated internal reflections advocated here,
ut least for off-axial light.

This caanot be answered since it

involves the average number of reflections before the beam is,
©ay,

^ absorbed, and also involves the optical smoothness of

the rhabdom.

If the rhabdom bohavos as a w veguide, it is

conceivable that only certain modes of vibration would be allowed,
and depolarized perhaps so reduced, although _^noch (1963) found
little effect of polarization upon the modal patterns observed
in vertebrate receptors.

The tneory of propagation in a rhuodom-

liko structure is u^^purently not well-developed, and so expsri^enti
have been performed at at. .mIrews with a scaled-up microwave
model (A# Thomas, unpublished)•

Up to 3v

depolarization was

measured ut the oottom of the “rhabdom” , but this figure is
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tentative since a rather largo dielectric-conatant gradient
was used, and it proved difficult to incorporate sequential
absorption into the model.

Whilst tho situation requires

further investigation, it seena reasonable to conclude that
depolarization need not be severe.
C5) Aberrant pQlarlzed-li,<ht rospoaees
iv few cells in moat species investigated showed more
t an one peak of response when the Polaroid was rotated through
IBu^.

Fig. 45a (dotted curve) shows the expected output from

a pair of cells with tubules set orthogonally, calculated as
in previous cases from data in Fig. 9o, on the extra assumption
taut the coupling resistance between them was negligible.
The sensitivity curve shows two peaks per ISO^ rotation, lying
at too maxima of the parent cells.

The siailarity of this

result to the record in Fig. )6s suggests that fortuitous strong
coupling of this sort nay lie behind the aberrations observed.
If such au effect is produced occasionally in development by
incomplete separation of parent cells, it must occur early since
in urosoivhila the individual ret inula groups are distinguishable
in tne late larval stage (faddington and .erry 196u).

It is

difficult to see how a microelectrode could make a hole from one
cell to another without also connecting both cells to the
extracellular space (cf. üUtrum l')65), so that aberrations are
probably not created in tni^ wa^.
i% responses wit

9 0 ^ periods are also retorted in the

crab ^iiG (eiateruan and norch 19ou) wrdcl Is of course to be
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.

ûxpectod from "2>e aummln ; of ;ae:aar.-ne currents from ropurate
rec3 *uors.
A

'^4j

* .ay have not been re"orLei in octoous retina

an 1 ;iari(.a, D b o ,

i )o6a).

iec.3 of Gouoiini; on

ù -.

JoXour-. and aoike reoo^anes

T:.e General difficult/ in diaousein^; the degree of
interaction between cells lies in the ancortaint;, of whether
tuü coupling resistance between cells also diminishes alon,;: with
other elements in the cell, upon lljht exposure.

If

it remains

constant, it is not possible to explain the poorness of the
response in the bee as a result of coupling, and the /x. response
s. ould ciiungo conaidcrably according to the brightness of t'ne
olarized teat light.
noticed in t o

This last effect would probably not be

locust because

is tecnnically difficult to

measure responses at low ilg):t levels, and the expected
uifference would be small (Fig. 45b), but should be apparent
in the bee.

onlj tnree sets of records are available to decide

uhiB in the droiic.

Two show n o measurable change, but in

the clearest it a pears that a sli^^ht increase in sensitivity
uioy occur with higher flas ; energies (Fig. 47): if tïMê plateau
pnune part of trie res *ou:>o in record *c* is compared with ’a*,
uo ever,

.o Ci unge in evident, alvi.ough tho tvo set© of records

ore act immediately cjmparaole because Lhe sha © of the
res

nse-intensity c-*rve (*b*,

oach case.

Vi*) is not exactly

the same in

^.hat c onge there is, t ^en, is s..ail and not

03 X ).ruble wit

the difference between tho two broken curves

J

180

180

360“

i

m
-log 1

: JL

360

\ 6

-l o g I

fia» 47.
(m, o).
Ummponmmm from # dron* retlnuXa to rotation of
a polarisad light of two différant intanaitiaa, with the raaponoaintanaity our va# for the appropriate range ahown at the eaeie
amplifioation (h, d).
There ia little if any inereaaa in
aenaitivity in (c).
The lOmV calibration pnlee in (b) refera to
(a) and (b)# and that in (c). to (a) and (d).
borne flaahea
produced apikea in (b - d), but theae have been ignored in
reproduction.
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lu Fig# 45c, which represeat approximately the soaeitivity curve©
to be expected in the dark (dashes) sad in bright light (dots)
if tae coupling resistance remaius constwit#

alternatively

the coupling resistance may also drop on illumination of the
cell#

If r:*odopsin is attached also the junctional region

between cells, it is conceivable that this membrane also becomes
more permeable during illumination, although how such an effect
coull be felt across not just one but two junctional membranes
(see masanaxy 1967) is more difficult to imagine#

,xgainst this

idea must be set the evidence that i,imulus retinula cells
uncouple somewhat during illumination (Borsellino et al 1965).
It seems at the moment more prudent to accept the idea that this
also occurs in the species investigated here, until this can be
directly tested#

If this ia so, coupling provides only a partial

explanation of the poor responses to polarised light in bees
and locusts#

Whilst tho variability of rhabdom structure ^Ight

provide an acceptable alternative expltination for the locust,
it Si^ems unlikely for the drone, and a poceiole explanation in
thia case is that the sensitivity ratio of the photopigment
co r o m o p w r e is less than 9:1#

this could come about if the

cliro^ophore used by drone UV cells were less plunur than the
usual 11-cis retineae, which might arise if the UV sensitive
bee pigment were not an 11-cis isomer#

It ia not yet possible

to set li.iiits on whet absorption range a retlneao-opsia complex
should (or snould not) have, unless the opsin has been previously
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characterised (Hubbard ani f^ropf 1)65), ao that tne uV receptors
may contain "conventional” isomers#
In the fly the oviience is coavincing that at least two
pigments occur in each rccaotor, since both aicroapeotrophotometric
«.ud intracellular records saow two pea^s, tue viciolc peuk larger
in the former case (r,anger and Phorell l)o6) the UV peax larger
in the latter (Burkhardt 1 % 2 ;

Fig. 39 here).

The separate

pigments are in some way derivatives of each other, because
ole aching with visible light increases UV absorption (m*anger and
ihorell 1)66).

In keeping .with the poor PL sensitivity siovn by

microeloctrodo experiments, Laagor and Thorell have shown that the
sensitivity ratio of fly rhabdoaeres is only 4:3 - far less than
9:1 - but some of the difference could be explained by twisting
of the open rhabdomeres or « 3ne structural alteration occurring
with cell damage such as may be observed in the vertebrate rod
iuobertson 1966).

3ut a more subtle reason for the poor

se^isitivity in Uiptera emerges from a calculation of absorption
efficiency, reserved until the last section of this discussion.
The conclusions above on colour sensitivity apply with
greater force to the locust eye, where coupling is weax.

Bennett,

Tun»tail and Horridge (1)67) found that every cell penetrated
in the locust eye showed two peaks of sensitivity, at about 43v
and 52u nm, with a probable additional UV peak below 35U nm.
Tho relative heights of the two main peaks varied, probably
continuously, as ourkhordt (1)62) also reports in the fly, but

no * lire’ receptors were found.
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The spectral response of each

cell could be simulated by mixing two hypothetical Dartnaiinomogram pigments in different proportions, the most extreme
ratio being 2:1.

It seems that at least two pigments are present

in this case also, but theae cannot be located in different
receptors since the degree of coupling measured could not account
for the large sise of the secondary peak even in the larx, let
alone with the relatively bright test lights used in the colour
testa.

The only satisfactory explanation is that every cell

contains two or perhaps three photosensitive pigments, perhaps
interrelated, each linked to the membrane response.

In the

drone, the small secondary peak occurring about 46u nm on
the flank of the UV-cell curve could more plausibly be ascribed
to weak coupling with an adjacent, different cell.

But this

seems onlikely because out of the 41 cells from which records
were taken, only three had sensitivities in the green region,
and two of these were in toe extreme ventral eye.

More taoa

tais would have been expected even if only one cell out of the
eight in each oam;tidium were green—sensitive.

xkUtram and von

wwehl (1)64) also found aany cells with two spectral peaks,
variable in amplitude, and interpreted such occurrences us double
penetrations by the uicroelecLroie, but this seems unlikely
to happen without also causing serious leaks into the extracellular
space.
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In the bee, the relative o^uplitule of spike in one cell
corresponding to a large spike in another varied considerably
in cases where the angle of the stimulating light was altered
or the light flashed rapidly.

The variation was explained partly

by the location in the Owmatidium of the active cell relative
to the penetrated one, and partly by cooperative induction of an
active response in one cell by the other.

This could lead to

a quite large “derivative" in the second cell, and account for
the frequent synchrony of spikes.

A large resistance drop during

the spike might be expected to drastically uncouple the cells,
so that ao derivative would be recorded, but this is not
necessarily the case.

If the axon in the basement-membrane

region produces the active response which passively spreads back
into the cell body, it is possible to estimate what difference
a drastic conductance change would make to the input resistance
seen by the electrode.

The situation is equivalent to cutting

off the axon at the basement membrane, and for a short fibre
short-circuited at one end the input resistance seen from the
other end in given by weidmann (1952): using the same symbols and
values used in equation (4),

V0 *

**1 tanh (L/ x

)

(8)

from which short circuiting the end makes only 2% difference to
the resistance seen by the peripheral electrode.

The action

potuutial voltage would not be reduced in proportion, and neglectin
hij^^h frequency losses, is given by Heidmann as :
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- cosh C i i ^

^

- x/L?

O)

cosh £"L/k J ^

wliere x is the diataaco from the orl^jin and
there.

the pote itial

The potential at a BUhcomeally-looatod electrode

« --) would then be abo^t 4

of the original (again,

at; ,1 -0 ting high frequency losses).

It is therefore possible .or

con il lerable voltages to arrive from a distance .'ource without
any appreciable resistance change being felt at the point of
_rrival, a situation recantiy found to occur in motoaeurone somata
with excitatoiv synapses reuotoly located on tiie dendrites ( viaith,
.ucrkcr

Frank, 1)6?).

If the action potential doe© not

invade the soma of the bee retinula cell, the coupling between
cells in the peripheral region will be controlled by the slow
0 tei.Liai alone, so that reflections of one spike in an adjacent

coll anoall still be expected.
C 5)

delation of _the finding:# to behavioural work
The relation between the results of the present work

viiii L ie known capabilities of various arthropods to orient
tuew.selves in polarised light is not immediately obvious.

It

ueema paradoxical that the bee, which is the beat known for
lus ^1. orientation response, should have the poorest system to
do

.he Job.

It must be reruembered, however, that tho behavioural

vxporimeats of von Frison vere done with worker bees, and
tu-j

1» response appears to be mediated by the dorsal part of

Ü.4Ü eye.

The experiments

ere were done on the more central

oxperimoatB her© warm done on the more central part of the
drone eye, and differences between the sexes are known,

16v#

workers

have smaller eyes and retinula cells^ and the latter do not
prouuce spikes (Naka and Jguohi 1962), and there may also be
some differences in the types of colour roccptors («vutrum 1965).
however, the FL comoaso response is directed best by wavelengths
less than 4UU am (von Frisch 1954), so that the drone experiments
here may be applicable.

If so, it seems possible that an effectiv

intensity change of only 16^ in a retinula cell output upon
rotation of the plane of polarization would fall below the
threshold in tens 1 ty-c hanp;e to which a bee would respond.
minimum increment threshold was about

This

for optimal illumination

using the turning response of worker bees tv a striped pattern
(^olf 1933)t and abouL 17^ for workers tested in striped drums
(rwunze 1961 ).

The threshold varies possibly with species and

evidently with technique, since Burtt and Catton (1962) obtained
a value of 7*5^ using the ventral cord spike response of the
locust, but fhorson (1966) found a value of 0.3^ also for the
locust,using the ootomotor response, close to tho value of U .5»
for the fly Mugoa (Fermi and lieichardt 1963)#

oiace the lower

values are the product of more refined techniques, it seems
reasonable to use them in the present situation, although there
is no actual necessity for the optomotor and polarotaxis
thresholds to be the saaiie.

An effective change of 16.F therefore

ought to be discernible by a bee, and discrimination could be
improved further by differential analysis of responses from
cells with orthogonal tubulos by the later nervous system,

ü
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final caution ia that tho value of 16,4 above is applicable on
the assumption that light from the sky is at least over some
region perfectly plane-polarised.

The best measurements in

->ekera (1957) show that the sky in a line 90^ to the sun
vertical can appear 95> polarized in one plane (and 5- in
the ort ogonal plane), but more normally at best is about 75^
polarized.

The value is less in other parts of the sky, and

the red component is slightly more polarised than the blue,
except in turbid atmospheric conditions when the situation may
be reversed.

Taking the 75/ value, a drone bee would see an

average intensity change of

upon rotation of the plane of

polarization, which should still be disoriminable; bees may have
to do even better since they can navigate when only a small
patch of sky^perhaps even more poorly polarized, is visible,
(von Frisch et al, I960).
Câl

UatioaaX» of arthropoA rhabdoa «truoture.
The fact that a bee can probably respond to an effective

9/^ PL intensity modulation ©till loaves open the question of
what evolutionary advantage is gained by coupling receptors
and so partly causing impoverishment of the apparently useful
i'L sense; crabs also show polarotactic responses (i^chbne and
^cLône 1961, Lchône 19 3) and these "cannot be ruled out" for
locusts (wellin^tvn 1955) although how anything is perceived
over the variation in Fig. 4^b is hard to imagine; both groups
will show considerably more than a 9/^ aoiulation.

whilst it is
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recognized th^t ia the nature of things such a question cannot
be approachel satisfactorily because experiments cannot be
performed on historical fact, a possible reply can be found by
chixj^lon^lnc, the almost universal presumption of anatouaists t .at
the Spstems of orthogonal tubules they have discovered in many
Species are primarily of value in FL détection (e.g. Moody
and xarriss 19ul, iiutherford and horridge 1965# ^ u c h i and
waterman 1)65# wolken and Gallik 1965).
There is a more basic explanation, at least as attractive,
which seems to have escaped notice although it is implicit
in the discussion by waid et al (1963).

If the basic requirement

is simply to capture light with maximum efficiency, two con
sequences follow.

Firstly, it is best to concentrate the photo-

pigment into the smallest possible volume,

a

receptor with a

large cross-sectional area (Fig# 48a) would probably have an
increased acceptance field and the eye would have poorer activity,
and an extremely long receptor (Fig. 48b) would h-ve impaired
transmission efficiency if this were governed by passive
potential decay.

The tightly-packed arrangeaent of Fig. 43c

is therefoi^e to be preferred on these grounds and obviously on
grounds of materials economy: the rotiaulas of large dragonflies
are 1 mm long and occupy a large proportion of the head volume
as it is.

The second requirement for high efficiency is that if
to
the photopigooiit ic dictooic, it ia aost efficient/fix it at

right aiigloa to the light path (see Introiuction).

This effect

could he achieved by any of the four aethoia in Fig* 4S,(d)-(g)*

u

#

lüiLj f f l

48 (a)^(c) i»ch«w«tlc repi«»<inttttlon of ponsibX©
of
pACklng visual p l i a n t laoleculaa into a rh«^l>do»#ra#
Cloaa
packing m# In (c) 1» auparlor to the other two arrangOMonta.
(d)-(g) Foaaiblo tnaant^ of orl^ntlu^- dlchrolo pigieont nolocuiaa
(short dashss) In pUotoraosptlwa structures, so that ths diehrolc
axes are held at 90^ to the Incoielni^ Xi^ht entering at right
angles to the plane of the page.
(f) and (g) allow greater
coneentrstion of pigment.
Using the confix oration In (f),
effioienex could be nearly doubled if two orthogonal sets of
tubules were used together, but these would have to be fused
together as in (i), rather than separate as in (h).
(J) Is a
cross-section throu^^h an Idealised fused-rhabdoa insect
oamatidiws, and (k) is another equivalent arrangement with only
one cell, which does not occur naturally (see text).

fhe random and radial arran^^aaenca of (d) and
Inoffloiant from the packing point«*of-view*

(a)

would be
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The tubule sjatem

(f) has apparently been chosea by invertebrate®$ and the
lamellar s/etem (g) by vertebrates#

The moat efficient (invorte-*

brate) pattern would therefore be (f)* if it were not for the
fact that this pattern would contain only one orientation of
pigment ohro^ophore#

ince unpolariaed li^h^ can, for the

present purpose, be decomposed into two equal components in
line and at

to the tubule set, one component would be lost

and absorption efficiency potentially lowered to
of tubules alone were employed#

if one set

k solution might be to use

two sets of tubules as in Fig# t^Bh, but this is not sufficient
because light would be kept inside each by internal reflection
at the refractive boundary, so that each would remain as
separate and inefficient as before.

The most satisfactory

solution would be to have opposing; sets of tubules pressed close
together to eliminate the refractive boundary (1ig, W i ) ,
whereby light that cannot be used in ono set of tubules can
enter the other wnich can absorb it#

The structure which has

resulted is essentially that of the fusel rhabdom eye
(of. the eye of he ot odor a . afolken and Gallik, 1965)#
Régularisation of the arrangement produces an ommatidium like
that of the bee (Fig# 4 8 j) or the typical crustacean (Fig. 3d).
Considérations of efficiency therefore dictate the structure
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of the typical fasod-rhubdoaere eye, in which she iaiividuai
cei-ifi arc only incident ally polarised-li^ht analyaera.
It Beema from this argument that the dipteran opearhabdomure eye can be regarded as a secondary specialization
conferriS;;: high acuity, where efficient light capture i« not of
pri wury i-srportance.

This can be seen more clearly if an

estimate is mode of the quantum coptaring-officienoy of two
eyes, identical except in that one is of the open- and the
other of the fused- rhabdomor© type,

to make the estimate, the

abaorption coefficient of the visual pigment is needed.

This

is available only for vertebrate rode and cones whore Marks
Ci>35; has measured a value of 1.3

per micron, using light

polarized parallel to t! e diciiroio axia.

a

rough comparison

of this value with the value for the fly rbabdoaore can be made
by assuming that in Laager's (1965a) best extinction measurements,
he used about one third of the Oi^matidisl length, and that about
half the light from the microspectrophotometer beam went down
the rhabdo*aerei both are reasonable assumptions, and yield an
absorption coefficient of 0.3

per pm, or 0.91> if optimally

aligned polarized light hod been used assuming a sensitivity ratio
of 4;}, or 1.1^ on the same assumptions but with the electrophysio
logically-determined PL ratio of 2 ; 1.

The figures are therefore

in the same range both for rods and cones and for the fly
rhebdomere.

If Marks value of 1.8

per pm is converted to

optical leuaity units and this value added up through the length
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of tho rhabdoûiere, the light loas from the bottom can be
cotiziatod.

In Fig. 4)(i) this ia shown diagrammatloelly for

an open rhabdoaere eye, where the light is polarised along the
tubules of a receptor

4Pv p m long,

valy o#u3

of the

light incident on rhabdom A should come out of the bottom#

If

it ia now assumed that the absorption coefficient is Iv-fold
swaller (u#18;^ per

pa) for receptor

with an orthogonal set

of tubules, 48 p of the incident flux will pass beyond d#
total absorption of the pair is therefore about 76

The

of the total

incident light. I#
In order to compare this figure with that from an eye
which is similar but has fused rhabdomeres, it aeei^is at first
necessary to know the number of reflections undergone by the
average ray.

Fig, 49(11) shows the case where a ray passes

obliquely throm^h the rhabdom without being reflected.

For

this case, or for any number of reflections, the ray obviously
remains for half its path length in A and half in 3.

These two

path lengths are equivalent to two optical density filters, and
since the total absorption is not affected by how a pair of
filters are arranged or aubidivlded, the number of reflections
does not influence total absorption,

The total absorption in

Fig. 49(11) Is therefore typical for all situations except that
here light regains in one rhabdomere for all its course, and
the appropriate calculation shows that 9B> of the total incident
flux is absorbed.

The fused rhabdora eye is therefore a more

(i)

PPL

(iii)

FlK. 49.
(l) and (li) illumtrat# the eituatlen In #n »open*-and
a fueed-rhabdonere* eye respectively considering two rhmbdorneres#
A and D# with orthOigonal tubules.
In (i) # a ray entering A
remains in A by internal reflection« but in (ii ) rays can cross
between A and B because tho refractive boundary is eliminated.
Absorption efficiency is higher in this last case.
(iii) With
multiple internal reflections Inside a fused rhabdom# a ray
travels alternately in short segments of A (a) and then B (b).
This may be rearranged in (iv)# where provided that a and b are
small# the light transmitted by each pair of segments, X*# is
little different from that incident# I.
In this situation# a
segment is not significantly screened by a preceding one# so that
the total absorption# nl# of each segment pair is distributed
between a and b according to the basic dichroic absorption co*
efficient ratio of the photopigment.
The angles of reflection
have been much exaggerated an individual rhabdomere is about
long by lyUm in the locust or drone bee.
PPL# plane of
polarisation of the incident light.
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efficient light gathering device than the open rhabdom e^e
of the ea;^e length, by a factor of 1.29^ in this case.
A ray deviating leas than U.5^ from the axis in the
fused rhabdom case would remain for more of its path length
in one rhabdomere than another, and tlie efficiency would
consequently drop, approaching the open rhabdom efficiency
for deviations below 0.1^ for a 40U pm rhabdom.

This is almost

certainly an unrealistic appraisal, firstly because it is
unlikely that rhabdom is straight within this degree of error,
so that several reflections are probably obligatory,

secondly,

the rhabdom is only some fouf"^fold larger than the wavelength
of visible light, so that waveguide propagation may supervene and
redistribute energy in a manner not predictable by geometrical
optics.
The above comparison utilised polarized light.

If

the plane of polarisation had been chosen to lie at 9'u^ to
that shown in Fig. 49, the result would have been the same but
with the identities of receptors â and B reversed,

wince

unpolarized light can be decomposed into two such components at
for the purpose of

comparison, it follows that the same

efficiency difference would hold also for unpolarized light,
likewise, the relative efficiencies would be the same if the light
wore distributed amongst eight ceils instead of just the two
considered.

If we now compare the relative absorptions of
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rUabiouores 4t and d in the open rhabdomere aodel of ti_. 4),
the figures calculated before show that the absorption ratio
Ci* Î d) should be 1.90 I I, much lees than the absorptioncoefficient ratio of about Iv : 1 used in the calculation.

For

the fused-rhabdo» model of Fig. 49(11), a similar calculation for
thii two rays shown gives a relative absorption ratio ol 5.1:1.
it now becomes apparent that in this fuaed-rhabdom case, the
number of internal reflections decisively affecte the relative
absorptions of n and 3, altnough the total absorption is
unchanged.

The reason for this is that the first length of

ruabdom through which light passes screens the subsequent lengths
because of i^s high absorption.

If the ray la Internally

reflected many times (Fig. 49 (iii)), this screening effect is
not important because each succeeding segment absorbs very little
of the light incident on it.

This is formally shown in the

eiuivaloat arrangement of Fig. 49(iv), where the opposite
''segments'*, have been paired, through which the transmitted
light I* is only fractionally smaller then the incident light I.
The segments ’a* and *b* will therefore absorb a small fraction
•n* of the Lotml light, in the ratio of the basic absorption
coefficients, Iw :1.

For all the segments, the votal absorption

of segments *a* relative to *b* will be
Iv (nl ^ nl* 4- nl” ...)

TT

i 1 (al -r ni' t nl”...) • lw:l

II

that ia, for multiple internal reflections in a fused-rhabdom
the absorption ratio of two retinulaa

and 3, with

ortüoconul tubules « a»>proachea the ratio of absorption
coefficients

for a o^all segment of rhabdom.
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The fused rhabdom

6/e is therefore not only a more efficient li^ht-capturing
device, but much more efficient as a polorized-lioht detector:
u ratio of nearly Iv:1 is implied in contrast to 1.9;1, for
structures 400

p a long#

In practice, the number of internal reflections will not
bo unlimited#

But for onl/ throe internal reflections in a 4vu p

rhabdomere, the calculated absorption ratio will fall short* of
the maximum b/ onl/ 7^#

It seems likel/ that irregularities,

slight bending, plus perhaps waveguide effects will combine to
doflect the average ra/ even more than this: in geometrical
terms, the entry angle for throe reflections would correspond
to an off-axial deviation of onl/ 1®#

In experimental support

of this proposai, PL seasitivit/ in locurt retinula cells was
not found inferior with an axial light deviating onl/ 0#5®
cither side of the visual axis#
This comparison of open- aai closed rhablomore e/es
therefore largely explains why the fly eye is a very poor PL
detector, despite the probable lack of receptor coupling#

In

the dalliphora eye where the measured PL sensitivity is about
ejection IIP), the rhabdom is about

pm long (Langer

1965a), for which a similar calculation to those given above
predicts an absorption ratio of 2#6:1#

fhis ratio could be

laproved by further shortening the rhabdom, but ut the expense of
overall efiicienoy# High *L aensitivity and high overall abnorptio:
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erriciency are therefore mutually incompatible In the Jipteran
type of eye.
This üype of ratioaaliaation of structure oan be
carried one step further to make sense of the rhabdom structure
of a crustacean such as the lobster (Fig. )).

here, the

rhabdom is only 125 p m long, but up to 20pm across at its widest
point (itutherford and Horridge 1965).

^ side-by-side

arrangement of rhabdomeres in such a case would ensure that
many rays passed for all their length in only one rhabdomere,
with the attendent inefficiency discussed before#

fhe best way

to combat such inefficiency would be as before to guile the ray
from one rhabdoaere to another, but since this cannot be achieved
by reflection in a short, stout rhabdom, it coull be done by
dividing the rhabdom into layers of alternately "^arranged tubules.
*^uoh an interlocking structure is typical of many Crustacea,
and the width of each tubule layer, about 2 pm and u#5 pm
respectively in Homarus and G^lliaectes (Rutherford and uorridgo
1965, Sguchi axid waterman 1965), is equivalent to a multiple
reflection situation and would therefore lead to a FL analyser
of maximum efficiency#

Once developed, such a structure would

be of no less use to a crustacean with an apposition eye and
a long rhabdom#
fhe effect of the length of the rhabdom on FL sensitivity
in Diptera also has a consequence for colour sensitivity plots#
fhe difference between the absorption of orthogonal PL planes

.. \ .

'

^

. ::

'

- ' :'

was seen to become less the longer the rhabdoaere.

'

^

.
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Likewise,

the differencea in absorption of different wavelengths will
decrease with increasing length, so that the plotted wavelength—
sensitivity curves should be broader than the expected Jartnall
noaogram curves#

This concentration effect has been noted

previously as a possible distorting iafluenc© on vertebrate
pnotoreceptor absorption spectra, but no correction ia usually
needed there because the receptors are so short (bartnall 1962,
PP. 5 w , 511).
Wo oonvinving answer can be offered as to why there are
normally eight cells per ommatidium and not Just one (Fig# 48k),
but two e^idvantagos can be imagined#

First, the necessary

diffusionul access to the rhabdom might be limited bj the lack
of channels if only one or two cells partioipate, although this
is difficult to credit in light of the supposed anatomy of the
leech eye (see «alther 1965; Glark 196/)#

aeoond, it is

advantageous up to a point to decrease the cross-sectional area
of a receptor in order to promote efficient signal transmission
at low light intensities: by Increasing cell number and so
decreasing cell diameter, a slight ieoreaae ia space constant is
^ore taua offset hj a larger increase in the potential produced
by a unit conductance c :.ange, provided the latter is s^all#
<&t oven smaller diameters the advantage is lost#

The crossover

point is about 2 pm diameter according to the calculation in
section III (see Fig# 64),

losslbly other factors may
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intervene, since too small a diameter might limit energy
turnover and would ultimately reduce the dynamic range of

the receptor, for a small conductance change would produce a
virtually all-or-nothing poteatial#

uuch an effect presumably

does occur in a single rhabdom tubule, out this would not be
seen unless the electrode scaled off the end from the rest of
the cell#

The arguments above on cell siae and cell number should

perhaps not be taken too seriously since the number of oells per
ommatidium varies widely, from d upwards () in dragonfly ocellus,
4 in the cladoceran Leptodora#

12 or more in Limulua. and

apparently up to 17 in the isopod Oniscuo:

references,

respectively, are Ruck and Ldwards 1964, Wolken and Gallik 1965,
oorsellino et al 1965# dobaisieux 1944)#
secondary lowering of the PL sensitivity by partial
couplinj of receptors does not affect the supposed primary
Value of the structure, discussed above#

It is more difficult

to see what actual benefit derives from such coupling, especially
since coupling is obviously not an obligatory situation#

A

possible explanation would be tLat efficient spike propagation
is impeded bj narrow fibres, where the internal currents are
limited by a high axial rosistance#

This, however, begs the

question of the origin of spikes in the drone bee retinula cell,
but it does suggest that the oye is specialised for high intensity
vision#

The morphologically similar worker bee ommatidium does

not produce spikes (Naka and i,guohi 1962), and it would be
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Interesting to test couplia ; oi the cells there, although thi&
i^ouli probcr/oly *i^ve to

lone through the rL rB&poaue

iiivA.-y.ituie rather than with the *ore dlfficult paired recording
technique.
% final, related, queetiou rii^‘t be to ask what is the
poinV or navin,:, «pikes in the drone ü i all and not in other
ca iôî-.

un jriawBT mirht he t .at if the spike is propagated into

the ia:alria terminal, it probably dominâtes the troaemission
process there by its relative alze.

By «uperiaposinp a large

si:i,jlu Ac^iicc on a slow potential, a faster ajrate^ whic'i is
extremely

phasic is created.

This argument is perhaps supported

by the fact thot onlj a single s>ike occurs to a flash, but a
fust train con be elicited by high frequency stimulstioa
(i’lg. 25)$ and by the finliag of Maks and Alsnido ( 965) that
dor: adaptational recovery of the spike is virtually complete
wit Ilia a few seconds.

It seems that the system ia geared to

operate at short wavelengths and high intensities as a phasic
detector with high acuity, which seems of some relevâmes to the
problem of the drone locating a queen bee against the sky on
the nuptial flight (ijindauer 1367) *

SECTION III ACTIVITÏ IN Till FIRST SYNAFriC REGION
(LAMINA) m RELATION TO RSCKPTOR INPUT.
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Nearly all the extant phyeiologloal work on arthropod
visual eyeteas ean he oategerimed Into one of three groupâtOne, ooausendably, deals with the properties of Isolated photos
receptors.

A second group is oonoerned with the properties of

the ERG, and with the exception of a few papers - that of
Ouillo (1 9 6 3 ), has been mentioned - are of little but historical
interest because the identity and origin of the various "waves"
is not knownI

and because the nervous system is thought to

function as a series of isolated channels, which cannot be
explored by methods which record only some unknown derivative
of the activity ia a fraction of the active channels.

The

third group holds out some promise with recordings from
Individual units further back in the nervous system, but so
far none of these studies has tried to relate the properties of
the units sampled to either the anatomical patterns of the
nerve networks or the properties of individual photoreceptors
(e.g. Burtt and Catton 1934-60;
1963;

Ishikawa 1962;

Horridge et al..

Wiersma and associates - see Viersma and Yamaguchi 196?I

Sleet and Collett 1 9 6 5 a, b;

Bishop and Keehn I9 6 6 ).

Indeed,

the identity of the individual units has not been determined in
any of the works quoted, and both anatomy and receptor
properties are still largely unknown or became available only
recently.

It is therefore not surprising that the available
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literature on optic lobe unite in arthropode coneiete of little
more than a catalogue of reeponae types which bears little
relation to structural or other types of organisation, and which
may in itself be artificial.
A few Important exceptions come to mind.

In the

Dragonfly ocellus. Ruck (I9 6 I) recorded from what were almost
certainly second-order fibres.

Vilska and Hartline (1941)

probably did the same in Limulus brain and Gwilliam (1963, I9 6 5 )
may have done so in barnacles.

All three studies have in

common that the receptor axons inhibited the (presumed) secondorder cells during illumination, producing off-discharges at the
end of a flash.
The properties of the individual locust retinula cell
are now quite well understood from previous work, and the
section which follows describes results obtained in an attempt
to understand how the outputs of the retinulas are processed
at the first synaptic relay in the lamina.

The interpretations

offered suffer from the defect mentioned above, that individual
cells have not been identified, although the abortive marking
experiments did show that the responses came from the lamina.
Nor is the anatomy of the locust lamina well understood, which
will be discussed first.
A. Anm%omr of L o c w t X.ajn.
The lamina was examined in sections of material silver-
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stained by Fraser-Rowell*s (1963) method, following fixation in
Carnoy, embedding in ester wax and sectioning at 7-15 >um.
Hesults varied greatly in quality, and cell bodies seldom stained
The success of the method varies with species.
In favourable preparations, bundles of axons can be seen
traversing the basement membrane.

There are eight in each group

and one group comes from one ommatidium (see Horridge I9 6 5 , Pig.
10).

There is no mixing of fibres from separate oumatidla as

Parker (1897) and Kunse (1 9 6 7 ) have found in some crustaceans.
This is more clearly seen in sections from which the basement
membrane pigment has been removed (Burtt and Catton 1962).

The

axons come together in groups from perhaps a dosen cwmatidia
and these run together for most of the distance of 100-150jum
between the basement membrane and lamina.

This bunching of

axons makes these difficult to follow in sections horixontal
with respect to the body axis (Pig. 50a), and in sections
transverse to the body axis (Fig. 50b) it can be seen that the
grouping serves to steer the axons around periodic spaces
containing unidentified cell bodies.

Individual axons cannot

bo followed with certainty but the axons appear to run parallel
to one another with no detectable crossing-over or mixing.
Just outside the lamina the axons separate again into bundles
of a sise similar to those coming through the basement
membrane, and appear to enter structures similar to the "synaptic

¥

Y 1

Fig. 3Q(a) SiIvor-stained aeetion in the horisontai plane through
the loouet lamina eyoapee (lam), showing distinct columnar
structures, presumed equivalent to the optic cartridges in the fly
There are no suggestions of ohiasmata in the retinula axons (ax),
although this can only be appreciated clearly by through-focussing
on individual sections*
The ganglion cell bodies do net stain
with the technique employed:
some cell bodies s&ay laterally,
since horisontai fibres (f) can be seen which appear in some
sections to enter the cartridges.
X, first (horisontai) ehiasma.

i

100 Lim
j A ••otlon In the vertical plane, otherwlaa a# Fi«,
50(a).
Tha fraqaent break, in tho retinula axons (ax), apparent
in the hei'ixental plane, le seen to be caused by these bunching
and so avoiding groups of unidentified cell bodies (ob).
aeabrmne; bmp, basal pigment;
rc, retinula cells:
X» first (horiauntal) ohiaema.
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cartridges" mors olssrXy sssn in ths fly.

In flies# svsry

author who has sxsminsd ths projsetion of ths rstinuls axons
Oft

to the lamina has found clear SYldsncs of ohiasmata, such

that axons from different omoatidia find their way to one optic
cartridge (Vigier 1907, Cajal and Sanches 1915# Burtt and
Catton 1962, 1edler and Ooodland 1965# Braltenberg 1967,
TruJillo-Cen6a and

Melamed 1966).

By contrast, Burtt and

Catton (1 9 6 2 ) were not able to find chiassmta in the locust,
and none have been found here on examination of 1 3 silver
preparations.

There is considerable variability in the axon

courses, but by analogy with the fly it seems likely that
ehiasmata would have been found if they occurred regularly.

It

is clear that some other (suiatomical) approach is needed to
clear up this point in the locust, but the present result
indicates tentatively that since no crossover has been found,
the bundles of axons which appear outside the lamina are the
same as those which leave the basement membrane.

The fibres

of one ommatidium all go to one lamina cartridge.
The axons are shorter in the drone bee, and the stain
w #rks better.

No crossover can be found there either, and this

is also the impression of Kirschfeld and of Bishop (personal
communications).

The Views of Phillips (1905) were that axons

from one omwatidium could be seen converging en one cartridge in
the bee lamina.

In insects and crustaceans it seems a general
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rule that there 1# one cartridge per cimatidiunt (e.g. Actaouc.
Parker 1892I

Kueca. Braitenberg 196?$

Lepiama. HanatrSm

1940) and this appears true also for the locust.
The etrvicture of the individual "cartridge** or
"neuronnatidium" cannot be followed in detail in the silver
stained preparations.

In some sections there appear to be

3-4 fibres running between the medulla and each cartridge.
Whether some retinula fibres bypass ths first synapse cannot
be seen.

At least one and probably two axons bypass the

lamina in ths fly (Cajal and Sanchis 1913# Braitenberg 1967#
TruJillo-Cen6s and Melamed 1966).

Cajal and Sanoh6s (1913)

suggest that long visual fibres bypass the lamina in the
honeybee;

these# however# could be the hair cell axons

described later in the bee by Banchës (1920).

In tho crayfish#

Parker (1897) found that all the retinula fibres terminate at
the lamina# but in Sphingid moths Strausfeld (personal
communication to Dr. G.A. Horridge) finds some en passant
fibres.
The number of second-order cells in each cartridge is
two in the fly (Trujillo—G enos 1963)# and apparently one or two
in the lobster# although no sections tangential to the lamina
clearly illustrate this point (H^isori and Horridge 1966).

In

most of the species studied by Cajal and Sanches# the dominant
type of lamina fibres were giant monopolar cells# presumably
the ganglion cells of the cartridge by analogy with the
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Oipteran eye.

These are figured by Cejel and Sanches for the

Orthopteran Oesiphocerus (1915# Fig. 9t

reproduced in Burtt

and Catton 1956# Fig. 124) and similar ganglion cells have been
seen in Oolgi preparations of Locusta lamina (courtesy Mrs. E.
Gunstone).

The connection in both cases between the lamina

synapse and cell bodies of the monopolars is longer than in the
fly# and many cell bodies may lie peripheral to the lamina;
some suggestion of this can be seen in the silver sections
(Fig. 50a# 51a).

The picture which emerges from this rather

incomplete anatomical study is therefore of the fibres of one
ommatidium converging on to a single cartridge# the structure
of which is at present not known in detail but presumed to be
similar to that of the fly# Lobster and other arthropods.
Most authors have figured horixontal and centripetal fibres# but
the relations of these with the cartridge structure must await
a thorough EM study.
B. M.cklng .xp.rlM.nf,
A number of attempts were made to mark the origin of
the responses to be described# since the opaque^ partially
pigment-overlaid nature of the lamina and its curved shape
make it difficult to decide whether the recording electrode is
located there or not.

All the attempts to eject various dyes

failed (see Section IlC)# and in retrospect would probably have
yielded little if successful because lamina structure is not
clear even in the best silver preparations.

The gross position

.
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of tho intraoollular recording vos# however# found by using a
second extreeeXiuXer electrode# preset as in Section II close
to the recording electrode.

The extracellular electrode was

made by pulling normal glass micropipette# containing a length
of 2 5 or 12jua wire (kindly donated by Gilbey Brunton Ltd.#
Musselburg)# which sometimes broke flush with the fractured
microelectrode tip.

This electrode was attached to the bridge

circuit and preamplifier as for the intracellular electrode#
and when made an anode briefly (passing approximately 10**^ Amp) #
liberated ferric ions# which were precipated as Prussian blue
by soaking the isolated head in slightly acidified 2> ferrous
chloride solution for a few minutes.

A blue spot was

subsequently located in the lamina# but was leached out during
the silver staining procedure.

The solution finally adopted

was to fix the electrodes in place in the retina in Carney for
two hours# following which two electrode tracks converging in
the lamina could be seen.

The staining appearance around the

extracellular electrode was characteristically redder than
elsewhere# and this along with the blue spots confirtes that
the electrode tip was not shifted due to fixation shrinkage.
This would be of little importance anyway since the electrode
trajectory was at right angles to the eye* s axis.
Using the above procedure# one or both electrode tips
could be located in the main body of the lamina synapse as

2%':-

'■

0-2 sec

Fix. 51 (a) Silver-atainad horisontai eeotion through part ef a
locuet optic lobe, showing two holes localising the recording
electrodes in the lamina synapse (lam).
Lateral fibres (f)
mingle with the axons (ax) ef the retinula cells (rc) as these
enter the lamina synapse#
Fibres leaving the lamina pass through
a horisontai ehiasma (x) before entering the second synaptic
region, the medulla (med).
(b) Specimen records before marking
the recording site.
Middle trace#
intracellular response from
a cell giving hyperpolarising potentials superimposed on a back#
ground positive response like that recorded nearby with a widetipped, extracellular pipette (top trace).
Bottom trace#
photocell marker.
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gradually diminishing holaa in seven out of eight experimental
localisations.

In the eighth, both tracts appeared in the

fibres just proximal to the lamina.

A pair of representative

electrode marks are shown in Fig. 31a, which also shows the
first ehiasma and relationship of the lamina to the second
synaptic region or medulla;

the inset shows a specimen

response recorded through the intra - and extracellular
electrodes before marking.
C. Types of response recorded from the lamina
An electrode of tip diameter 13um or more records a
posltive-going response of up to lOnV in amplitude extras
cellularly in the lamina (Fig. 31b, top beam).

A fine-tipped

microelectrode driven in near the basement membrane at first
records similar positive potentials, but finally reaches a
seemingly narrow region where the tip occasionally penetrates
cells, which have resting potentials in the same range as the
retinula cells.

The characteristic response consists of a

series of irregular hyperpolarisations of up to 13#V amplitude
and about 20 msec duration when a dim flash is used (Fig. 32a).
These summate at hi;;her intensities, and may be swamped at
higher intensities by a positive response (Fig. 32b).

The

variable prominence of this positive wave (compare subsequent
figures) suggests the explanation used in Section IIP to account
for the negative potentials in the retinula layer#

invasion by

the EKO currents of a cell with lowered input resistance.

log I = — 4*3
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Fig. 52 (a) Response from an HP cell to a dim light flash, and (b)
to a flash 4.3 log units brighter.
The latter shews an
additional positive component at this higher intensity.
(e) The
cell shows a resistance change of about 4 MOhm during the brighter
flash, measured using short hyperpolarising pulses through the
recording electrode.

The reeponeee ebeve could poeelbly repreeent focal
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external recordings, but this can be ruled out by the
resistance measurements, which sometimes show large changes
with Illumination (Fig. 52c).

The potentials resemble

inhibitory post-synaptic potentials (XPSPS) and can be
reversed by sufficient hyperpolarisation.

Am example of this

is shown in Fig. 53# where the reversal potential was about
25mV below resting potential.

Usually the necessary hyperi

polarisation was much greater, which is compatible with the
origin ef the potentials at some distance from the recording
electrode, in a thin fibre.
The lifetime of these hyperpolarising potentials (KFs)
from any particular unit was only a minute or two following
penetration, although some cells were held longer and poor
responses could sometimes be improved by hyperpolarising the
cells.

The gradual decrease of potential sise cannot be

attributed to outward diffusion ef

or Cl

from the micro#

pipettes, since similar results were obtained using potassium
acetate er ferrooyanido, or nickel nitrate.

It seems likely

that the cells are very small and easily damaged.
Two ether types of response were recorded much mere
rarely in the same region as the HPs.

The first was very

similar in all its properties, except that the potentials were
depolarising.

Depolarising current reversed them.

On two

oceasiens hyperpolarisations and depolarisations were found in
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Polarisation of an HP eoll through one barrel of a
double-barrel pipette filled with IN potaeeiua acetate.
The
barrels had no significant coupling resistance when tested out;
side the cell after the experiment.
With depolarisation (above),
the HPs generated by a dim background light are increased in
amplitude.
With hyperpolarisation, amplitude is reduced, until
the HPs become depolarising at about 25mV negative to the normal
resting potential (E ).
Applied current is monitored on the
lower trace.
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the eerae region, one response graduelly giving over to the other,
presumably as the electrode shifted its position slightly (Fig.54)
Again,

this does not seem to be a focal extracellular recording

or "half penetration" since both types of response can be seen
simultaneously in Fig. 54b.

This obviously suggests that the

rare depolarising sells are found in close relation to the
hyperpolarisations.

Nothing further can be added about the

function of this type of oell since recordings were so few.
It seems possible tliat the only difference between the two types
is one of intracellular chloride concentration, similar to that
measured in different sells in one snail ganglion (Kerkut and
Meeoh 1966).
A second unusual type of response encountered rarely
coneisted of a positive waveform, slower and smaller than the
retinula potential.

The erratic potential jumps like those

encountered during penetrations in the retinula layer made it
difficult here also to tell whether some of the positive
potentials were Just the lamina ERG, er really intracellular.
The example shown in Fig. 55 resolved into a positive
component, reduced by depelarisatien, and a hyperpolarising
response rather like the more usual KP, which was reduced by
hyperpolarisation.
Very occasionally small spikes excited by light were
recorded, but in these eases the response characteristics of
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Fit?,. 54#
K fortuitous rooording showing that the HP site ean
exist in close proximity to an "KPSP" site.
The records read
down the columns and across the page.
(a) Part of a test of
wavelength sensitivity, with only HPs being recorded.
(b) The
electrode gradually shifted position with little change of
membrane potential, so that both HPs and CPSPs were occurring
together until finally (c), only KPSPs were recorded.

20 20
nA mV
0 5 sec

Fig. 35.
The centre record ehowe e 1amine cell giving a positive
response to a flash.
Hyperpolarisation (right) and depolarisation
(left) reveal an apparent hyperpolarising response superimposed en
the positive potential.
The middle trace monitors the current
passed through the recording electrode, the lower trace the light
flash.
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neighbouring celle were usually not of the lamina type.
Presumably the electrode could have strayed proximally
towards the medulla in these cases, since the approach to the
lamina through the retinula layer was a rather inaccurate
procedure.

That such responses can arise in the lamina

cannot at this stage, however, be discounted.
The following account will be confined to the lamina
HP response, since this was the smst commonly encountered type
and has been examined ia most detail.
P_t

"thr..hold" for by p . r p o X . r l . i o g po».ntl«z (hp)
The first thing that became apparent about the HP cells

was their extreme sensitivity to light.

A slow background

discharge was on one occasion traced to the reflected glow from
oscilloscope valve heaters.

When stray light was cut down to a

minimum, no dark discharge could be recorded, and occasional
single potentials can probably be attributed to stray light.
In order to compare the relative sensitivity of retinula and HP
cells, comparisons of responses were made over a range of about
5 log units (Fig. 5 6 ).

The striking finding is that, as

expected, a brisk lamina respense is apparent when the individual
receptor is showing only small, millivolt-sised depolarisations.
This was a quite general result, so that even though the extreme
sensitivity could (for the moment) be accounted for by input
convergence from many retinula cells, the suggestion strongly
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Fix. 56.
Hesponaes, on tha aam# aoalaa, from a typioal loouat
receptor (left) and K P cell (right), to axial light flashes of
the same intensity range, shown on the record. The top records
show that when individual, mV-simed bumps are being produced in
the receptors, a brisk rmmptinmB can already be seen in the lamina
cells.
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remains that a single receptor "bump" is above threshold for
the production of a lamina HP response.
The reversal experiments demonstrate that the HP response
is intracellular.

The greater size and reversed polarity of

HPs relative to receptor bumps seems to rule out their origin in
the receptor terminals of the lamina, and this is further
supported by the following section.

If the HPs are therefore

located postsynaptically, and if "threshold" for synaptic
transmission is a voltage-dependent thing, this threshold may
have a concrete value only in a statistical sense, in that there
is a certain increased probability of transmission for a given
presynaptic voltage increment.

A similar situation is found

in vertebrate muscle, where small changes in the presynaptic
nerve-terminal voltage (not measured directly) produce small
changes in average miniature end-plate potential frequency, with
no evident threshold (Liley 1956).
Ë. Latency of hyperpolarising potentials
A major fraction of the volume of the fly and lobster
lamina comprises the end-bags of the terminating photoreceptor
axons, so that it seemed possible that the most common type of
response in the locust (HPs) might come from inside these
terminals notwithstanding the unexpected polarity and size of
potential.

A series of measurements of response latency of

both receptor potentials and lamina HPs were therefore taken.
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usine flash## of th# sam# 5 loe units intensity rang# for both
groups.

On on# oocasion both rstinula potantials and MPs war#

msasursd on th# sam# pr#paration« with similar rssults.
Typical rooords ar# shown in th# ins#t of Fig. 5 7 t

it is olsar

that th# first signs of a r#c#ptor potsntiaX appear a littls
bsfor# th# first signs of an HP# but it is diffiouXt to msasure
this aoouratsXy for th# rstinula e#XX# wh#r# th# potential does
not rise quickly out of noise.

Equally clearly if the

latencies of th# peak polarisation were plotted, rstinula
latency would in most cases be longer than HP latency# which is
obviously unallowable.

Th# amplitude chosen should be the

**threshold" voltage# but it seems likely that a clear threshold
does not exist (see above}# so that latency was measured to an
arbitrary small depolarisation (l.2mV) in the receptors.

The

voltage criterion for the lamina MPs is not critical since they
rise steeply# and latency was measured to half^height in these
cases.

The results for several receptors and lamina cells is

shown in the graph of Fig. 57# in which all the measurements
were made with the stimulator on the visual axis of the unit
concerned#

There is some measurement scatter# but the mean

curves show a quite constant latency difference of about 3 msec
over three orders of M g n i t u d e intensity change.

At the two

lowest intensities# the rstinula latency could not be accurately
measured# because of the small sime and irregularity of response#
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ri#re 57.
Inmmtt
»uperimpo##d record# from & locu#%
and !CP cell to flaohe# over th# #am# 5 log unit# rang# of light
int#n#ity. Graph#
each email# open hletogram #how# th#
latency of th# receptor potential at a particular inteneity
(ordinate)# for aeveral race* tor#.
Each black hi#
repreoent# eimilar meaaurement# on HP cell#. The onall
give# frequency of occurrence of particular latencic#.
The open
circle# and line# are through the mean# of the two cot# of
hietogram#.
The average latency difference 1# about 3 mecct
latency wa# meaeured to 1.2 mV dopolari#ation in the receptor##
and to half-height hyperpolarimation in the HP cello.
The
point in bracket# on the receptor curve i# an extrapolation
from #om# half-height meaaurement#.
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to one ease a rough extrapolation from aome figure# for half
height reaponee i# given.
The 3 meee difference in Pig. 57 uphold# the earlier
conclueion that the reaponee# are poetaynaptic# aince
tranamiaeion time down the retinula axon# would add a negligible
amount to the tranaaynaptic delay if tranamiaeion were
electrotonic (even if it were by propagated apike# thi# would be
# 0 ).

The reault alao reinforce# the conclueion of the

previou# aection that the receptor depolarisation need# to be
very email, perhap# lee# than ImV, in order to produce a poets
aynaptic effect.

\n independent indication that the voltage

criterion for the receptor# wa# in the correct range
(approximately ImV), i# given by the faot that the two curve#
in Pig. 57 ahow a eonatant horisontal diaplaoement.

If a

rather larger criterion voltage had been uaed, the receptor
curve would catch up and eventually croa# the HP curve at
lower intenaltie#.
Vhilat the latency- and other evidence above ahowe the
HP reaponee originate# poataynaptically, a 3

m o o

delay may at

firat eight seem incompatible with a monoaynaptie relay.
Vertebrate central excitatory aynapaoa usually show delay# of
0.5-1*5 msec, but the delay in the autonomic ay#tem can be
6 msec (Ecclea 1964, pp. 3 # 39, 82).

At the neuromuecular

Junction, Kats and Hiledi (1 9 6 7 a) found a minimum delay of
k msec.

Data for inhibitory mynnprn^m ia comparatively rare

but even more acattereds

meaaurement# from the record# in
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Boole# (1964, Fig#. 57# 6 8 , 6 9 ) give value# of 1.5-2 msec for
vertebrate central ayetem#, but the two inv rtebrata caaea
documented by Bullock and Horridge (I9 6 5 , p. 184) have minimum
monoaynaptie latenoiea of 15-30 maee.

In Aplvaia ganglia,

Vachtel and Kandel (19^7) find monoaynaptie latenoiea of up to
5 0 maee.

The value of 3 naeo found here ia therefore

conaiatent with and even auggeative of a monoaynaptie ayatem.
If thia ia ae, the location of the HP reaponee muat lie in aecond
-order celle in the lamina.

The poaaible contender# for the

origin of the reaponee muat remain conjectural until the
anatomy ia better known, but the obvioua choice# by extension
of the knewn anatomy of the fly lamina are the cartridge
ganglion cells, or the large **glial* cell# of TruJillo-Cen6x
(1 9 6 5 ).

Both of these have discrete connection# with a few

retinula terminals, and the above hiatolegical finding#
auggeot tentatively that in the locust the cell# ef one
ommatidium connect with one aynaptic complex.

This auggeata

that the angular sensitivity of the HP locus should be similar
to that of the individual retinula cell, and that evidence for
input convergence on to the HP ait# should be looked for.
r. Ao«tl.r

of HP «#11#i

th.

Angular sensitivity was tested a# for the retinula
cell# (Section IIC), except that much dimmer light# were uaed,
so that the mean HP frequency could be counted for a constant

Frequency
sec

/

linear

quant cy^sec
/ retinula

Fig# 58#
Light intensity-frequency plot for an HP cell at low
light intensity. The filled circles (with standard deviations)
refer to the linear scale, and represent the average of six runs.
The open circles are the sane points on a log scale, adjusted to
span the sane width. The number# on the linear scale assume that
only one type I receptor is connected to the HP site.
The lowest
filled circle indicate# that the discharge frequency was
negligible in the dark.
Insets
specimen rung
calibrations are
10 mV, 0.2 sec.
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flash at sash angular position of th# «cures.

Th# resulting

function of frequency versus angular position is an angular
response curve, and to convert this Into a sensltlvl^tv curve
for comparison with the receptor data, the intensity - response
curve must first be found, as in the case of the receptors.
In the four cases where such a curve was plotted, a result like
that shown in Fig. 58 was found, the average ef six runs on the
same cell.

Frequoncy is measured simply by counting the number

of potentials during a flash without making any allowance for
sise differences, since the origin of this variation is not so
far clear.

The result shows unexpectedly that the response-

intensity curve is non-linear (filled circles):

the lowest

intensity data-polnt makes this apparent since the frequency
of this (and other) unite in the dark was very low.

On a

log intensity scale (open circles), the points appear to better
fit a straight line, but this could be a fortuitous result of
the rather limited intensity range employed.

This could be

extended downward# but not upwards because summation makes it
impossible to count potentials at all accurately.
Using the response-intensity curve from Fig. 58, the
angular sensitivity data convert to give a curve of half-height
4.5^ (Fig. 59).

This is compared in the same Figure with

the angular sensitivity of the average locust retinula
cell from the results of funstall and Horridge (196?)•

Sensitivity

%

Ttm» 59.
Angular
In th# horisontal plan# of th#
unit in fig. 58 (solid eirel##)»
Th# angular ##naltivity of th#
av#rag# dark adaptad locuet rotlnula coll i# ahowo by th# daahod
eurv# (op#n circl##)« taken from fig. 5 of Tunotall and Horridg#
(1 9 6 7 )•
Th# outor (dottod) curv# i# th# aummod output from
thro# horisontally^adjaoont ommatidia (or coll#)» a# indioatod
to on# aid#» normalisod to 100/.
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•lid fail# Insld* the receptor curve.

This and a fow almllar

r#ault« (••G alao Fig. 6 0 a) suggeat at firat might that a aingla
retinula ooll ia connected to each HP locua.

However# aection

IIC ahowed that the retinula# in one ommatidium have the aame
field of view# eo that the preaent finding indicate# that
between 1 and 7^8 cell# could be connected to the HP cell.
The only exceptional cell had an angular aenaitivity
curve with two maxima about 9^ apart (Fig. 60b).

Thia could

indicate input# from receptor# in ommatidia aeparated by 2-3
intervening ommatidia# but ie more likely to be attributed to
aome optical defect in one omuiatidium# in view of the oloaely
aimilar résulta obtained from individual receptor# (Fig. 15).
Q. Evidence for input convergence on to HP altea
The finding above that the angular aenaitivity of the
ai tea ia about the aame as that of a single ommatidium raise#
the question of whether one or more than one receptors connect
with each site.

Two pieces of evidence have aome bearing here.

Firstly# most of the HP sites give hyperpolarimation#
with considerable amplitude variation.

Thia could be simply

due to variation in the aims of the preaynaptic event
responsible for each HP# or to some randonizing element in the
link between the pre-and poat-aynaptic prooeaaea.

But

either would bo expected to produce a monotonie distribution
of amplitudes and whilst occasional HP sites produced thia
aort of distribution (fig. 6lc)# the majority ahowed
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Fig» 60, (a) A n g u l a r response from a "normal" HP cell as the light
source is flashed at successive horiz ontal positions relative to
the visual field c e n t r e .
(b) A n unusual HP cell, showin g two
peaks in the receptive field.
In both cases, the actual visual
field would be even narrower, if a sensitivity scale had been
used for the abscissa.
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Qonmiderable variability with no wall defimad paaka (Fig. 6lb).
A raw call## howavar, did ahow olaar avidanoa of two aaplituda
diatributiona lika tha axampla in Fig. 6la (and Inaat)# whara
a faw larga hyparpolarlaationa ara raaordad aimultanaoualy with
a largar number of amall raaponaaa.

Any axplanation of thia

typa of raault would hava to invoka at laaat two aaparata
aynapaaa at tha raeording aita» producing différant aimaa of
potential baoauaat

(a) one aita waa naar tha recording

alaetroda and the other at aoma (alaotrical) diatanoa away» or
(b) lika (a)» but with tha remote HP aita in an adjacent»
coupled call» or (c) baoauaa one aynapaa producaa on average
amallar amounta of tranamittar than tha other (thia aaaumaa
chemical aynaptic mediation - Sea Diacuaaioa) or (d) bacauaa
tha equilibrium potential for one aita ia alightly different
from tha other.

It aoama a reaaonabla axtanaion to auggaat

that tha greater apraad of amplitude variability aoan in moat
HP racorda (e.g. Fig. 6lb) raaulta from there being more than
two aynapaaa on each call.
Secondly» tha alternativaa (a) (b) and (d) above if
correct imply that polarisation ahould affect the cloaa and
remote aitaa differently» ainca tha impoaad curranta would
produce amallar voltagaa at tha remote aita(a).

One recording

aita out of a faw teatad waa found at which thia expectation waa
fulfilled» whara hyperpolarisation ravaraad aoma potentials» but
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Fige 6X (a**e) Amplitud# hi#togram# from thre# diff#re»t HP
with fr»qu«»cy of oceurronoo a# ordinato, amplitude a# abaeiasa*
Tha hlatograma ahow#
(a) a olaar bimodal dlatrlbutlon# with a
apaolman record (inaat)» (e) unlmodal diatrlbutlon» (b) conaidart
able aoattar» tha moat common oaaa#
Tha approaiamta limit of
amnlituda maaauramant impoaad by noiaa ia ahown by a daahad line,
(d) Tha lowar trace monitora a 2«7 nA currant paaaad through tha
recording electrode to hyparpolarlaa the call.
Thia currant
rawaraaa aomo but not all of tha HPa produced by a dim background
light.
Soma of tha rectification on tha voltage record
originataa in tha recording alaetroda.

not other# presumed to originate in more remote parts of the
cell (Fig* 6ld).
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Rats and Miledi (196)$ their Pig. 18) have

found similar effects (but using focal polarisation) at the
frog neuromuscular Junction#

Smith» Vuerker and Prank (196?)

find that currents injected into motoneurons somas may affect
some synaptic potentials» but not others assumed to be located
at some distance out on the dendrites.
Batended measurements on a particular cell might be
expected to reveal subsidiary peaks of amplitude distribution»
but response trends usually make long runs impossible.

The

other obvious experiment of hyperpolarlaing a cell shoving a
clear amplitude division (e.g. Pig# 6la) has not been attempted
so far» since such recordings are comparatively rare.
Lastly»

the above arguments do not exclude the other

agencies mentioned from causing some amplitude variation.

The

"bumps** recorded in individual receptors show a continuous
variation of amplitude» for example (boholes 1964» Kirschfeld
1 9 6 5 ).

H. Absoluts sensitivity of HP si test
efficiency.

receptor photon*»capturina

The extremely high sensitivity of the HP sites vas
remarked upon earlier» when aimable responses vers obtained
from HP sites at intensity levels sufficient to produce only
a few bumps per second in the receptors (fig. 3 6 ).

Since the

preceding results demonstrate some input converge» but limit

X92

this in all probability to the cells of one osuaatidium# the
high sensitivity cannot be explained by convergence alone» but
implies a high transmission effioieney in the chain between
photon capture and HP production.

To estimate this efficiency»

an estimate of the photon*capturing ability of individual
receptors is first of all desirable though not essential.
Scholes (1 9 6 3 ) has estimated that in his most
sensitive locust eye preparation» somewhat more than 10^
photons (3 3 3 ^ 3 4 3 0 ») per corneal facet needed to be delivered
to produce one bump on average.

If this coll had been of the

blue*sensitive type I with a peak at 4jOnm (Bennett et al..
1 9 6 7 )# which seems to the present writer to be the most coauson

type» the figure would be reduced to about 200 photens/bump.
There are several reasons why this figure might be further in
error.

A highly convergent beam was used» and it is a matter

of experience that it is difficult to maintain spatial
homogeneity of flux in such a circumstance|

the angle of

acceptance of locust cells is frequently larger than the
average given by Tunstall and Horridge (1 9 6 7 )» which ignored the
cells with wider fields of view;

without a moveable stismlator»

it is not possible to be sure that the receptor* and stimulator*
axes coincide.

The capture*efficiency of a few receptors was

estimated here» using the system and calibrations given in
Methods» where convergence of the beam» angle ef acceptance and
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position of th# axis do not sntsr into the ealeulation.

Cells

were selected whioh gave relatively large bumps above recording
noise level, and the number of bumps occurring for a dim flash
of known attenuation simply counted and averaged for several
flashes.

The number of "peak*photons* producing this frequency

was obtained from the intensity calibration described in Methods
(C4), assuming all the receptors investigated had type 1
spectral responses:

on this basis, the most sensitive cell

averaged 12 photens/bump, and other cells ranged up to about
10*fold less sensitive.
the

S M M ille r

It is often difficult to discriminate

bumps above noise, so that with an improved

recording system and appropriate filtering the range could
probably be narrowed and sensitivity perhaps increased.

If

the present figures are stated in terms of percentage capturing*
efficiency (100> # 1 photon -y 1 bump), the range of efficiency
found is about 6*0.8ÿ.

If some of the rarer green*sensitive

cells (type 3, see Methods C4) have been included in the
measurements, the sensitivity of these will have been over:
estimated by only a factor of 2.6 at most.
The most sensitive lamina cell encountered was that
shown in Figs. 36 and 39.

The calibration given on the linear

abscissa in Fig. 36 refers to the number of photons per second
falling on one type 1 receptor along the axis of the stimulator:
that is, it assumes that only one blue*sensitive receptor
connects to the HP site.

By dividing the average number of MPs
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at tha lovaat naaaurad data point by tha appropriât# abaoiasa
reading in Fig. 58, an overall oapture*and tranamiaeion*
efficiency figure of 60% ie arrived at.

However, the

aaeumption that only one receptor connect# with the cite ia
not valid, aince the preceding argument# have auggeated that
between one and seven cells may do this.

The efficiency must

therefore lie between 6 0 and 9%# and as before these figures will
be up to 2.6-fold too large if green*sensitive receptors
contribute, which was not investigated here.

Another tacit

assumption made in connection with the result is that one
photon should produce only one HP (or none), but not more than
one.

This has not been investigated statistically, but if one

photon produced two or three HPs over a short period, prominent
grouping at even lower intensities should be but has not been
observed;

if the response -time were longer, prolonged responses

would persist after a dim flash were extinguished, and this
does not occur either, so the assumption that one bump produces
one HP mmay be valid at least in a statistical sense.

That is,

a single bump has a finite probability of producing one HP.
it higher depolarisations this probability would have to change,
to account for the non-linearity of HP frequency with intensity.
The sensitivity of the best HP site is therefore
comparable with that of the best receptor if some input
convergence is allowed.

The figures might be expected to be
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higher for HP cell# since disoriminebility is ususXly much
better for these than for the receptors, but this is most
likely not significant.

The finding that reoeptor-lamina

transmission is therefore nearly perfect at low light
intensities at least, is to some extent unexpected, but is
important to realise that this result does not depend upon the
accuracy of the absolute intensity calibration procedure, since
the same optical system vas used for both receptors and lamina
oells.
I. Polarisation-and colour-discrimination by HP cells
The evidence presented so far all points to the
convergence of several receptor axons on to one lamina HP cell.
From the standpoint of the results presented in Section II, the
most interesting question is whether the receptors with similar
axes of polarisation sensitivity converge on one site, or not.
Tests were run on 20 cells, but in most cases insufficient
information could be obtained before the response had declined
sharply.

Because of response variability, several 24-step

runs through 360^ should have been averaged, but usually only
one such run was available.

Only two loci showed any measurable

modulation, and the more sensitive one is shown in Fig. 62.
PL sensitivity for this unit cannot bo given because no
frequency-intensity curve is available, but it would be about
2il using curves from other HP cells.

This is of the same order

as the average receptor.
Because of the more usual structure of the locust

Frequency
/s e c

0

180

360°

F 1 /7 « 62#
R##pon## of on# of th# HP unit# #howln|f
•#n#itivity#
In th# #b##nc# of a fr#qu#ncy*int#n#ity curv# for
thi# unit» th# fr#qu#ncy output rather than ##n#itivity ha# h##n
u##d a# ordinat##
Th# modulation would b# #om#what d##p#r on a
##n#itivity plot#
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rhabdo» (Plg. 44)» If more than one third of the fibre# from
one ommatidium oonverfpe on to one lamina aite related to the
HP cell# eome confusion of the PL reaponee is inevitable» and
the uaual lack of reoponeivenea# noted above » expected.
Only a few colour reaponee# were meaaured and theae
ahowed even more variability than the polarisation result#»
partly because of the wide ran<ge of reaponee# evoked by the
different tranamiaaiona of the different filter# uaed.

The

reaponee# looked groaaly aimilar to those taken from receptors»
but in view of the irregularity of the plotted curve# no
conclusion can be drawn about mixing of different colour
receptors at the lamina level.

Whilst the accurate shape

of the curves would be of some interest to compare with those
from the receptor#» thia shape would not be of much predictive
importance at present» since it seems likely that there are
probably not **pure** receptor types anyway» but graded variations
between the extreme types.
J. The effect of the receptor after:otential in the lamina
If aynaptic action depends only on preaynaptic
depolarisation» a view widely held at present» we ahould
predict that the repolarising receptor afterpotential should
produce a continual but lessening discharge of HPs from the
lamina cells.

Thia has been tested by exposing the HP cell

field«centre to flashes which produced prolonged afterpotentiala

in all racoptora (l aae axial flaahaa of about 10
aao/raoaptor vara usad)#

Q peak
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Exactly tha opposite effect was

produced» since not only did no HPs occur in the dark just
following the flash» but also none could be evoked by a dim
test flash that was previously #uffielent (Fig. 63b).

For

comparison» Fig# 63(a) shows a similar test on a locust retinula
cell giving particularly large **busq;>s'*#

The time«course of

recovery of bump amplitude was somewhat longer than usual» but
more unusual was the prolonged lowered resistance following the
adapting flash» which still remained unrecovered at the end
of the series of records#
The time course of the sensitivity recovery was rather
variable especially for the receptors» but usually about the
same order in both cases» which eu^;gests that bumps are
necessary for lamina responses#

The absence of bumps is

quite to be expected from the arguments about the probable
ionic mechanisms of the receptor potential in Section I#

If

the receptor afterpotential represented an increased permeability
the transient-phase ion species (partly Na^ T)» a large
reduction in bump amplitude would be expected on account of the
expected non-linear summation ef voltages» especially familiar
from work on the neuromuscular junction (Martin 1965» for
instance).

Equally» a large reduction of bump amplitude would

result if the bumps were of a similar nature to the transient
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riic* 63. (a) Th# first two columns sr# suocssslv# bump r#spons#s
from m locust rstinula cell to a rspsated dim flash.
Eaeh
column roads downwards# and halfway down th# first column# th#
flash Is mad# 10#000 timos brighter for on# swoop only# and thon
th# rooovory proooss is followed liimodlatoly# using the dim
flash*
A current puls# at th# start of each sweep measures
cell resistance# which shows a delayed fall of about 37 NOhm#
and slowly recovers# during which time the sensitivity also
recovers*
(b) A similar experiment on an HP cell.
HP
recovery parallels bump recovery in the receptor.
The quicker
recovery is not significant because most receptors recover
faster than that in (a).
There is a continuous decline in HP
amplitude in (b)# as the cell deteriorates.
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phase# but had to compete with a larger persistant permeability
to the resting potential species (K* T).

finally# the observed

bump reduction would be straightforwardly expected from the
inactivation processes supported by Section 1.
One way to explain away the lack of effect of the
afterpotential in producing a dark discharge would be to
suppose that it did not spread to the receptor terminals.

For

spread not to occur# there would have to be no nett local
currents flowing across the membrane in the cell body.
was discussed In Section I.

This

Since permeability and potential

are both lowered during the afterpotential# this criterion
could not be met even if an active transport system resorbed
the permeant species# since this would affect potential also.
A more convincing argument in favour of potential spread is
that all the lamina £HG and positive response records show an
aftorpotontial occurring.

A second explanation of the lack

of lamina response could be that the sensitivity of the lamina
cell is also reduced during the afterpotential# after which no
receptor bumps would be available to produce a response.
There is no evidence for this# and it would bo difficult to
investigate since there does not appear to be any persistant
membrane effect.

A third explanation would be to propose that

receptor axon transmission is not a voltage dependent thing#
but depends on some as yet undiscovered intracellular conduction
process# tri^:gered for instance only by specific ion movements
in the cell body.
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K. Ulsousslon
(1) Synaptic considerations
The findings that lamina sites produce large hyper:
polarisations when the receptors show only small depolarisations#
along with the 3 msec latency difference and evidence of Intrai
cellular recording, all point firmly to the post«»synaptic
location of the HTs.

The short latency difference suggests

that the relation between receptors and HP sites is probably
monosynaptict although the scarcity of measurements on similar
invertebrate synapses makes comparison difficult:

the best

that can be said is that in three other invertebrate cases, the
monosynaptic delay is at least 3**Told longer, and that the
figure of 3 msec is less than 2-fold greater than the delay
across the vertebrate inhibitory synapses whers latency has
been measured.

If latency of the HPs had been measured to a

lower amplitude criterion, the latency gap would have been
narrowed by O.3-1.0 msec, but without changing the shape of the
lamina curve.

If the lower value of 2 msec is provisionally

accepted, it seems virtually certain that the relay must be
monosynaptic.
Their shape, amplitude, suiamation properties and
reversibility with hyperpolarising currents suggest that the HPs
originate in the same way as IPSPs, in locust muscle for instance
(Ushcrwood and Orundfest 1964).

The only known case of an
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elsetriomlly-medimted hyperpolarising eynapee ie the one on the
axon hillock of the Mauthnor cell of goldfish, which acts by
sending the confined extracellular space positive (furukawa
and furshpan 1963).

Such a system can be eliminated here by

the synaptic delay and greater rate of rise of the postsynaptio
response, unless the receptor - HP link is presumed di-synaptic.
This now seems unlikely, whereupon this synapse must be
chemically-mediated to account for the sise, polarity and delay
of the HP response.

It is worth pointing out that the synapse

funotiens as an amplifying device at low light levels, in the
sense that bumps which are too small to be effective in spike
initiation are converted into HPs capable of modulating a spike
discharge.

Perhaps the HP system may therefore be regarded as

specialised for low-intensity operation.

It is shown below

that the evidence collected on HP responses is not ia conflict
with the view that HPs originate directly in the axons of the
ganglion cells of the lamina, which can be distinguished in
Golgi preparations from the locust.

In both cases where the

lamina has been studied with the eleetronmieroscope (TrujilloCenos 1 9 6 9 , Hamori and Horridge 1966), the authors have
sugrested that the reoeptor-ganglion cell axon synapse is
electrical, both on the grounds that the intercellular gap is
less than 1305t.

But it was resutrked earlier (section II) that

such dimensions are easily distorted by fixation, and Osborne
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(1 9 6 7 ) has mors oonvinelngly classifisd th# fly synapse as
chemically mediated, on account of the ubiquity of preaynaptic
dark bars at chemical synapses.

Both the fly and lobster

synapses have these preaynaptic bars.
Although the synapse preceding the HP response is
probably chemically-mediated, this is net necessarily an
exclusive definition since the chick ciliary ganglion synapse
transmits by both electrical and chemical mechanisms at least
at some stages of development (Martin and Pilar 1963)•

Such

a process could account for the appearance of a positive
response of varying prominence superimposed upon most HP
records at high intensities.

In the ciliary ganglion the

electrical mechanism usually pre-empts the chemical one and
so speeds synaptic transmission.

The reverse would apply in

the present case, because an initial negative ("chemical")
peak appears before the later (presumed "electrical") positive
response is seen (Pigs. 52 and 6 3 b).

It seems equally likely

that the positive response is the reflection of the local
external currents recorded intracellularly in a somewhat leaky
cell.
The measured efficiency of the HP synapse is itself
interesting, but more remarkable is the inferred presynaptic
mechanism.

In preparations prepared in exactly the same manner,

or indeed in the same preparation, lamina HPs are produced when
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the receptor cell bodies sr# being dspolsrlaed by sepsrste bumps
of amplitudes seldom more than ImV.

The voltage would probably

be reduced to 30-4o^ of this value In the receptor terminals
themselves for bumps originating in the distal parts of the
retinula cell (see equation (9))^ sr perhaps somewhat less if the
constriction of diameter between cell bodies and terminals is
taken into account.

For the purpose of reducing attenuation it

would be an obvious advantage to increase axon- and celldiameter, but this has the disadvantage of decreasing the
potential produced by a small unit conductance change, by
shunting this with passive membrane.

If the Appendix model

is taken as correct as a first approximation, a small unit
conductance change produces a potential proportional to input
resistance seen from the point of potential origin.

Input

resistance can be also closely approximated by equation (5 ) from
which it follows that input resistance and therefore voltage are
proportional to (cell diameter)

— *i/2

' .

By contrast, the voltage

appearing at the receptor terminal by passive spread is given by
equation (9) and approxisM&tes in this case to a straightforward
exponential relation.

It is possible from these relationships to

calculate what relative voltage would appear at a receptor
terminal for a small conductance change, in fibres of different
diameter (assumed uniform), and this is shown in Fig. 64.

The

decay characteristics were calculated using the same membrane
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Plot of the omloulated relative voltage ehange*
appearing at a retinula cell terminal in the lamina# ae a result
of a email conductance change# g# at the periphery (see ineet)#
g produce# a voltage Vq which depend# en cell diameter (d)# and
which spread# down the cell passively with a decay characteristic
also determined by cell diameter#
The largest Vj^*# are produced
with diameters around 2 /m.
The two curves are for receptors of
different lengths (L)# and were determined in part using derived
membrane constants (see teat).
V- is in arbitrary units#

constants used before and the diagram shows two ourves for
different lengths of receptor*
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The peak potentials are

produced at ceil diameters around 2um# which approximates to the
actual axon diameters althoup.h the cell bodies arc usually of
equivalent diamnter

It was pointed out In Section II that

such discrepancies might arise from nutritive or dynamic range
requiremen ts•
The presynaptic (receptor) system Is therefore of a
sise favouring efficient transmission of small potentials# and
so is geared to be efficient at low flux levels*

This argument

would be fal^e if the individual bumps were in reality much
bigger than those measured here# and in f^ct in a few cases
bumps much larger than usual were recordedt
were about 7s(V maximum initially*

in Fig* 63a they

In T Imulus* Dowling (196?)

finds that bumps of even larger si«»e can occur in selected# dark*
adapted preparations# and give rise to seeming-1y regenerative
responses*

Dowling noted that a slirht si\lft in position of the

electrode# not sufficient to d i *lodf:# it from the cell# produced
profound changes in bump amplitude# and this has f*eeii observed in
many cells here*

The most likely explanation is that in recordln

these large bumps# a small patch of rhahdora may be sealed off
from the cell body by the elt ctrode tip# so that this patch can
now give large potentials bectu^e its normal shunt has been
removed*

A. single tubule measures about l/20^ara in diameter# and

electrodes with the shank length used horc would have tip diameter:

2o4.
in the neighbourhood of l/lO^in (Boleeeau end Boietel 196))#

On

thie hypotheeie» the largest bumps should be associated with the
largest input resistances*

This has not been systematically

investigated# but in fact the largest input resistance change
measured (37 M 2 # Pig# 35s) came from the cell giving the
largest bumps# that of Pig* 63a*

Dowling suggests for Limulus

that the large voltages for presumed single photon captures
increase the chance of transmission to the eccentric cell at
low intensities*

This would not be so if the potentials were

merely large because of the Isolating action of the microelectrode
tip# and is not applicable to the insect eye because the
potential change in the cell body locations of the electrode
would determine the potential spread to the lamina;

if

potentials in the tubules were really much larger# the effects of
these could only be transmitted by local currents through the
cell body# so that the voltage recorded there is the index of
importance*
The idea that small terminal voltages may release
effective quantities of transmitter stands in contrast to other
synapses that have been investigated# where spike invasion of
all or most of the presynaptic terminal makes for either a large
voltage or none*

In only one case# the giant axon synapse of

the squid stellate ganglion# has the spike response been
abolished artificially and the effect of measured graded changes
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in presynaptic potential studied (Bloodel js^ aj^. # 1966# Kats
and Mlledi 1966# 1967. Kusano mt

• 196?)•

In that

preparation# postsynaptic effects become apparent only when the
presynaptic depolarisation exceeds 20*40mV (Katx and Miledi I9 6 7 )*
which is ah obvious advantage in that no transmission can take
place with sub-spike*threshold presynaptic pulses.

But# as

Kats and Miledi point out# the value of 20*6OmV is not a
**threshold* for transmitter release# but a lower limit imposed
by the degree to which postsynaptic effects could be detected
above noise.

The large sise of the postsynaptic fibre# which

makes the preparation useful# also ensures that this
detectability limit is extremely high# so that miniature
potentials cannot usually be seen.

At the frog neuromuscular

Junction# del Castillo and Kats (19)4) were able to obtain
graded changes in miniature end plate potential (mepp)
frequency with graded depolarisation of the presynaptic terminal#
but could not measure the presynaptic potential directly.
Similar experiments by Liley (1936) showed that hyperpolarisation
also affected the frequency in the rat# and in both animals

log

frequency was roughly related to the strength of polarising
current.

Liley (19)6) also matched the effect of polarisation

to that of changes in external potassium concentration# and
found the effects similar at higher concentrations where the
membrane would be expected to behave as
this range#

electrode.

Over

the change in mepp frequency can be found for a

\
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given change in membrane potential if the intracellular K
concentration i# known.

,

At the "normal** Ringer concentration

of )roH K* used by Liley# an intracellular concentration of
120mN K* would give a

equilibrium potential of *80mV1 and

in euch a situation a depolarisation of only ImV at a m e m
resting frequency of ) per sec. would raise the frequency
significantly# to 6 per sec.

There is therefore some

precedence for the present finding that voltages of this sisall
sise can effect transmitter release at the HP synapse.

The

difference is that the HPs are of large enough sise to be of
functional significance# but whether this is simply a
consequence of the second*order cell sise or whether it
indicates a transmitter release process in some way specialised
for small voltages# remains to be seen.
The non*1inearity of the intensity * HP frequency
relation is in the opposite direction to that found for the
voltage*mepp frequency curve at the rat and frog neuromuscular
Junction# where log frequency was related to current strength
and therefore presumably to voltage.

The two phenomena are

therefore probably unrelated# and the HP frequency curve isay
possibly be explained on the basis of transmitter depletion.
Counting errors will be higher with stronger lights# but the
underestimation so caused would be small and could not account
for the degree of non*linearity.

A

linear relation with a

threshold might account for the results# but ne evidence of this
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has been seen in attempts to extend the curve downwards *
Measurements at even lower intensities are more difficult
because it takes correspondingly longer to collect enough data
for accurate comparison# and response trends have so far
limited such attempts#

A linear intensity*frequency curve

would be expected if one receptor bump produced qne HP# since
bump frequency is linear with intensity over a similar
frequency range in locust retlnulas# as should be expected if
each bump represented a single quantum capture (Scholes 1964#
1 9 6 5 )#

It seems impossible to interpret the HP non*linearity

as a receptor adaptation phenomenon# so that the change must
occur at the synapse itself $

The bump frequency possibly sets

an average potential level presynaptic#!ly which in turn
affects transmitter release in non*linsar manner.

On this

interpretation there would not be a direct 1 bump

1 HP

relation# but at low intensities the average frequency could
be similar.
The biggest objection to the proposed working of the
presumed photoreceptor * HP synapse is that random
fluctuations of voltage would be expected to produce a resting
discharge of HPs in the dark# where none can be measured.
If the input resistance of the receptor terminal is of thesame
order as that of the cell body seen from one end#about 10
the r.m.e. thermal noise voltage of an equivalent resistor
would be only kojuLV for a lOKc bandpass (see MacNichol and

MS #
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Vagner 19)4).

However# Verveen and perkeen (196)) point out

that thie equivalence will not neeeeearily held in a nerve#
where random ion movements across the membrane and other
factors will generate noise# and in fact when noise intensity
is measured using a single node of Ranvier# it is found to be
several times larger than the predicted thermal noise intensity
Noise results largely from the passive flux of potassium ions
through the membrane# with batches of sodium ions contributing
some of the large amplitude*fluctuations (Derksen and Verveen
1 9 6 6 # Verveen e^ aJL.# 196?)#

Since the relation between noise

voltage and resistance is only empirical# the best comparison
with the present interest is to note that the effective
resistance of the frog node is about )0 M2 (Verveen and Derksen
1 9 6 )), so that the r.m.s# noise voltage of a receptor terminal

will probably be somewhat less than that of the mode# where
the potential excursions only rarely reached ImV (Verveen
a l . . 1 9 6 7 ).

Nevertheless# it does seem surprising that no

significant fluctuations in receptor terminal voltage are seen
as an HP dark*d is charge#

High*frequeiicy voltage fluctuations

might be ineffectual in releasing transmitter# but in fact the
potential amplitude-distribution of the Ranvier node shows a
low-frequency predominance (Derksen and Verveen 1966)#

If

random potassium ion fluxes are responsible for any voltage
fluctuations#

these would be expected to mostly hyperpolarise

the membrane# perhaps partly accounting for the absence of a
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dark-discharge#
Ae a means of circumventing the noise prebXesi and
explaining the lack of effect of the afterpotential# an
alternative would be tu postulate some as yet undiscovered
intracellular conduction process# not involving voltages#
Something of the sort must exist to explain ciliary
coordination in Protesoa# but would seem to demand an organised
structure for the contents of the receptor axons#

Neuroi

tubules can be seen in the photoreceptor cell bodies and the
axons at lamina level in the locust eye (Horridge 196) and
unpublished)# but these are characteristic of many axons#
Whilst some kind of intracellular conduction has no precedent
in many neurophysiological studies# and is to this extent
unlikely# it cannot be ruled out here on the evidence at
present available#
Evidence of an extremely low first-synapse voltage
threshold also exists in the fly Musca# which Fermi and
Reichardt (1963) found to show a measurable eptomotor
response at very low flux levels#

Kirsehfeld (196)) has

calibrated the response threshold at some k quanta per sec
falling per retinula cell# and this figure would be even
lower if yy light had been used (Burkhardt 1962)#

At such

low illumination levels# Kirsehfeld obtained potential»^ of
ImV and less for single photon captures# so that receptor-
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second order transmiseion muet have a similar "threshold" in
the fly and locust#
There is no question of spike responses being present
in these preparations# and seemingly none either in the
barnacle retinula axon# which is much longer (6mm) but also
much thicker than the insect photoreceptor axon#

Owilliam

(1 9 6 3 # 1 9 6 3 ) could not detect impulses in the barnacle axon
and found only a décrémentai slow potential# using both intraand extracellular recording.

He also showed that 0*5%

procaine abolished most impulses in other parts of the
barnacle nervous system# but when applied locally to the
receptor axon failed to block transmission to the postsynaptic
cells#
In the experiments mentioned abeve# Kirsehfeld (1 9 6 3 )
calibrated the photon-capturing efficiency of Musca retinula
cells# and found the efficiency to be 7% or less for the type
which gave "discrete" potentials#

The values obtnined here

for the locust eye are in a similar range#

The rsore sensitive

"graded" responses in Musca are now believed to originate at
the postsynaptic convergence of seven receptor axons# so that
receptor sensitivity gauged by this response may be up te
7-fold too high (Kirsehfeld# personal communication)#
Quantum losses in the dioptric apparatus over the visible
range have been measured as 20^ for a night moth (Bernhard
et al# # 1 9 6 5 )# which is probably a more reliable figure than
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the 50)b-B0> given for three ineecis by Carriceburu and Chardenot
(1 9 6 7 ).

Loeeee from the lower end of the rhabdom will depend

upon the absorption coefficient per unit length and also upon
the ratio of eoeffioients for lights of orthogonal polarisation
planes.

A calculation in the Uiscussion to ofaction XI showed

that a probable value should be 9dÿ absorption for a rhabdom
as long as the locust* s# neglecting losses to the screening
pigment.

It therefore seems probable# in view of the expected

high absorption#

that about a quarter of the light losses

occurred in the dioptric system# and the rest were divided
between pigment screen losses and the inefficiency of the
quantum conversion process.

The efficiency of the latter is

about O.) in the vertebrate eye (Hubbard ejt aj^« • 196)) # so
that if the same value holds here# somewhat more than Imlf the
incident light is captured by the pigment screen and other nonreceptive structures.
(2 ) Possible origins and functional implications of the HP
response.
Whilst it seeuis certain that the HP response is posit
synaptic# and probably directly postsynaptic to the rece tor
terminals in the lamina# we can make no firn statement about
the response origin.

This partly derives from the lack of

knowledge of detailed structure of the lamina In arthropods other
than the flies Lucilia and Musca. and the lobster Homarus.
It seems a general rule# however#

that in the arthropods
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studied the number of onmatidie is about the same as the number
of cartridges# hence the name "neurommatidia" for the latter
(Trujillb-Cenos 196)# Braitenberg 196?# Hamori and Horridge I 9 6 6 #
Parker 1897# Phillips 190);
pp. 1 0 7 2 # 1081).

see Bullock and Horridgs 196)#

Since there are only one or two axons per

cartridge in the fly and lobster# it seems probable that in
other species as in these# some degree of input convergence may
be expected at the lamina synapse# with the possibility that
some axons bypass the lamina at least in some species;

this is

the general impression sustained from the work of Cajal on
several species.

The decussation of axons which is typical of

the fly and which results in the confluence of axons from
seven ommatidia into one cartridge region (Braitenberg 1 9 6 7 )# is
not evident at any level in the locust or bee from histological
examinations made here# or apparently In any other species
examined.

Phillips (I9 0 )) had the clearest views on the nature

of the convergence in the honeybee# where he states clearly
his opinion that all the axons converging on one cartridge
originate from one oaunatidium.

It is not possible to judge

the quality of his evidence from his paper# and in both the
ordinary silver stained material examined hero and in an
extensive series of Golgi preparations (kindly lent by Dr. N.J.
Strausfeld)# it is difficult to make out the detail of the
cartridge;

indeed# Kenyon (1897) decided that neurommatidia were
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"structures unrseognissbls in ths bss# and really without
existence in any of the arthropode".

It is clearer in the bee

than the locust that no chiasaata occur# and in several
favourable Golgi preparations a few retinula axons can be seen
running parallel and terminating close to one or two monopolar
cells.
The evidence of input convergence and the limited
acceptance angles of the lamina HP cells suggests that they
are associated closely with single cartridges.

Since the

fields of view are of the same sise as the field of one
ommatidium# it seems unlikely that the horixontal elements
found by Trujillo-Cenbs and by Hamori and Horridge cam be
implicated.

From the remaining structures known to exist in

the fly and lobster# the retinula axons have been excluded.
The paired "recurrent" neurons figured by Trujillo (found also
in several species by Cajal and Sanch6s 191))# are probably too
mmall to be penetrated successfully (about 0.)jum)# but cannot
be certainly excluded.

The "epithelial" cells of Cajal are

large and have capitate projections connecting them with the
photoreceptor axon endings in the fly (Trujillo-Cenos 196)).
Whilst these processes could be some kind of synapse# such cells
seen unlikely to be the site of the HP response because they
connect with several ommatidia and also they have no axon
process;

H^sori and Horridge (1966) also found capitate

projections in the photoreceptor terminals# but believed they
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cane from tha second-order ganglion cell## not the support
cells.
From the preceding comments it seems that some objection
could be raised against the placement of the HP response in any
one of the structures so far considered# making the probably
reasonable assumption that the locust lamina resembles that
of the better-known species|

this would leave the ganglion

cells# or their axonS; as most likely candidates for location
of the response.

However# it is obvious that most of the

above objections are not strong ones# so a more cautious view
would be appropriate# that the ganglion cells are at present
at least as good contenders for the response location as any
other cell considered.
An anomaly which remains if the HPs are assigned to the
ganglion cells is that of ho* the potentials transfer
information to the medulla# some hOO/um distant in the locust.
By analogy with the inferred process of receptor axon
transmission# there is no good reason why this stage should not
also be eleetrotonlc.

In an earlier study# no impulse activity

could be detected before the outer layer of the medulla
(Horridge

jsl.# 196)).

But it is conceivable with the

techniques then employed that spikes in small axons might have
escaped notice.

An alternative to be preferred because of its

conventionality# is that the hyperpolarisations normally
function to inhibit a resting spike discharge.

This type of
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arrangement le in principle a much more eensltlve one than that
in which eynaptio potentials evoke a spike response de novo:
the threshold for the latter is usually 4-8mV. whereas Tersuolo
and Bullock (19)6) found that polarisations estisuited at less
than )0>tV were sufficient to noticeably change a resting discharge
in the crayfish stretch receptor.

In the majority of HP cell .

penetrations no such spike response could be found, but in a few
ceils a fleeting spike response was recorded.

The example shown

in Fig. 6) was the only response that persisted for more than a
few seconds.

The HPs inhibit the resting positive response,

and a small rebound response at *off* can be seen.

The

positive potentials look more like excitatory postsynaptic
potentials (£PSPs) than spikes on acoount of their sise and
shape, but changes like this can result from passive spread from
a more distant active region.

Two such regions would have to be

postulated to account for the occasional suousation.

The

potentiation of amplitude seen when locust muscle EKSPs occur
during the falling phase of an IPSP (Usherwood and Grundfest 1964)
is very similar to that shown in Fig. 6

),

which can likewise be

explained as a decreased shunt during the decreased-conductance
phase which follows the IPSP (or H P ) .

A similar decrease in

membrane conductance could also reduce attenuation of a
passively-spread spike, however, so on the basis of the present
inforaiation it is difficult to distinguish between the two views.
In a few other cases the positive potentials have looked more

10mV

0*5 sec

01 sec

Pi SaJL i l
An unueuaX record from an HP cell, showing m
depoimrising dsrk-discharge which is inhibited during illumination
by the HPs*
Note the occasional summation (arrow) and
potentiation of the few remaining depolarisations during
inhibition, and clear post-inhibitory rebound*
See also Fig. 22*
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like eplkee but have been even emaller.
The poeeibillty therefore existe that the HP sells
normally exhibit a spontaneous discharge which is modulated
by the hyperpolarisations » and that this represents at least
one of the transmission lines between the lamina and medulla.
The experiments reported cast little light on the function of the
HP cell#.

It seems unlikely that the cells participate in

polarised-light perception in view of the poor sensitivity of
most units and evidence of input convergence.

If all the cells

of an "ideal" locust ommatidium# with tubules set at 120^
intervals, converged on one HP site, the resultant response of
the site should be a periodic modulation of only a few percent,
with a 60^ repeat interval.

The level of accuracy of the

r*)sults obtained would not have revealed such a (periodicity and
so convergence could have produced the poor PL response from
most HP sites.

The 180^ period obtained for two cells would

result if one or two cells dominated the response at the
recording site.
The available behavioural evidence from arthropods is
UNually taken to show that they can differentiate between
different planes of polarisation, so that individual transmission
lines concerned purely with PL analysis are required (Waterman
1 9 6 6 , Horridge 1 9 6 7 ).

But although some species do take up a

specific position relative to a polarised beam,

er 90^ being

ai7
most usualt many spsclas will adopt one of several positions.
In some light intensities for instance, a population of p p ^ ^fa
will mostly orient at 90

o

to a polarised beam, but at low

’I
,^

intensities will take up the four positions O^, 90^, +4)^,-4)^;
a single individual may alternately prefer different positions
(Jander and Waterman I960).

The simplest explanation would be
A
that Daphnia and other species cannot distinguish seme planes
\
from ethers at least in these epnditions, which makes it
worthwhile to ask whether or not the particular preferences
can be predicted from a simple model where the outputs of
most cells in an o n M t i d i u m are simply added together, without
postulating any special PL channel.

If the ommatidium were

quite regular as bee and crustacean ommatidia usually are, with
two orthogonal sets of tubules, the summed output would be a
periodic function with a period of 90^, like that in Fig, 4)a.
If the ommatidia were regular across the eye as they are in
some species,

this periodicity would be repeated across tïie

eye and would

represent the output of the whole system. Many

animals are attracted towards the brighter parts of their
surroundings ("positive phototaxis"), in which case it might
be expected that individuals in a polarised beam would align
themselves at

90^ intervals (actually at 0* and 90^ relative

their rhabdom

tubule sets).

Since some individuals in one

population are negatively phetotactic at some illumination

to
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level# (jendor end Watermen I960), an Intermediate met of

orientations, at 4*4)^ and -4)^ relative to the rhabdom tubule
sets, would be predicted.

These are the four "basic steering

directions" of Jandor and Waterman.

It is easy to i m g i n e

that at higher intensities negative phototaxis should give
way to positive phototaxis or vice-versa, so that only two
basic orientations would persist.

Such a reversal of photo#

taxis must occur in any ease to explain the fact that the
orientation of Daohnia is unimodal at high intensities but
quadrimodal at lower light levels.

To account for this

unimodal orientation in a bright polarised beam, it is simply
necessary to assume that the ommatidium is unbalanced in its
complement of cells with oppositely aligned tubule sets.
This imbalance is in fact the usual situation in oruatacea
(Rutherford and Horridge 196), Eguehi and Waterman 19b)).
The more complicated alternative, involving crossinhibition of different retinula outputs followed by specific
IL channels ( w a t e r M n 1966, Horridge 196?), implies that
arthropods can unambiguously distinguish between FL planes at
90^, but that different animals "choose" to take up different
positions relative to the perceived plane#

withour present

ignorance of the deeper nervous organisation, this is really
equivalent to suggesting that the confusion occurs at a later
stage than that proposed hero.

The crucial experiment to

refute the simple hypothe^is introduced above would be to test

whether m eruetaeean or insect could in fact discriminate
between

and 9 0 ^ or between

not to have been done.
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and -4)^, but thie appears

The experiment has been performed with

Octopus, which can perform both the discriminations (Moody and
Parries I9 6 I).

But as Tasaki and Karlta (1 9 6 6 a) remark, it is

difficult to see how any theory can account for the -4)^, e4)^
discrimination since all the sense cells should be equally
stimulated in each case;

the KKG, as expected, shows this to be

the case (Tasaki and Karita 1966).

Just what formal scheme is

demanded for crustaceans, insects and perhaps cephalopoda must
await more critical behavioural tests, of the type applied to
Octopus.
The question of selective wavelength discrimination by
the HP cells cannot be answered at present for lack of reliable
data.

The curve obtained from one unit was similar to that of

the type 1 cell of Bennett ejb s^., (I9 6 7 ), with a peak near
440am.

Whilst this question needs further examination, the

similarity suggests that perhaps the HP cells are not the site
of selective convergence of receptors with particular wavelength
ranges.

Units further back, in the suboesophageal-prothoracic

connective of the grasshopper Gampsocleis also shew similar
sensitivities to those of Locusts, although some are different
(Buga and Katsuki 1962).

The peaks of the similar cells

occur at somewhat longer wavelengths than the peaks of the
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locust rsGsptorSf but this could be because an equal-energy not
equal-quantum spectrum was used by Suga and Katsuki.
Movement detection is out of the question as far as HP
cells are concerned since what convergence there is apparently
comes from one ommatidium, where all the cells have the same
field of view.

It is of obvious value not to worsen the

acuity of a later movement-detector system by conver ing the
outputs from adjacent ommatidia at this level, but little more
can be said on this aspect.

A few tests where dark or light

objects were moved over light or dark backgrounds revealed no
response change above that expected for overall brightness
changes.
The only function remaining for HP cells seems to be
that of working over a low intensity range, and maximiming
efficiency by collected from several cells, but not thereby
reducing resolving power.

More difficult to understand is the

limited range over which the cells could operate, since the
output is saturated at very low intensities.

Unless the

positive rmmponmo seen at higher intensities is functional,
some other transmission line to the medulla would be needed
for the bright conditions in which the locust norsmlly lives.
In other arthropod visual systems, all the cases of
possible second-order cells that have been examined have been
found to be inhibited by light and to give a rebound effect
or "off" discharge following a flash.

Vilska and Hartline
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(1941) found such colls in ths anterior optic lobe of Limulas.
near the eccentric cell terminations.

Owilliam (1963# 196))

found similar cells in the barnacle nervous system.

He is not

certain that they are in fact second-order, but has found
nothing clearly ahead of them (personal communication).

The

clearest evidence is from the dragonfly ocellus, where Ruck
(1 9 6 1 ) recorded from Identified second-order fibres which
were inhibited by IPSPs even in very dim lights.

These cells

showed a resting disoharge,and rebound effect when a light was
switched off.
(3 ) Comparison with the Uipteran lamina
The fibres from a single ommatidium have been followed
to their destinations in the lamina in the flies Musca
(Braitenberg 19&7) and Lucilia (Trujillo-Cenes and Melamed 1 9 6 6 ).
Either one or two of the eight axons run past the lamina
synapse and the remaining six distribute to different but
adjacent optic cartridges.

It follows that one cartridge,

with its two postsynaptic ganglion cells, receivss six axons all
from different ommatidia related in a particular precise
pattern.

An optical study by Kirsehfeld (1 9 6 7 ) has confirmed

that the optic axes of the different retinulas in an ommatidium
diverge (Kuiper 1962, Wiedemann 196)), by about 2^, and shown
further that the cells in adjacent ommatidia which have
superposable optical axes are precisely the ones which converge
on a single optic cartridge.

This precludes the involvement

of the cartridge in movement perception, because all of the
six contributing retinulas have identical receptive fields.
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Any colour anmXysis 1# also ruled out, because cells 1-6 have
the same spectral sensitivity (Langer and There11 1966)#

The

two cells bypassing the lamina, 7 end 8, are the cells with
different wavelength sensitivity, so that by this M a n s any
colour-confusion at lamina level is avoided.

Analysis of

polarised light at this stage is possible, but unlikely
because of the three or more differing orientations of tubules
in the six contributing cells (see micrographs in Langer, 1966).
Cells 7 end 8 have orthogonally arranged tubules and could
conceivably be the cells involved in PL perception, if
perception in flies is indeed not artefactual (Kalmus 19)8,
Jander and Waterman I960).

Kirsehfeld (196?) has suggested

that the function of the converging pattern is to collect
light coming from one point in space, through seven facets
instead of one, and so increase the effective aperture and
light-gathering power by a factor of seven (the number is
probably six, not seven, since although Braitenberg could not
trace the course of axon 7# TruJillo-Cea6s and Melamed (1966)
describe it bypassing the optic cartridges).

This idea seems

basically correct but the value of the system is not as
extreme as Kirsehfeld suc;gests, because the receptive fields of
cells in one ommatidium strongly overlap.

The average angle

of acceptance is about 8^ in Musca (Kirsehfeld 196)a, Vowles
1 9 6 6 ), but the axes of neighbouring receptors in one ommatidium
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diverge by only about 2^ (Kirsehfeld 196?).

Using this

information and ignoring cell 8, it is possible to estimate
that only 16^ (about 1/6th) of the light entering a facet
along the axis of cell 7 1* actually captured by that cell.
With light axial for cell 6, about 2)^ (1/4) of that facet*s
light enters cell 6.

The figures for other cells are inters

mediate, so that instead of all the light from its axial
direction falling on one rhabdomere, only about l/)th is
captured on average.

^If the receptive fields completely

overlapped as in the bee or locust, the figure would obviously
be l/?th7.

Furthermore,

the larger ths sise of an object, the

mere evenly would light from this object be distributed between
receptors, so that for objects of a few degrees subtense at the
eye, a figure of l/6th would be appropriate.

Thus l6-20ÿ of

the total facet* s flux is captured by the average Musca open
rhabdomere, as opposed to about l4^ for an equivalent fused
rhabdomere structure with 7 cells.

The light flux gain is

therefore about 1.1-1.4-fold for such a structural change, in
contrast to the 7*fold increase suggested by Kirsehfeld.

But

the argument presented in the Discussion to Section 11 showed
that the penalty paid for adoption of the unfused rhabdomere
system is a decrease in light-capturing efficiency, provided
the photopigment is dichioio and the rhabdomere untwisted.
the values used previously are employed and the 2tl PL

If
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••nsitlvity ratio genarally accepted for the fly Calliehora
aeeumed a# a baaia for calculation# a 1#9-fold decrease in
sensitivity is predicted for a 2)0u» rhabdomere, in changing
from a fused to an open-rhabdomere arrangement.

There is

therefore very little gain if any in this change, provided
that in the fused rhabdom eye there is a similar axon
convergence in the lamina, this being of axons from one
ommatidium instead of from neighbours.

The anatomical and

physiological results from locust lamina are consistent with
this picture of axon convergence.
In the light of the above comparison, it seems that the
Musca eye could better be regarded as an adaptation to increase
acuity, since the cells of one ommatidium comb somewhat
different parts of the total visual field, whereas those of
the fused rhabdom eye do not.

From the results of Kirsehfeld

and Vowles, which closely agree, this is not the case since
the angle of acceptance for Musca (7«7^t 8.7^) 1# larger than
that for the locust (6.6^, Tunstall and Horridge I 9 6 7 ) or the
drone bee (about 2^ for most of the cells studied here).
Scholes, however, has now found that Musca cells may in fact
have very narrow fields, of half-width about 2.2^, so that
Kirsehfeld*s (1 9 6 7 ) original argument about the value of the
structure may yet hold.
greater value for

s m

I I

At all events, the system is of
objects^ so effectively Increases acuity
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and/or Xlght-gatharing powar;

an incraaao in acuity ###ma a

mora plausible requirement for a predominantly diurnal animal.
Scholes (personal communication ) has been working with
the optic cartridge system in Musca lamina, on what way be
second-order cells,

from the details available,

may be postsynaptic on latency grounds.

the response

The potentials are

positive and resemble the positive responses recorded here
that are thought to come either from receptor terminals or to
represent the extracellular response typical of the lamina
(Figs. 5 1 , 55)•

The response is slower than the normal

receptor potential and saturates at about the same amplitude.
The interesting thing is that only light captured by any of the
6 cells which contribute to one cartridge in the KirschfeldBraitenberg scheme, is effective in producing the response.
Since an electrode in a retinula cell body records no response
to stimulation of adjacent facets, the postsynaptic origin of
the positive response seems firmly established.

Furthermore it

is obvious that the potentials must be associated with cartridge
activity, because the results agree with the anatomy in that
cells 1-6 do, and cells 7 and 8 do not participate in the
lamina synapse.

Kirsehfeld (196)) apparently mistook these

"graded potentials" for a different sort of retinula cell
am most grateful to Dr. John Scholes for telling me some of
the details of this unpublished work;
errors of interpretation,
however, must rest with me.
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re#pon*## and tha vary low **thr a a ho Id a** ha and Seholaa find, show
that thaaa ealla could ba tha main tranaaiaaioa linaa batwaan
lamina and madulla# and rapraaant tha ganglion call activity#
If thia la tha caaa» It would ba wlaa la tha Intaraata of
ganarallty to rajact tha auggaatlon mada hara aarllar that tha
lamina HP calla in tha loeuat could ba tha ganglion calla.
Thaaa ara» howavar» aorna propartiaa of tha Kuaoa pealtlva
raaponaa which apparantly bail# a ganglion call origin#
It la poaalbla ta record larga raaponaaa lika thaaa in
fly lamina# avan with brokan alactrodaa (lOum tlpa;
Haaalhoff (paraonal communication)|
to ba ratlnula potantiala) $

Lautaehar«*

tha raaponaaa wara thought

"dlffuaa** racordlnga lika thaaa

probably hava much wider racaptlva flalda bacauaa of the
diatortad receptor optica#

If the narro w f l a i d and "diffuec"

racorda ara equivalent» it ia therefore difficult to aaa how
the racordlnga can ba intracellular» aapaclally ainca the
ganglion cell axon a are only 2jum diameter (Trujlllo#»Can6 a I9 6 5 )#
It ia conceivable that tha raaponaaa could come from tha
(monopolar) call bodiea#

Tha overall difficulty of inter#

pratatlon ia raminlacant of that attending the identity of tha
5«»apaca in the vertebrate retina (a.g# Naka and Huahton 1966)#
4 aacond» moat intaraating property uncovered by Soholaa
is that although tha voltaga-intanaity curve of tha positive
raaponaa ia non-linear aa for the normal receptor» tha inputs
from the six separate facets sum linearly over a wide intensity
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ranr.a#

Thia ia unaxpaetad, bacauaa aaparata aynaptio inputs

on ona call normally sum non*linearly in tha same way that
increased stimulation through ona input produces the familiar
shaped responsa*intanslty curve (Martin 1965# Kats and
Miladi 1 9 6 7 )#

Linear summation could ba predicted if tha

recordings represented focal extracellular recording of tha
local synaptic currents associated with cartridge activity»
but would imply non-linaar voltage increments inside tha call#
Against this argument stands the aims of raaponaa • up to about
5 0 mV • which seems unlikely to originate axtracallularly#

on

tha other hand » extracellular raaponaaa of avan lOmV would not
ba expected but can be recorded in locust lamina#

A second

explanation might ba that tha Musoa positiva raaponsaa originate
in a glial compartment which responds to surrounding neural
activity because the extracellular potassium concentration
changes#

Potentials up to 40mV of this origin can ba measured

from amphibian glial cells (orkand» Micholla and Kuffler» 1966)»
but tha tiiae«»coursa of potential change and non*linaarity of
affect would probably disqualify this explanation of Scholas*
potentials#

A third possibility which accounts for tha non*

linearity» stems from tha cable properties of thin fibres»
outlined in Section II#

If the conductance sites on ona call

ara sufficiently electrically remote, significant potentials
I
from site A can arrive at site B» but B seas hardly any
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oonductaiiee Inorem## looking towards A#

Ths rul# that linear

increments of conductance produce a sigmoidal voltage curve
therefore does not hold in this case, for the voltages from
separate sites can add passively and linearly#

Such a

situation could be realised if the Musoa positive potentials were
recorded from a ceil body with synapses on separate thin
dendrites (Smith

a^#, 196?)# but this is not the situation in

the SMinopolar ganglion cells of Diptera (TruJillo*Cen6s 19^5)#
It would be the case, however, if the six retinula axons were
each electrically connected to the cartridge, as Trujillo
originally suggested#

The problem is then to explain the

latency difference between receptors and positive potentials
(which depends on what criterion amplitude is chosen), and also
why the situation is not reciprocal, since a penetrated
retinula cell can be stimulated through only one and not through
six facets#
Scholes also sees the equivalent of the HP response
described here, but the potentials are smaller and responses
cannot be held#

It seems likely that further classification of

the HP and positive responses and their relation to the cartridge
structure must await the development ef a reliable combined
marking and visualisation technique for small fibres, along with
a study of the locust lamina anatomy with electron microscope
techniques#
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Addenda
Two piece# ef relevant work appeared too late to be
included in the manuscript, and will be discussed briefly.
Drs. F. B a u m n n and A. Perrelet, University of Geneva, have
been working on the ionic basis of the receptor and spike
potentials in the drone bee, using £N and aicroelectrede
techniques, and have kindly lent unpublished manuscripts.
The findings of relevance here are:
(1) The ionic requirements for spike*and slow potential
production have been examined more thoroughly than for previous
visual receptor preparations.

The results are consistent with

increased permeability to both Na^ and K* during the slow
potential transient, following which Na^ permeability is
partially shut off and
during the plateau.
sodium process.

permeability further increases
Calcium probably has its effect on the

The spike is Ba^ «dependent and easily

abolished by tetrodotoxin.

TTX does not affect the slow

potential, which may mean that the compartment generating this
is relatively inaccessible to TTX.
(2) During dark adaptation, the peak response amplitude recovers
quickly, but the rest of the waveform may continue to change for
nearly an hour.

This is consistent with the locust results.

(3) Diffusion tracers penetrate between the retinulas of one
ommatidium, past the desmosomes which are therefore not
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ooolusive, In agreement with the indirect conclusion reached
here.

The tracers penetrate between the bases of the

rhabdomere microvilli, but not with the deeper reaches of the
rhabdom, nor into the perirhabdomal vesicles ("palisade")
which also develops in the drone bee with dark adaptation.
The electrical coupling found here could therefore plausibly be
via microvilli, although Baumann and Perrelet at present prefer
to think it may be via the basal non*rhabdomerio membranes.
This seems unlikely from the previous arguments about input
resistance (the sise of this is confirmed), but suggests that
coupling should be compared at basement membrane level.
(4) The rhabdom is not square as Goldsmith (1962) suggests for
the worker, but more like an elongate parallelogram.

The

tubules are approximately at right*angles, and the pattern is
not entirely constant across the eye.
plus a ninth axon;

There are eight cells

this latter may be the corneal hair-cell

axon.
(5) BauMMursn has recorded the response from an exposed retinula
cell to a roving light spot moved up and down its length.

The

slow potential and spike amplitude depended only slightly on the
position of the light spot relative to the microelectrode,
showing directly that the space constant of the drone cell is
very long.

It was necessary to assume that the space constant

was not extremely short in Section II, as one line of approach
towards identifying the origin of responses.
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Baumann has also raeordad potential# from the lamina
which possibly came from receptor terminals.
3 0 mV in amplitude,

These were still

showing that the axon eonstrletion does not

drastically attenuate passive transmission, in agreement with
an assumption made earlier here.

The spike was small, its peak

being also about 3 0 mV.
II.

An extended version of the short Symposium paper by

Kguchi and Waterman (1967), has now appeared (id., 1968) and
calls for further comment :(1) The error of Waterman and Horch (1966) that was remarked
earlier is repeated even more explicitly, since the "degree of
polarised light sensitivity" is specifically equated with the
"degree of polarization response", the latter being in fact a
measure of the response (r ) modulation:
(Loc. cit. p. 98-99)•

R

max

-R . /R
♦ R .
mm
max
mm

Different receptor PL-modulations are

then compared, as if such a comparison had meaning prior to
conversion into sensitivity terms.

The results of Kuwabara

and Naka (1959) and Guilio (1963) are included, where no
response-intensity data is available.

The comments made on the

Waterman and Horch (1966) paper in this connection, in section
II Discussion, therefore apply with renewed force here.

It is

only fair to add that the error of confusing modulation with
sensitivity was not made by the original workers, who were well
aware of the distinction (e.g. Burkhardt and Wendler i9 6 0 .
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Autruni and von Zwahl 1962).
(2) Kguchl and Waterman (1968) suggest it strange that such
large responses can be recorded from crab retinulas (sensitivity
ratio 9tl, Shaw 1966)# when much smaller modulations are found
in the other receptors quoted.

About this can be said;-

(i) This comparison between different receptors or receptor
groups is false as it stands, as explained in (l)t
greater modulation does not necessarily mean greater PL
sensitivi ty.
(11) Given that some species have retinula cells with high PL
sensitivity, the problem is not so much to explain why
this is so, but why other species are so poor by
comparison, when they presumably use similar photos
pigments.
(iii) The previous PL-sensitivity measurements were done on
flies, locusts (Shaw 1966, 196?) or crabs.

Reasons were

given in section II why the open-rhabdom structure of the
fly eye makes for an extremely poor PL-analyser.
locust data is ignored.

The

It is not clear on what grounds

the measurement of Waterman and !lorch (1966) derived from
selective adaptation of the crab LHO is included for
comparison.

There is no reason to suppose that the

responses of one set of cells are completely removed from
the ERG by adaptation,

to leave the other set.

In fact,

exactly the reverse is indicated by the poor modulation
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observed by Waterman and Horch, whose value must therefore
bo an underestimate of the modulation from a single eell.
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Summary

Tha more important results are summarised below by section
Section X

Consideration of previous anatomical and optical work

suggests that ommatidia are optically discrete.

2#

The receptor slow potential recorded with intracellular

microelectrodes is thought to originate in a conventional

manner, by a part of the cell membrane becoming permeable to
one or more species of ion.

The retinula response to a bright step of light is a large

initial transient wave followed by a lower steady plateau

potential.

The possible reasons for this potential reduction

are discussed, the experimental evidence suggesting that of the
alternatives offered, only that involving a rapid switching-off
of the driving ion-permeabilities ("inactivation") can account
for the results.

But inactivation cannot account for all the

changes observed at high flash energies, where ion concentration

changes around the receptor membrane and changes in the species

becoming permeable may cause the results to depart from these
expected on the inactivation hypothesis.

jk.

The initial ion permeability (*ies) is actively suppressed

following the early transient.

This inactivation persists

following the extinction of a flash, but in contrast now acts

only by suppressing possible further changes in permeabilities,
so that membrane resistance remains reduced after a flash.

This reduced membrane resistance could act to partly shunt

out a further conductance change to a test-flash, and so

account for the reduced sensitivity known as light adaptation.

But the time course of sensitivity recovery is usually longer
than that of membrane repelarisation and resistance recovery
(which is about 20 sec with a strong flash), so that a major

part of dark adaptation in retinula cells must involve
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dissipation of ths inactivation affect.
6.

Drone bee photoreceptors produce a single spike per flash.

Locust cells occasionally show an unusual spike phenomenon.

These two cases are discussed in Section II.
no spikes are produced normally.

In other species,

A depolarising current pulse

usually produces a small active response at its beginning, which
is probably of the same origin as the notch seen on the rising

phase of the receptor potential in several species.

Polarisât:

ion through the microelectrode results in some membrane

rectification in the species examined:

membrane resistance is

lower for depolarisation than for hyperpolarisation.

Section 11

Four mechanisms which could account for the polarised-light

(PL) sensitivity of single receptor cells and of animals were

outlined in the Introduction.

eliminate three of these.
2m

Experiments were ;>erformed which

The PL sensitivity of locust photoreceptors determined on

the visual axis was net reduced, or indeed different from

sensitivity elsewhere in the visual field.

This allows

exclusion of Stockhammer*s original birefringence theory ef PL*

analysis.

It also makes unlikely the reflection*artefact theory

which supposed that the PL response of a cell resulted from the
variation in transmission of different PL planes, because of

Fresnel reflection at the eye surface or elsewhere ;

the actual

PL sensitivity-ratios (up to 10:1 for crabs) could not anyway be
reasonably accounted for on this theory.

implicated Fresnel effects for Limulus eye:

and alternative explanations put forward.

J}.

Waterman (1954)

this is discussed

PL sensitivity of locust and dragonfly retinulas is constant

for the wavelengths tested (348*672nm).

This would be expected

if the photopigment were itself dichroic and so functioned as

analyser-absorberI

and also if some spectrally*f1st analyser
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preceded the absorber.
.

Recordings from pairs of cells in the same ommatidium in

the locust and drone bee establish that the receptive fields

of these pairs are nearly identical, including major and minor

aberrations.

This identity shows that an incoming light beam

meets identical optics regardless of which cell absorbs the
beam.

If therefore a polarised beam is analysed by Fresnel

reflection at the cornea (etc.) or by an analyser in the

dioptric apparatus, all the cells in the ommatidium should

register identical responses upon rotation of the plane of

polarisation.

This is not so, so that both the dioptric-

analyser and the Presnel-artefact theories are wrong.

Three of the known possible mechanisms of PL analysis have

been eliminated.

Experimental support is provided for the

remaining (diehroic-photopigment) theory using the eye of the

crab Carcinus. which like other Crustacea has cells with only

two prtmntm,t±onm of rhabdom tubules.

If the dichroic photos

pigment is aligned regularly along (or across) these tubules,

the PL responses of a population of cells should separate into

two corresponding groups, with maximal sensitivities in line

with (or across) the tubules.

Very clear evidence of this was

found in an analysis of 57 cells in Carcinus.

6m

The molecular dichroic axis is therefore in line with or

across the rhabdom tubule.

Light-capturing efficiency would

bo reduced by up to half with the latter alignment, which would

be even worse than a random arrangement of molecules.

The

locust rhabdom basically appears to have throe tubule directions
120^ separate, so that the alignment of molecules along or

across the tubules can be tested.

An experiment like that

described for the crab encountered so much scatter, however,
that a direct demonstration is not possible.

But evidence

from other sources, notably Langer (1966), proves that the
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molecular dichroic axe# lie in line with the microvilli.

2.

Several pertinent piece# of work on the subject of PL

perception are discussed.

It is shown that the experimental

objections of Kennedy and Baylor (1961) to the photopigmentanalyser theory are ill-founded.

The PL sensitivity ratio in crab and crayfish eyes can

exceed 10:1# but locusts are by comparison poorer (mean ef 81
cells m 2.39:1), with drone bees poorer still (mean of 36 #
I.26:1).

If the retinula cells in one ommatidium in the bee

and the locust were partially electrically-coupled, PL
sensitivity would be correspondingly reduced.

2.

Electrical coupling in the locust ommatidium was

investigated by polarising one cell with currents through the

microelectrode, and recording the resultant potential in

another cell with a second electrode.

The ratio of voltages

is called the coupling ratio, but in order to measure it, it is

first necessary to find the voltage in the first cell.

This

is not a straightforward matter with single (or double) micro:

electrodes, and was performed here by assuming that a retinula

cell is effectively short-circuited at the peak of the transient

phase, when strong lights are used:
1 0.

The preceding assumption was shown correct for a few locust

and drone retinulas where both microelectrodes fortuitously
penetrated one cell.

Cells in neighbouring ommatidia were oftec

penetrated, recognised by their different receptive fields, and

were never found to be electrically coupled.
II.

The degree of coupling found in the locust ommatidium was

quite small, but varied considerably.

On the assumption that

this variation was mostly due to the differing separation in the

ommatidium of the pairs of cells selected, a simple steady-state
electrical model was analysed to see what potential variation

should be expected, when one cell out of eight was polarised
(Fig. 20).

The data from seven oell-pairs fitted the model
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quite well when the ratio of input-to ooupling-reaietanee (a i b)

was 1 t 2.1, making certain aeeumptione.

Thue the eelle are

quite independent of one another by oomparieon with Liaulue.
where the eorreeponding ratio i# 18$1.
12.

This independence i# atreeeed by the apparent dietinctneee

of these pairs ef cells when tested with optical stimuli.

At

low light levels, individual "bumps'* (millivolt-simed potentials

thought to represent single-quantum captures) were independent ii

one pair of cells, in contrast to Limulus.

Because of the

reoerding neise-level, only an upper limit for the coupling

ratio could be given by this demonstrationtthe ratio must have
been less than 4il.

PL responses at high intensity show

independence, but cannot give a quantitative picture of coupling

unless the "basic" PL sensitivity is known (see 22).
13.

It is shown that retinula cell coupling as revealed using

polarisation by lights and by microelectrode currents, should

produce equivalent coupling ratios, but only given the assumptioi
that a certain extracellular resistance is negligible.

But it

is likely that this assumption is met, and if otherwise, the

coupling determined with microelectrode tests would fortunately
appear more severe than it really is.

The independence of ce111

to optical tests is therefore the same as, or even greater than
that suggested by the coupling tests.

14.

Two other possible manifestations of retinula cell inter#

action were investigated#

(a) The slow-potential off-axial

"hyperpolarisation" was shown to represent ERG invasion of a low
resistance cell $
ion.

it is not inhibitory nor even a hyperpolarisati

(b) The origin of the small spikes occasionally recorded

is more doubtful, but prebably lies either in the lamina or

results from damage to the retinula axon.
15.

Similar experiments on coupling were done with drone bee

retinulas.

Coupling is much stronger than in the locust.

'#
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Analysis of 13 osll pairs favours an omaatidial modal with
resistors a i b • 4 i 1.

Again, the receptive fields of cells

in one ommatidium were identical.

The PL responses were

sometimes different, but it was often difficult to tell because

response modulation was so poor.
16.

Since a drone retinula normally responds with one spike to

one flash, even different cells look similar when tested with

a single flash.

Repetitive flashes allow distinctions to be

made, since spikes start to drop out randomly in different cells
at a critical flash frequency.

Using this property, it was

found that one of a pair of cells in the same ommatidium always
registered a derivative potential to a spike in the other, and

vice versa.

Thus "spikes” always appeared in synchrony in the

two cells, but with a frequent and often reciprocal disharmony

of amplitude.

This phenomenon would be expected in an

electrically coupled ommatidium.

"Secondary” spikes were

sometimes seen In one cell and not the other.
17.

Different spike-sitee could be exposed by changing the

angle of the incident light.

It seems that each cell can

independently generate a spike, but that cells normally co

operate because of identical optics, interreceptor coupling and
similar cell properties.

16.

Kaka and Eguchi's (1962) contention that spikes do not

invade the receptor soma was shown to

available evidence, propagation could

be unjustified:

on the

be either active or

passive.
1 9 . It seems probable that the inactivation hypothesis of

section I also explains why only one spike, and not a train,

follow a single flash.

20.

Of 4l cases where colour-sensitivity was measured in the

central part of the drone eye, only 3
sensitiveI

two of these were towards

cells were not UV-

the lower part of the eye.

It seems that this patch of eye is monochromatic, and that
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receptors of different colour-responses ere in different
o n u D S t i d is .

21.

This principle

may

be widespread in insects.

The coincident receptive fields of retinulas in one

ommatidium in the fused rhabdom eye, fo%md here, makes Burtt

and Catton*s (1962) theory of image-processing in the locust
(even more) untenable.

discussed.
22.

Other objections to the theory are

A basic equation is derived which ought to describe the PL

sensitivity of the isolated receptor.

Using this, and taking

the average PL sensitivity of crabs and crayfish (approximately

9il) to be the "basic” PL ratio for the locust and drone bee,

we can now investigate the effects of electrical coupling in

demodulating this basic sensitivity, in the hope of providing
a unified picture of receptor PL-sensitivity.

This involves

some assumptions, but when these are made it becomes apparent

that coupling can only account for some of the observed poorness

of PL response in the bee and locust.

Agreement would be

better if the coupling ratio remained constant over a wide
,

'-ü\

range of illumination, but this seems unlikely.
fore probably that either#

It is there#

(a) there is less molecular

alignment of photopigment in the bee and locust than in the
crab, or (b) that the dichroic ratios of the individual

molecules are somewhat lower in the two insects, because the
photopigment is structurally different.
23.

The large secondary peak in the wavelength sensitivity

plots from all locust photoreceptors cannot be explained by
coupling between unlike receptors because the coupling

measured here is much too weak.

Two or more different pigments

must therefore reside in each cell, as Bennett ej^

# (1967)

concluded.
2 4 . The aberrant PL responses with a 90® period, obtained from
some (especially crab) retinulas, can be accounted for by

occasional fortuitous strong coupling between adjacent, unlike
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receptors, end not by Autru«*s suggestion of "siwulteaeous
pénétration” of two cells.

25.

The site of interreceptor coupling in the locust and drone

is discussed.

Separation of the extracellular space from the

rhabdom, by virtue of desmosomal Junctions er intercellularcleft resistance, is excluded.
tubules seems probable.

Coupling via the rhabdom

Coupling therefore should be least in

the Diptera, where the rhabdomeres do not touch, with PL

sensitivity correspondingly higher#

however, the latter is

very poor in flies, but there is another reason for this (see

28).
26.

The results here are discussed relative to behavioural work

It seems that even a drone bee should in principle be able to

distinguish plane of polarisation, so low are the incremental
thresholds found in recent optometer experiments.

27.

Hitherto, the evolutionary advantage of mutually-opposed

sets of rhabdom tubules has been assumed to lie in their

appropriateness for PL-perception.

From this standpoint

receptor coupling seems positively disadvantageous.

An

advantage of even wider compass, previously unrecognised, is
that a fused-rhabdom structure with erthogonal1y arranged

tubules significantly increases light-gathering power.

Eyes

where the tubules are not arranged exactly at right angles (e.g.
locust, cockroach) have a similar advantage, and in both cases
this is not reduced by coupling.

The analysis can be extended

to predict the overlapping-plate structure for a short, stout

crustacean rhabdom.
28.

It is shown incidentally that the fused-rhabdom eye is not

only superior in its light-gathering power, but considerably
superior in the PL sensitivity sho%m by its cells#

a rhabdom

kOOfOM long would be 1.3-fold more efficient if fused and the

PL sensitivity of such a fused-rhabdom retinula should equal

the basic sensitivity-ratio of the photopigment (say 10#l), but
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be muoh poorer If of open-rhabdom oonetructlon (2il cf« XOtl).

Thie account# for the anomalouely poor PL reeponee recorded

from the Dlpteran eye, in which there i# probably no inter
receptor coupling that could account for thia poorneee#

Section III
1#

It eeeme likely that convergence of eix or more receptor

axone on to one or two ganglion cell# in the lamina ie a

widespread phenomenon in the Arthropode.

The question therefor#

arises of how (or if) the varieus receptor attributes, such as
polarised-light sensitivity, survive this convergence.

Attempts have been made to record activity from the region of

convergence in the locust, and to relate this to the anatomy of
the lamina.

2.

Silver preparations of the lamina do not reveal a clear

picture of the anatomical organisation, but synaptic cartridges

and ganglion cells appear to be present as in Diptera.

There

appears to be no crossover of retinula axons, so that the axons
from one ommatidium probably all go to one cartridge.

An

analogous organisation was looked for in the microelectrode
recordings.
3.

Different types of activity were recorded from a region

identified by marking experiments to be the lamina.

The

commonest type of activity, on which this section concentrates,
consisted of hyperpolariaing potentials (HFs) up te 19»V in

amplitude, which occur in response te even a very dim light.

The HPs are recorded intraoellularly because the cells show

resistance changes of several megohms on illumination, and the

HPs can be reversed by hyperpolarisation. Just as can irSPs.

They must therefore be postsynaptio to the receptors.
4.

Comparison of receptor- and HP-responee at low intensities

shows that HPs are recordable when bumps of ImV or less are

being produced in the presynaptic receptor.

If a transmission

2k3,

voltage-threshold existe, it is thsrefors very low.

At a high

intensity, a positive component of uncertain origin is reoorded

on top of ths summated HPs.
9#

Receptor- and HP latency was compared for the same light

intensity range.

The difference amounted to about 2-9msec#

depending on what criterion voltages were chosen.

This argues

that the HP site lies not only postsynaptio to the receptors,

but directly postsynaptio.

One of the possibilities is

therefore that the HPs are lamina ganglion cell responses.

6.

If HPs are associated directly with lamina cartridge

activity,

the angular sensitivity of the HP site should

correspond to that for the single receptor, since the anatomy
suggests that cells of one ommatidium oontribute to one
cartridges

section II showed that these cells would have

coincident fields-of-view.

This expectation of similar

receptive fields is confirmed.
7#

The preceding finding suggests that 1-7 (or B) cells from

one ommatidium may be contributing to each HP site.

Two pieces

of evidence suggest that there is more than one synapse per HP

cells

(i) Histograms of HP amplitude are rarely unimodal.

On

a few occasions clear evidence of bimodal amplitude-distribution

has been obtained, and the Irregular histograms normally seen

may mean that usually several synapses are present (ii) Hypers

polarisation of the HP cell may reverse some potentials but not

others, indicating separate synaptic sites.
8.

Measurements of the absolute sensitivity of receptors and

HP sites were made, and imply that receptor axon transmiasioneffioiency must be very high, if one bump produces one HP on

average.

Efficiency is reduced at some stage at higher

intensities, since the HP frequency-intensity curve is not linear,

9#

PL-seusitivity of HP cells is usually poor, as would be

expected for some unselective input-convergence, but it remains
possible that this poorness could be caused by the limited

2kk.

sampling possibla In the experimental time available.
10.

The receptor afterpotential dees net produce a dark—discharge

11.

The above results are discussed in relation to the origin

in the lamina# as at first expected.

of the HP response.

It is possible that the HPs come from one

type of ganglion cell concerned with low-intensity vision# but
they are not likely to be involved at high intensities.

In

three other preparations where responses of possible second-order

cells have been recorded# light-induced inhibition has been
found.

The HPs here are occasionally recorded inhibiting a

resting discharge of spikes (or BPSPs).
12.

The necessity for maintaining separateness of cells with

different PL-sensitivities is questioned.

It is possible that

be explained on a convergence hypothesis.

Alternatively# two

the ”PL-perceptIon” demonstrated by behavioural experiments can

bypass fibres could carry PL information.
13.

The results here are compared with the functional picture

of the Dipteran eye developed by the Tübingen group and by

Langer.

A system of higher acuity# but possibly poorer

efficiency could be obtained for such an open-rhabdom eye# in

contrast to the fused-rhabdom eye of the locust# bee or crab.
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